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OVERSIGHT OF NATIVE HAWAIIAN EDUCATION

MARCH 21, 1954

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Tf aeltington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SD-628,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Daniel K. Inouye ,(acting
chairman) presiding.

Present : Senator Inouye.
Staff present.: Paul Alexander, staff director; Max Richtman, mi-

nority staff director; Elisa Geier, legislative assistant; and Lynn To-
ledo secretary.

Senator Noun. The hearing will be in order.
This morning we will receive testimony on Native Hawaiian educa-

tional programs, and we will be focusing on the results of a study en-
titled the Native Hawaiian education assessment project that was
conducted in Hawaii.

This comprehensive study provides the most intensive analysis of
the educational needs of Native Hawaiian children.

This morning I am pleased to call upon the first witness, Mr. Myron
Thompson, the senior trustee of the Ka.mehameha Schools, Bernice P.
Bishop Estate.

Mr. Thompson

STATEMENT OP MYRON B. THOMPSON, TRUSTEE, KAMEHAMEHA
SCHOOLS/BERNICE P. BISHOP ESTATE, HONOLULU, HI

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Myron Thompson. I am a trustee of the Kamehameha Schools
and chairperson of the Executive Steering Committee of the Native
Hawaiian educational assessment project.

I am here to discuss the project's findings and to seek your considera-
tion of including Native Hawaiians under the definition of Native
American in the Indian Education Act.

My comments are organized around three questions: What are the
needs of Native Hawaiians; why is it necessary to target Native
Hawaiians for services; and what measures can be taken to address
the identified needs'?

As to their needs, we isolated three categories. In the area of basic
skills, Hawaiian students in our public school system score below

parity with national norms in reading and math.
On the local level, Hawaiian youngsters are at the bottom of most

measures of educational achievement.
(1)
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As to special education needs, these students are overrepresented on
32 indicators of special needs.

In addition, liawaiians have a life expectancy that is from 5 to 10
years shorter than others in Hawaii.

We find as to the culturally related needs that Hawaiians have
increasingly become strangers in their own land, and their behavior
manifests itself in depression, self-disparagement, and therefore in-
ferior scholastic achievement.

As to the question, why is it necessary to target Native Hawaiians,
current Federal programs do not su ciently address these identified
needs. There are no programs which target basic skills of Native
Hawaiian students. Programs such as bilingual education, impact
aid, and Indian education do not benefit these students.

Programs such as chapter 1 partially benefit Hawaiian students.
However, the majority of at-risk Native Hawaiian youngsters are not
benefited from such programs. In addition, there are important
conceptual reasons why current efforts are not meeting the needs of
these children.

First, chapter 1 programs reflect a high degree of remedial instruc-
tion generally using traditional teaching approaches. These ap-
proaches are alien to the style of learning of our children. Twelve years
of research by our staff with Hawaiian children and recently with
Navajo youth in Rough Rock, Ariz., indicates that when the culture of
the school is compatible with the culture of the child, academe achieve-
ment improves remarkably.

Second, poor achievement by most Hawaiian students is a result of
their depressed orientation toward living. This is reflected in the atti-
tude that, and I quote, "I am not good enough; therefore, I cannot
achieve as well as others,"

For these reasons, it is important to target funds to accommodate
the cultural needs as well as to addri.ss the depressive mindset of this
group of children. Such targeting will enable them to become a part of
the mainstream of the United States.

We recommend three approaches in dealing with these needs. In the
area of prevention, we recommend that the creation of five infant,
child, and family development centers located throughout the State
be established,

In the area of the approach of remedial work, we recommend: No 1,
the creation of a Pacific region educational laboratory; and, No. 2, the
authorization c i Native Hawaiian participation under the Indian Edu-
cation Act in culturally and psychologically sensitive programs of
teacher trairing, tutoring, counseling, and cultural series.

And in the third approach, the prospective area, we recommend the
inclusion of legislative language which would enable Native Hawaiian
children to be served directly by the Vocational Educational Act and
the provision of special scholarships to assist Hawaiian students who
wish to pursue higher educational opportunities.

The cost of these recommendations is under $5 million a year. With
such a range of programs. we foresee a time when Native Hawaiian
children will no longer require special Federal assistance.

Mr. Chairman, in summitry, the problems of Native Hawaiian chil-
dren are many and complex. To solve them will require a broad base of
support from Federal, State, and private sources.

6
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Kamehameha Schools will cooperate in the design and funding of
these programs.

Chairman Inouye, I thank you for your committee members' interest
and attention to this matter. I will be pleased to answer any questions
you may have.

Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Thompson.
Because of the intensive involvement of Kamehameha schools in

this project, just for the record, I believe it would be helpful to the
members of this committee to know what the Kamehameha schools are
all about. Could you just give us a brief history of Kamehameha
schools? When was it established, under What conditions, the mission
of the schools, and do you believe that the schools are meeting the
unique needs of Native Ilawaiians

Mr. THUMP SON. I would be glad to.
The school was created in 1887 through the will of Princess Pauahi

Bishop. Princess Pauahi is the granddaughter of King Kamehameha,
who unified the islands in the late 1700's and the early 1800's.

She grew up in a period of time when the death rate among the
Hawaiians was quite extensive. The population dropped from an esti-
mated 400,000 people at the point of discovery by Cook to 40,000
persons during her lifetime.

She was concerned about how to regenerate a. race of people. Her
basic interest was to provide educational opportunities for children
of Hawaiian ancestry as a means of regenerating the strength of her
people.

So she requested at that point in time that a school for boys and a
school for girls he created. Now, over the years, we have educated
some 6,000 to 8,000 students who graduated from the school. At the
present time, we serve 4 percent of the total Native Hawaiian popu-
lation who are in Hawaii s schools, kindergarten through high school.
%nother 16 percent is served by dher private schools. The remaining
80 percent is being serviced by our public school system.

In 1980, in reviewing the statistics that are in our report to you,
we noted that unless we became directly involved in fostering an
educational improvement program throughout the State, the Ha-
waiian children would continue to show the negative statistics over
time.

The trustees, in 1980, made a commitment that within the next 15
years, we will attemptand we feel that we canto move the achieve-
ment scores of Native Hawaiian children to at least parity with the
Nation, but hopefully to parity with the rest of the youngsters in the
State of Hawaii,

'We are committed to do this, and we plan to enter into vartnership
with the Department of Education to achieve that goal. e also plan
to participate with tiny other organization, including the Federal
Government, in achieving that goal.

Senator Ixotm. As you know, this committee is a committee on
Native Americans, primarily American Indians. Have you ever
worked with American Indians?

Mr. THOM PSON. Not directly, except for the last 2 years, and that
direct relationship has been created by our own staff. However, my
interest goes way back to the sixties when I began to sense the simi-
larities between the style of living of the Indians, and that of the
Hawaiians.
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That goes back to the period of time, when we had these programs,
that were set up by President Johnson's administration. One of the
schools I became acquainted with was Rough Rock School of Rough
Rock, AZ. It was begun in the latter part of the sixties, and they
had what I thought was a very intriguing program.

Essentially, in talking with the president of that school at that
time, I asked what the philosophy of the school was. He said that
the philosophy of the school was for the youngsters to become Nrajos
first, and people of the world second. I thought that was a very
intriguing approach.

It was interesting to me that 2 years ago that same school requested
the assistance from our staff to provide the training program for an
unproved reading program that we developed in Hawaii for Hawaiian
children.

So, in direct answer to your question, our staff has been heavily
involved with the Rough Rock school people within the last 2 years,
and we continue to do so.

Senator Iarotrra. Noting the similarities, do you believe that 44iy
aspect of your study would be applicable to the needs of American
Indians

Mr. Thomesow. I toink what is important is that, out of our study,
we found certain things that needed to get done when you start deal-
ing with children who are operating as the Indian children are, at
least in Rough Rock, as well as children in Hawaii. That is, we need
to move into the community to find out in detail how these children
learn from their families and from the youngsters within the com-
munity, before we designed the classroom curriculum and the pro-
grams within that classroom. The process is essential and the same.
This process is important for both groups of youngsters.

Now when we were asked to come from Hawaii to Rough Rock, we
brought our package over. We very quickly found that our package
did not fit the Rough Rock children. So, we had to go back and go
through the process of investigating how these children learn outside
of the school and then readjusted our curriculum, and style of teaching
within the classroom, and so forth, to fit the learning styles of these
youngsters.

Senator Ticotrire. I realize that your testimony suggests that the
present provisions in the laws applying to Native Americans would
not meet all of the needs of Native Hawaiians, but if Native Hawaiians
were declared to be Native Americans in every respect, would it be
helpful I

Mr. TuosiPsow. It would be exceedingly helpful because the funds
would be targeted and they would not get diffused throughout a large
system. We could deal with that kind of situation.

Senator INOUYE. There is another question as to what constitutes a
Native Hawaiitm.

Mr. TITOMPWW. All right Senator. I like the definition that you put
together in 1974, and that is any person who could trace his or her
ancestry to an ancestor in 1778 is eligible. and if that cannot be done,
then that can be declared by the general community.

Senator IxorrYz. So there are no quantum necessities?
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Mr. TII011113SON. Oh, man. That one I shy away from like the plague.
Senator Ixourx. Well, I thank you very much, Mr. Thompson. Your

testimony will be extremely helpful to the committee as it relates to
the needs of American Indians and also to Native Hawaiians. We hope
some day 1Tative Hawaiians will be considered Native Americans in
every respect.

Thank you very much.
Mr. TITOMPSON. Thank you, Senator. I hope so, too.
[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 70.1
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PREPARED STKIIMTT OF PIYRON B. TIMPSON, MEM

THE KA4EHAMEHA soionts/sistim ESTATE, 10401ALU, HAWAII

Gaud morning Chairman andr.ip and members of the committee.

My name is Myron Thompson. I am trustee of The Kamenameha.
Schoois/Hiallop Estate, an educational institution in Honolulu,
established in 1887 for tne purpohe of educating children of
native Hawaiian descent. Currently, about 40% of the annual
educational expenditures of our private school is devoted to the
improvement of public education in Hawaii. This amounts to
about $9 million per year.

Early last year I was asked by Secretary of Education Terrel
Hell to chair the Executive Steering Committee for the Native
Hawaiian Educational Assessment Project. The purpose of this
project was to quantify the severity and scope of the educational
needs of native Hawaiians and to determine what could be done to
improve the situation. Our final report was presented to Secre-
tary Be in March of 1983.

1.am here today to ask that you seriously consider including
native Hawaiians in the Indian liducation Act. AR you know,
native Hawaiians have increasingly been included as native
Americans in federal legislation. For example, in 1974 they were
made eligible to participate in programs of the Administration
for Native Americans (P.L.93-844). In 1982 the Job Training
Partnership Act (P.L.97-300) was Rmended with provisions permit-
ting services to native Hawaiians. Other recent statutes have
included native Hawaiians in programs dealing wit problems such
as alcohol and drug abuse as well as with native American
religious freedom.

My comments will elaborate upon this request and are
organized in three sections.

1) What are the educational And special health, social, and
psychological needs of Native Hawaiians?

2) Why is it necessary to create programs that target this
specific group for services? And

3) What measures should be liken to improve existing
programs and to address needs that are as yet unmet?

o
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Through this comprehensive survey of testimony, data, and

social science analysis, we found that native Hawaiians are a

group at risk, virtually from birth. Almost every facet of the
child's development is hampered by poor condition*. These
conditions all contribute to forming a group of children who have

low educational achievement.

GOMM OY TIM FINDINGS

Thcoe categories of need are identified in the Native

Hawaiian ducatkonal Assessment Project. They are

1) Standardized Achievement Need.;
2) Special Sdueational Needs; and

3) Culturally-related Academic Needs.

My testimony will highlight the findings in each of the three
categories and recommend programs that will meet these needs.

I. gayeties student wears below parity with national norms ow
standardised tests is reading and math.

In the area of student achievement, the needs of 42,000

school-age Hawaiian. were asse.sed. This represents the
combined enrollment of Hawaiians in Hawaii's public and private

schools. An analysis of performance on standardized achievement

tests yields the following points with respect to the performance

of Hawaiian students in relation to others:

a) Hawaiian students in our public school system score

below parity with national norms.

Figure I
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Q) Hawaiian students face stiff competition in the fors of
Caucasian and Japanese students whose performance exceeds
national norms,

AAT

Figure 2
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cl Hawaiian students consistently score higher on some
subtests than others.

Figure 3
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d) Palmitin Rodents lh Hawaii's private schools
score well above national norms on standardised
tests. Acid

e

Figura 4
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The scores of Hawaiian students in the DOE bave
consistently and significantly improved over the
past decade.

Figure 5

CIRADI $.47 TOTAL 11114ADMCI

In sum, these findings demonstrate that, while some progress

has been made, the majority of Hawaiian students continue to
score below national norms and well below other major groups in
Hawaii on tests of achievement.
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II. Hawaiian students have a disproportionate number of
special edueatiosal nerds that pose barriers to educational
achievement.

A second major area of need outlined in the NHEAP report is
that Hawaiian students face a plethora of special educational
needs which are not measurable by, but do influence performance
on, standardized tests. The needs in this category can
be organized into six general areas:

1) Socioeconomic Status: the final report contains
numerous indicators that the socioeconomic status of Hawaiians as
a group is lower than one would expect. The report also presents
substantial evidence that low socio-economic status correlates
with low educational achievement.

Figure 6

KEY SOCIAL INDICATORS: STATISTICAL
COMPARISON BETWEEN HAWAIIAN
ADULTS AND ADULTS STATEWIDE

1-4.1A Than High

STATE
POP.

HAWN.
POP

School Education 24% 30%

College Degree 16%

Unemployed 4% 6%

Nem r or Below Poverty

insufficient !nanny
for Family Site

16%

22%

23%

35%

Profession, Technical,
Managerial 27% 19%

Welfare Recipients 15% 22%

Income Lego Than
$4,000/Year 26% 31%

Median Income 57,400 $6,900
Criminal Menden .5% 1.2%

)t Tote I ptemtions
Authorized - 62% Native Hawaiians
Incarcerated - 47% Native Hawaiians
Juvenike on Piebation - 11% Nintvr Hawaiians
Adults on Probation- 35% Native Hawaiians

Source: Alu Like Needs Assessment Survey, 1979.

1 I
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2) Physical Health: Hawaiians are plagued with a suscep-
tibility to a wide array of physical health disorders which are

barriers to educational achievement or can be addressed through

educational programa. The range of these health concerns is
indicated by a relatively low life expectancy and a high inci-

dence of affliction by specific diseases that lead to the

victim's death or leave the afflicted with a lifelong physical

handicap.

Figur. 7
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3) Mental Health: Testimony, data, and research
analysis suggest that a variety of stressful forces or conditions

exist in the lives of many Hawaiians. These conditions have
generated depression or resulted in problems in areas such as
childrearing, interaction with others, and school behavior.

Figure 8
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4) Alienations For a variety of reasons, many Hawaiians
are alienated from the major institutions in our society. This
feeling of alienation leads to and is signaled by such indicators
as: c;ime, substance abuse, and high absenteeism.

Figure 9

SAWA OP 1114140411/11 AINS117111SM
IN T4/11' 4 SCHOOLS
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5) School System Barriers: The problems experienced by a
school system tend to have their most dramatic impact upon those
students who have special needs. Consequently, any problems
experienced by the State Department of education in maintaining a
modern curriculum, adequate funding, or programs for students who
are handicapped or have other special learning needs tend to have
a more pronounced effect on Hawaiians than students who are
thriving within the school system.

16
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Figur* 10

Panosit Distribution by Bank Group for 16 Special Education Dimino**,
Stant of Hawaii Public Schools, 19804981
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6) Environmental Barriers: For economic and cultural
reasons, disproportionate numbers of Hawaiians live in rural
neighbor island communities (Hawaii, Maui, and Kauai) which have
educational environments that, while rich in certain historical,
cultural, and natural respects, tend to be deficient in many
crucial areas (e.g., Quality of facilities).

1?
36-485 0 - 84 - 2
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Viva" 11

HAWAIIAN STUDENTS BY DOE DISTRICTS,
1976-77 TO 1980-81

117 -77
19710 OW. 1.
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111. Cultural behavior and background affect academic
achievement.

The lost need urea described in the report revolves around
culture. For many Hawaiians, culture is the basis of their
self- concept and identity. This can be a positive and negative
factor.

On the one hand, the report contains many pages of testimony
and writings indicating that Hawaiians are affected adversely by
the loss of their culture. It 19 widely acknowledged that the

' events of history have conspired to suppress Hawaiian values,
lifestyle, language and beliefs.

There Are numerous indicators of problems at the points
where the Hawaiian vulture meets and interacts with the dominant
culture. The classroom is one such point.

Many Hawaiians also achnowledqe that they have erected
culturally-related barriers of their own making, through negative
self-attributions or internal dissension.
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Likewise, barriers have been created by those representing
the dominant culture through stereotyping and the widespread use
of a culture-bound school curriculum.

Figure 12
Storeotypes of Imams
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In addition, the preservation of Hawaiian culture has been
uneven. There is such about themselves and the ways of their
ancestors that Hawaiians do not know. This mikes the need for
continued support for Hawaiian and multi-cultural studies
particularly strong.

The recurring theme of these various conditions of cultural
need emphasizes self-disparagement, feelings of inadequacy, fear
of failure as well as fear of success, alienation, hopelessness
and helplessness, and depression. These symptoms characterize
the culture loss/stress syndrome.

This syndrome relates to the rapid and severe culture loss
experienced by Hawaiians since the advent of "western" culture,
beginning with the discovery voyages of Captain James Cook in
1778. The syndrome includes lowered school performance among
Hawaiian children and, thin, indirectly as well as directly
contributes back to negative social outcomes for Hawaiians.
Figure 13 graphically depicts this causal chain. Implicit
within this notion Is a feedback loop which makes the OyCle
self-perpetuating. That is, without intervention, one would
expect further cultural disparity, further culture loss, more
depression, and increased social failure over time.

19
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Figure 13
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On the positive side, it is clear that many Hawaiians derive
considerable strength and pride from their culture. The
community's renewed interest in and emphasis upon things Hawaiian
have been 4 source of revitalization and encouragement for
Hawaiians.

Programs that expand our kqowledge of Hawaiian culture will
also play a significant role in preparing Hawailana for the
future. The students of today must develop a clear understanding
of themselves and their values if they are to successfully deal
with multiple options they will encounter in the nar future.

WHY IS IT NECESSARY TO TARGET THIS SPECIFIC GROUP?

The state of Hawaii receives its share of federal funding
through its single educational agency, the State Department of
Education. These programs could be classified into three basic
categories:

1) Federal programs that directly benefit or target
Hawaiian students;

2) Federal programs that do not benefit Hawaiian students;
and

3) Federal programs that indirectly or partially benefit
Hawaiian students.

There are no educational proirams in the first category.
Such programs would result from resources targeting native
Hawaiians as a special group in nred, in the manner of the Indian
Education Act.

The second category includes programa such as Bilingual
Education, Impact Aid, and Indian Education. Since virtually all
Hawaiian children speak English as their first language, bi-
lingual programs do not benefit them. Impact aid, of course, is
intended to relieve some of the state's financial burden of

Z 0
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serving the dependents of military personnel and therefore cannot

provide programs to meet the needs of native Hawaiians. Finafly,

Hawaiians are not eligible to receive the Indian education funds
coming into our state because they are not currently included
under the act's definition of nati/e American.

In the third category are those federal initiatives such as

Chapter I which address educational needs of economically
disadvantaged students. Since many Hawaiian families are
disadvantaged, many Hawaiian students do benefit from these

programs. Many others, however, do not because the current
funding levels accosodate only a portion of those who qualify for

assistance.

Furthermore, marginally at-risk students comprise a signifi-

cant gap group for whom these services are not available, since
the selection criteria limit enrollment to students who are

the lowest statilnes of achievement (after economic criteria are

met.) This is particularly problematic for Hawaiian students who

are even more over-represented in the gap group than they are in

the group of lowest achievers. As our study shows, the achieve-
ment patterns of this at-risk grow) dramatically deteriorate as
they progress through school.

Figure 14
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Eklund the quantitative liffiultles with this category of
federal pi-re-rams, there are even more important conceptual
reasons eh current efforts are insufficient in meeting the needs
of native lawaitans and why, therefore, this group needs to be
slweitleAtly targeted for funding.

First, ov. sting programs, suet as Chapter 1, reflect 3 high
degree of remedial instruction gew.rally utilizing traditional
teaching appruachos. While tn orograms may work others
oho Aro 41 risk, they represent more of what is not working fur
the Hawaiian student. Absent is ;lay systematic attempt to reduce
the cleavage between the culture of the shool and the culture of
the student.

The Kamehameh Sehools/Bishop Estate has compiled consider -
able evidence through itvnivork with Hawaiian children, As well as
through pilot project It collaboration with Navajo youth In
Hough Hoek, Arizona which shows that these cultural differences
are a substantial impediment to the acquisition of basic skills.
The research also proves that when the culture of the school is

changed to he more accomodating to and compatible with the
culture of the child, academic achievement improves remarkably.

Secondly, pitch of the three categories of need, dIs%astied
earlier in my testimony, Is only part of the whole picture. For
example, poor achievement on a '13104rdiAed lest Is often a
m41,110stAtIon of self-disparagement, which results from depres-
sion, whi.1 n y he caused by poet' health. The problems are
inter- related, and the solutions must be likewise, comprehensive
and ordinatd,

For these two reasons, simply increasing the current levels
of funding for existing federal programs would be inadequate to
effectively meet the special educational, health, ;octal, and
psyehological needs of native Hawaiians. The necessary cultural
accomodations and eoordination would only be possible If the
tudural government establishes special provisions to establish
programs In41 speeifirally target the needs of native Hawaiians.

WHAT MEASURKS SHOULD BS TAXIIN7

Our report includes recommendations for systematically and
coherently tapping existing legislation to institute programa
which we feel will address these troblems. Each of the programs
we are recommending has established a record of effectiveness.
They represeul three approaches; Preventive, Remedial, and
Prospective. (Refer to Figure 15: Recommended Programs.)

These recommendaltons Include: the creation of Parent-Child
Development Centers and funding fir a Pacific Region Educational
Laboratory. We are pleased to report that both of these recom-
mehd.ilions are 4 step closer to rfallvation thanks to federal
support for further planning efforts.
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Another recoomendallon calla for support of publi, .school
teacher training now being conducted through the Kamehameha
Elementary Eaucation Program (KEEP.) The culturally Sensitive
methods and curriculum used by KEEP staff have ,significantly
improved the reading achievement of native Hawaiian elementary
students who are considered to be at risk.

Other recommendations call for tutoring, counseling, and
cultural studies efforts that would be similar to programs
conducted under the Indian Education Act. As I mentioned
earlier, we have found through our work with Navajo Indians In
Rough Rock that there are both uncanny similarities and sharp
distinctions between the problems of native Hawaiian and Indian
children. It appears that both groups will profit from educa-
tional approaches that coostder their unique cultures. This
committee can take direct action to benefit both groups. Speci-
fically, we are recommending legislation to authorize native
Hawaiian participation under the Indian Education Act and to
increase appropriations for that act.

We sire also proposing legislative language that would enable
native Hawaiians to be served by those provisions in the Voca-
tional Education Act that already benefit other native Americans
and that would permit the establishment of a range of programs to
meet the unique needs of native Hawaiians.

A set-aside in the Vocational Education Act could support
such programs as Area Vocational Centers (AVC) in selected high
schools which serve large numbers of Hawaiian students and where
the demand for updating vocational training resources Is particu-
larly high. Other potential programs might entail entrepreneur-
ship training, development of culturally related vocational
opportunities, and the creation of culturally sensitive career
explorations materials.

Finally we are recomeendina that a special scholarship
program be established to assist exemplary Hawaiian students who
wish to pursue bigher educational opportunities. The target
funding level for this additional scholarship assistance 14
$454,000. This would match the level of service already provided
by The Kamehameha Schools/Bishop fetate.

The impact of these additional funds would be to signifi-
cantly Increase the number of students who pursue higher educa-
tion outside the state, as well as those who undertake post-
graduate and professional studies.

The total annual coot to tune all of the recommendations is
under five million dollar*. With the Resistance of such a range
of programs we foresee a time when native Hawaiians will no
longer require special federal support.

30
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In summary, the problems of nitive Hawaiians are many and they

are comp,ex. Attempts to resolve these problems will require a
broad base of support naming from federal, state, and local

sources.

The Kamehameha sehools/gtshop Ratate expects to participate
in the development, funding, and inplementation of programs to
help Hawaiian children, and to aiw.tme 3 proper measure of
responsibility for dealing with these concerns. lie presently
have a very close working relationship with the state Department
of Education and we know of other private Institutions that are
willing to support these programs. We believe the establishment
of such a federal, state and private partnership is in keeping
with our nation's philosophy of private sector participation in

the provision of human services.

Chairman Andrews, I would like to thank you and the other
members of your committee for your interest and attention to this

matter. I hope that the information I have shared will assist
you in enacting legislation which will prove beneficial to all
children who are at -risk. I will oe pleased to answer any
que4Iions you may have.
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IN1TR-AGENCY EPKIRTS AND SUPPORT

Mistier' of Ute

LILIUOKALANI TRUST
Clwrisaia /Awns. David at. Prim. Piro Hawaiian Boar

P. O. Da, PIM IfforpledN. Hawaii 'Awn

March 14, 1984

The Honorable Mark Andrews
Chairmen
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affaira
836 Sart_Senate Office Building
WeehingtOnr, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman,

We support the concept that The Xamehameha Schools/

Spcnice P. Bishop Estate and Queen Lili'uokalani Children's

Center/Lili'uokalani Trust, both private Hawaiian agencies,

work together in a combined effort of education, health

and social care of orphaned and destitute children of

Hawaiian ancestry toward the ultimate goal of self-sufficiency.

Very truly yours,

1%7'14 ArAt..4

(Mrs.) Clorinda L. Lucas
Chairman
Board of Trusties
Lili'uokalani Trust

36-485 32

Ciiatad by her Lass Mitiesty Qom Laisakakai
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March 7. 1984,

The Honorable Mark Andrew.
Chairman
Senate Select Ommaittv. on Indian Affairs

836 Hart Senate Office Building
Washimstoo, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Andrews;

As Director of Bishop Hnseum, one of the nation's largest
institutions of this kind, I as deeply concem,d with
the education of all Americans. I was a teacher for

more than a decade. and I was formerly Acting Deputy

Director of the National Science Foundation and an
Assistant Director over a period of seven years. Thus

I an familler in a general way with the importance of
strong educational programs both at the delivery end as

will as the Federal support end.

The Museum shares a portion of responsibility for
educational progralla in the state of Newai'i with the
Kasehansha Schools, who as you know have recently

completed the Natty*. Hawaiian Education Aesessmant Project.

which clearly indicates special educational needs for

this important group of our cittsene.

I respectfully urge you to consider carefully the
appropriate programs recommended by the Kamehemeha School.

involving 'riven partnerships in delivery of human

services. These will require change, in the Indian

Education Act as well as other education legislation.

I also urge you to consider the astabliehment of a Pacific

Regional Education Laboratory to strengthen opportunities

for young people in the Trust Territories, Guam, and

American SAMOA.

There is no doubt that the future standing of the United

States among the nations of the world will depend heavily

on the manner in which we carry out our responsibilities

to these Americans to whom we have commitments on these

Pacific Islands.

Thank you for your attention to this important natter.

Sincerely,
, -.

S. Creutz
Director

IC:Wag

f.
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PREPARLD STATIKIIT OF RS. GEORGIANA K. PAM:1(i, CHAIRMAN
DITARM/T OF HAWAIIAN HCMF LANDS

STATE OF HAWAII

The Hawaiian Hones Commission was created in 1920 by

an act of the U. S. Congress and incorporated by a Compact

in the State Admissions Act. With over sixty years of

working with and serving four generations of native Hawaiians,

it is clear that native Hawaiian advancement is a process

that involves opportunities to be self-reliant and provide

for one's basic needs, capacity-building of skills and talents,

a willingness to participate in decision making and contribute

to the well-being of the entire community.

The Hawaiian Homes Commission Act set aside about

190,000 acres of land for native Hawaiian use. This is a

substantial resource available for native Hawaiian settle-

ment, farming, ranching, and businesses. The Department

of Hawaiian Home Lands (DAHL) also provides home and agricul-

tural loans, extension services, business consultation and a

land base for economic development, and technical assistance

and seed monies to community groups to undertake self-help

projects.

Educational achievement, knowledge, and skills develop-

ment at each age group are an integral part of the process

of native Hawaiian advancement. DHHL has found, for example,

that the provision of land, improvements, and loans for

farming are more effective with attention to developing the

human resources as well. Balanced and comprehensive programs

are necessary to achieve optimum results.

2



The Hawaiian community has expressed the need for

continuity. Programs that service different age groups

and are tied together help to provide learning experiences

within the family that are reinforcing and enriching.

DHHL, the Kamehameha Schools, and other Hawaiian agencies

have worked jointly on several projects through our membership

in the Hawaiian Services Institutions and Agencies. We have

found interagency coordination to be desireable to best use

our limited resources. By working on common objectives through

our various capabilities and resources, we have been successful

in creating a more complete infrastructure of services needed

by our clients. Examples of joint projects includes

o The Hawaiian Entrepreneurship Training Project
was cosponsored by OWL, Kamehameha Schools,
Alu Like, Inc. and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.
With over 200 Hawaiians taking part, the project
culminated in successful completion of a three
week live-in course by 27 Hawaiian businesspersons.
Follow-up services by various agencies have included
business consultation, use of OHRL's land base,
job training and placement, vocational education
and scholarships for entrepreneur skill building.

The Paukukalo Adult Basic Skills Program is
funded by the Kamehameha Schools and State Depart-
ment of Education. DHHI, is making funds available
for computer equipment and software in adult basic
skills. Follow -up counseling and scholarship
assistance is available for post-high school work.

o Den and Kamehameha Schools are pursuing a scho-
larship program for native Hawaiians in graduate
level business fields. The formation of a group
of trained managers complements other economic
development and entrepreneurship services being

offered.



o When funding for DHHL's preschool program terminated,
the Kamehameha Schools proceeded to assume full
responsibility for three sites in homestead areas.

'he Kamehameha Schools is the Hawaiian educational resource.

Of several Hawaiian trusts and organizations, the Kamehameha

Schools is the only institution focused on Hawaiian educational

achievement. Kamehameha Schools has a lone-standine tradition

of excellence, serving a sizeable segment of our Hawaiian

community. our people look to the Kamehameha Schools for

:iir-ctions and educational services, and holds the Kamehameha

Schools accountable for its performance and results. The

Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment Pfoject is an indication

:)f the level of quality which our people expect and which the

Kamehameha Schools carries out.

The PHHL urges your favorable consideration of the

recommendations set forth by the Kamehameha Schools for the

following reasons:

a. The Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment

Project provides a solid rationale for special

assistance from the federal government for

native Hawaiian education.

h. The set of programs recommended by the Kamehameha

Schools can result in a balanced and comprehensive

set of educational services to promote native

lidwaiian advancement. Vocational education, basic

skills, higher education assistance are program

31)
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areas that can benefit our adult clients.

c. The Kamehameha Schools has demonstrated its commitment

to native Hawaiian educational achievement and is

prepared to participate in program development, funding,

and implementation.

d. Our agencies recognize the value of coordination to

fulfill our responsibilities and make optimum use of

limited resources in a purposeful and organized manner.

The network for coordination is in place.

It is my belief that the native Hawaiian community will respond

enthusiastically and that significant results will be achieved

with appropriate federal, state, and private commitments.

SUBMITTED AY:

GEORGI K. PADREEN
CHAIRMAN
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(December 12, 1981 school board meeting)

ROUGH ROCK DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL
RRDS - Box 217

Chinle, Arizona 8650)

RESOLUTION: CONCERNING THE COOPERATIVE PROJECTS WITH
THE KAMAHEMLTA SCHOOLS / ISHOP ESTATE

WHEREAS the matter of the cooperative project operated jointly by
the Kamehemehe Schools of Hawaii and the Rough Rock Demonstration School
(Navajo); and

WHEREAS that the project may be considered an unqualified success.
and that continuation of this project and others like it may be expected
to produce benefits for both institutions end the children they serve,
and that all effects should be made to continue a cooperative working
relationship, and

WHEREAS this it undertaken in light of the following:

First: The terms of the origiral agreement have been met by__
both parties in good faith and a spirit of cooperation, and we are
encouraged that s.,ch can continue

Secfn.;: The goals of the project have been met and exceeded,
_

demonstrating competence of both parties to carry out joint educational
research-and-deyelopnent work.

Thir The benefits to R,Ligh Rock Demonstration School have
exceeded expectations of the original agreement, and include the
following:

a) The KELP Language Arts program has been installed
effectively in a third-grde classroom. The Rough Rock
teacher and aide have been trained sufficently to continue
operation, though further training would be advantageous.

b) The KEEP Language Arts program has been adapted to Navajo
children. The children are learning vigorously and
happily.

c) The third-grade Rough Rock staff have been trained to
continue to develop the program and make it increasingly
effective for Navajo children.

d) The entire Rough Rock Deeonstration School Elementary
School faculty have been offered training in several

3 2
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Language Arts skills. through a series of bi-weekly
workshops offered by KEEP staff. More than half of the
faculty participated.

Fourth: The benefits to Navajo children have been eatanded to
schools throughout the reser4Ittion. through an all-day presentation by
KEEP staff to reservation-wide conference on the teaching of English as
a Second Language; through many visitations to the lough Rock/KEEP
program by representatives of many other schools; and by presentations
to faculty and students of the Indian Education Program at Northern
Arizona University.

Fifth: We are assured by the KEEP representatives that
benefits to the Kanehameha Schools and client Rawailan children have
been equally great, in that:

a) greater understanding ofthe KEEP program has been
achieved by observing differences in the ways that
livAaiian and Navajo children respond in it;

b) greater sophistication in developing programs for
cultural inoritiee has been gained through
interaction with Navajo staff;

c) research-and-development directions for future KEEP
work have been clarified, with potentially great
savings in cost and effort.

sl,t. It has beer demonstrated that both Native American
pkopi.s, and Navajo, can benefit fron a joint attack on their
c, -iron proh,oms with educational effectiveness.

IIi!RfroRE RE IT RESOLVED that we urge the following:

I) ?nit stAif of the RoughRock Deronstration School continue
to errs c,opera:ively whenever posible' with tl,e gamehaneha Schools.

2) Tt.at the Kamehameha Schools /Bishop Estate lavoraoly

rensider opportunities to continue our joint research-and-development
efforts.

3) That policy tankers In the Congress of the t'nited States.
in the Department of Education, The Bureau of Indian Affairs, and in
private foundations favorably consider proposals that will make possible
further joint programs between the Kamehameha Schools/Bishop Estate and
the Rough Rock Demonstration Schocl. as well as other educational
programs for Native Americans.

4) These are undertaken in the conviction that they will
further the educational progress of Native American children -- Hawaiians,
Nava;os, andby examplemany others as wall.

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution wad duly considered
by the Rough Rock School Board at a duly called meeting at Rough Rock.
Arizona at which a quorum was present and that sane 10111 passed by a vote
of 11:__ in favor and ()_ opposed, this twelfth day of December, 1983.

Tinesc W. Dick, Sr Vice-President
Rough Rock School hoard. Inc.

36-485 0 - 84 - 3
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Designing Reeding Instruction for Cultural Minorities:

The Case of the Easehembe Early Education Pea

Robert C. Calfee - Stanford University
Courtney B. Cesdrn - Harvard University (editor)

Richard P. Duran - Educational Testing Service
Mirgaret P. Griffin University of California,

San Diego
Marjorie Menus - Pord Ptundatioa
Harriet posS cam

Deoweber 1, 1981

The preparation of this report and the visit to KEZP on which
it is largely based were mewl possible by the assistance of
the ford Foundation, Division of Munition and Research, in
cooperation with the Bernice P. Bishop Estate, Kamebsambe

Early Diucatiom I:tying', 1850 Mekuaaane Stet, Benoluludia 96817

Additional copies of this report may be obtained from
Professor Courtney B. Casden

iissverd oraduotr School of Venetian, Appian Way, Cambridge, Moss. 02138
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The Kamehamena Early Education Program (KEEP) is a research and

development project designed to find wave of improving the school performance

of educationally 'at-risk' Hawaiian children and using these results to

help public chnols better serve this population. A central question

that the KEEP project poses is one that concerns every community in a

society ea diverse as ours: Whose responsibility is it to build bridges

between the culture of a community and the culture of the school? Is it

chiefly the young child's responsibility to adjust to the new and different

dernnds encountered upon entering the public school? KEEP. is important as

an example of a deliberate attempt to take account of the lultural background

and abilities developed in the community, and to design an instructional

program which is both culturally congruent with community practices and

menagesble in the public schools.

In January 1981, as a team of six people, we had the opportunity

to observe KEEP at first hand. The study team was deliberately diverse:

an educational psychulogiat, sociolinguist, a psychologist, an

educational linguist, an educational administrator and a foundation

program officer. Four of the group had been public school teachers; one

member was Hispanic, one Slack; all had been involved in research,

development and training in the eduction of children from minority

cultures. We did not agree about every aspect of the program, but

there was consensus that what we had seen was sufficiently important

that a report should be prepared for wider dissemination. The project

is new known only to a small group of educators and social scientists;

a report could make it known to more people and Delp others to think

about the implications of KEEP's work for other children.
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We fount at KEEP a sustained effort - msinteined over a decade

end still going - to. find out bow to increase the chances of school

success for the children of a community where educational success

in not noteworthy. The modifications the project is Making are not

radical; rather, they involve subtle alterations in traditional roles

asd procedures and in the instructional emphases in the teaching of the

critical school skill of literacy. KEEP in more specific than many other

programs - not necessarily more prescriptive - about which teaching

practices are important for children's learning.

It is not clear bow much KEEP's progress can be attributed to

practices in the educational program that are specific to Emotion children

and how much to instructional elements that, properly adapted, might work

equally veil with other populations. Individual elements of the program

can be found in operation in a number of mainland schools. to the spirit

of the project, our interest is not to try to single out one or the other

feature that best explains the program's success, but to encourage discussion

of the different components that, in atone combination, seem to comprise

the necessary and sufficient ingredients for effective instruction.

Unacceptably low levels of educational performancr still confront many

schools in the United States. Tc learn about the Kamensosha Early

Education Project is to learn as much about its unwillingness to settle

for low achievement and about the rpirit of inquiry that animates its

work as it is to learn shout apt -cific program components. We hope this

account will help others to share in some measure in the analysis of a

venture that hoe challenged, questioned and provoked our own beliefs

and assumptions.

3[6
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Thi., report hes 6 main sections. The first narrates the historical

background on the multidisciplinary research that has led to the present

program, and report, the various comparisons KEEP has mode in evaluating

its program and the results they have obtained so far. Seennd ix a brief

description of a typical morning in a KEEP classroom, which sets the stage

for more extended discussion of two program components: the direct

instruction of comprehension and the social organisation of the classroom.

The third section, on direct instruction in comprehension, discusses in

some detail the reeding program that has evolved at KUP, explores alternative

explanations for its success, and ends with a report of test we asked the

staff to administer to a feu KEEP laboratory school students. The fourth

section, on the social organisation of the classroom, suggests new meanings

for the term "social" in teaching and learning, and include!, discusaione of

the complex relationships between ethnographic research and educational

innovation. In the fifth section, the laboratory teschere' roles in KUP's

development are described, followed by picture of the training processes

that evolved, moving from training in the laboratory school to the training

now underway in cooperating public schools. The sixth and last section,

the conclusion, pulls together some of the themes highlighted in the report,

and includes a brief discussion of the costs of KEEP, a subject not discussed

on our trip.

Sacsuee so many of the documents about KEEP are not widely available,

readers may be especially interested in the Spring, 1981 issue of

Uncetionel Pere ctives, devoted entirely to KEEP, with contribution.

from as1 restarc ire end one outside commentator, Isabelle Beck. See

Appendix A for the Table of Content' of that issue, and information on

how to obtain it.
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HISTORY AND MOO= BACNOROUND

History

population of the Heisiliian Islands today is highly diverse.

Changes in the basis or the census clessifications make it difficult

to be exact about change, in the population membership. Depending

on now data ere collected, approximately 20% is attested to be of

Hawaiian or pert Naweilan ancestry or to identify themselves as *On colly

Hawaiian. Once primarily an agricultural and fishing people, the native

Hawaiian communities here experia;:ed social and economic dislocation in

the process or adapting to the demands of a modern industrial and business

oriented society. Conflict between the traditional and modern way. of living

is particularly mentreet in those arose that are heavily ethnic Nessilan.

Soap have adapted themselves easier than others; and, as in other communities

in transition, the children of the families adhering closset to the traditional

ways are likely to experience the greatest discontinuities whin they move into

the culture of the school. ',or children of these fendllei, transition can

ha abrupt. How the school responds to the differences children brim to

school can be of persamunt importance in the child's willingness to participate

in classroom activities.

It was an awarmnemm of the crucial nature of the gap between the Mee

and the dominant culture that first led social scientists and educator. to

undertake investigations of community lifm among the Hawaiian ancestry twill's.

Begun in the said 1960's, these interdisciplinary community studies looked st

modes of teaching and learning in the home and in the school end used this

Information to frame initial que.tione about discrepencies between styles of

36
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learning in the home and educations) performance in school. lbe starting

-ammumpticos of thew studies were that the Havellan-encestry

were bi-cultursl, that their cultural differences were not deficit' but

preferred difference in life style and model) cf behavior, end that bi-

culturalims did not have to be a barrier to participation in modern society.

Bather, understanding of the difference' might offer insights into ways

of creating school environments in which children could learn to participate

im the larger society. lbs school could learn to modify its practices in

was that would enable the children to teems euccessefUl learners of school

tasks, just as they were rucceasfUl learners of twee and community task..

By 1970 the Bawaiien community wee showing an increasing concern

over the poor academic achievement of children fres low income homer.

Since the leSO'a a small percentage of native Hawaiian children had been

educated at the ihmehamehe Schools, a non-public educational program eatabliehed

by Trust of the last descendant of the Kamehameba dynasty of Hawaiian monarchs,

Bernice Fought Bishop. These schools had selected their students from among

the moat advantaged; and it is now time, said the community, that the Trust

(the Bishop estate) turn :ta attention to the more dissdventaged children, sort

Oewhom attend public schools. Building on the findings of the earlier community

studies, in MI the Trust crested the Kamehamehe Early Education Program

(67,P) As a research and development project aimed at finding ways of improving

the School performance of the educationally et-risk Uswelia4 children and using

the results to help the public schools better serve this population.

ESP's mein task wee to uncover,the reason. for the widespread failure
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in learning to rent and, banes of, 'hat understsmAim to levelop en

instructionnl prorram in viii. t, ohiloi.., could I.e more Al.eessf41.

Sy/gentle ohservalimns of learnior h,owivior in the community end in

the School, startinc with kindergarten in 1712. focused on the child'.

interactions with adults and other children. As in earlier etudfas,

the reaearch team was multinieciplinary! it involved anthropologists,

psychologists, UN:mints, reucational researchers and teacher.. It ass

collaborative and interactive; observations fed into the &nig) of ex-

periments and in turn thoSe findinps fed back into new hypotheses and

new questions. The orientation of the K6E12 teem was problem-solving:

a systentic search for clues to tmderstanding Whet goes wrong and an

openness to rominine, why itomething worked when it did, a reiterative

process; that rrederiek crickson (1977) has mince referred to as 'analytic

detective work."

The very prartIcal reel of the research project led in 1973 to the

opening in Honolulu or en atIvrimenial laboratory school, known se

KA na'i Piro,* purposely deairned to facilitate the coordination of

research And its applications to clesarcInm design. The intake population -

kindergarten throvrh third yade wn: planned SO that 75% of the Children

would be from an urtlio area wher, many Hawaiian children are "at risk".**

Three fourths o1 the families were ,ev,iving financial assistance; few

youth. Stql0n, and few., (About 5'i.-74) attend college -- s

picture not unlike that of other otadvantaged minority communities in

mainland URA.

* The name "lie MA'i Rano" moans "to strive for excellence." It was given to
the school through a trnditional practice - it came in dream to I Hawaiian elder.
AA In recent statewide testim!, the modal fourth grads scarce in schools with
high Hawaiian and other golyneainn ..nrollmenta era in thf tenth percentile.
KErm eatiastes that some 3,nnn ehilrirrn compose the ethnic Hsweilen et-risk
m0,00. '0,-4.'0
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From the beginning, the research team won determsned to find

solutions that could work in the public schools. The search for practical

alternatives wee sided by participation in the reeenrch trem of

teachers in the laboratory school nod by locating the research apace of)

the school site. 12esta collection wen flathered by conetruction in the

laboratory school building of en obeerrationel deck with audio end video

equipment irc that any interectior between teacher's and children could be

both directly observed and captured on tape. Conditions at the laboratory

School otherwise conformed to those in the public school: pupil- teacher

ratio, classroom Size, resources and school calendar resembled public school

conditioni.
Peginnina in 1473 and over A period of four yearn of exploration',

experirnentetion, design, reformulation, try out and revision,en educational

progress was developed nod tested on tocceatelve classes of children enrolled

in the laboratory school, and the results were compered with t',orie of children

of Comparable backgrounds attending nearby pt..blic sehoel a. By 1977 KEEP felt

it bad succeeded in identifying the resent lel featur ea of to appropriate

instruct orAl program, one that wee both cup aurally congruent with coaramity

yrar.ti-re and me'Ingeeiic to the pub? iv sorn,o1 Delta flees the esperirsentel

Fr ,npn were rho,' I th i +prnvewrnte in T.1,Jpi 1 pet for non confirming the 2,wigesmenta

of tHr staff as tc this he;:eeeery ant euflicSrat ,:unponeut of so effective

read;;.,; and language arts program. Mentrwr.1lr, staff had begun to explore

the 1r,terest of putolc echna..)le to cc,re.hi tire with h f I cant atimbers of

}towel len ;h!, an,t etre! egl ft,r sun y In,, the program Into public school

sfierjouiserha resdIng:Ifing,,,nge arts teachers in the lab scr,u0l are active
collaborators ir, curriculum design end reeee:-ch they are in the classroom
only in the mess! mg; other teachers carry (nit the rest cif the prissery

;,rr, in the a
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field sites were formulated. Staff training was redesigno,, for e public

schoni operation, end in l'778-79 the first public school field site

iregan operation. Am of the time of our visit, there were two public

school sites, smi three more were plm,oled. The goal is state-wide

JissemlnAtim the 7even o;tricts that make up the Public school

system of the Islands, coocentratin first on school with 25% or more

Hawalien ancestry children where the achievement level is below the 40tb

percentile,

RI/ CilW 4ChelrthVi,d

Thu rearsrch activities that contributed to the development of the

KEEP program ,..1de into roughly four phases; first, the basic ethnographic

and linguistic studies that sought to understand and describe community

culture, language and ways of learning and to consider their influence on

tne children' elucational performance; second, the introduction of variations

into the s7hocl program, otnervation of their effects on learning, experiments

with potentially miwitricant ard masesaawnt of their reetiltS;

third, transposition of the wet promising features into a stable pet of

classroom practices sn0 design 01 systems to ensure consistent pplioation

tv teachers, A fnurtr stage, overlapping with the third and Still underway,

.a '21e vorc ;rarIng hc7u t., transfer the resulting progress to public

aohotl contexts. Phsss necessarily tleo,scended the whole sequence of

pi-I.:gram development rome elements - hanged or took different fbnaa es new

ARIA were c0llected end fed back from clatorOOM observetions. 'Mug, it
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would be misleading to imply that this was a highly sequential and linear

development. Although the ethnographic research came first, data from

the ecmsrmnity continued to inform aubacquent inquiry end served se an

importect resource in helping the staff to interpret 2hildren's responses

to claisroca practices.

The ethnographic atudie covered a five year period, concentrated on

a community over 50% Hawaiian, and involved all day naturalistic observation.

in a 'call number of homes and interviews with parents. The focus was

mothers and young children, family socialization pattern. And relationships

among children. in addition to the informal observations, direct obeerwationa

were mode of mothers' styles of teaching in a variety of grimes and learning

task. designed by the researchers. To supplement the date from the one

comaunity, interviews were conducted with a random sample of 100 hotseholds,

parents and adolescents. From these investigetions researchers learned that

many Hawaiian children grow up in an environment of sibling caretaking and

sibling work-groups; they have household teaks that they do cooperatively;

interaction between mother end childre-, is not characterized by extensive

or elaborate verbal instruction., MIldreo learn by observing the activities

of older children, sod they perform industriously and responsibly with a

mizieux of supervision. (Gallimore & Horsed, 1968)

An early question that preoccupied the research team was whether

linguistic differences in the native hew/Olen population variation along

Hawaiian creole to standard Falgliah oontini:um - could explain some part of

school failure, and whether standard D;glieh should be directly taught.

Samples of childrens' speech were tape recorded by wtnera in the home,

supplemented by formtil Interview, wit! children, at home and in school.
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Ctudtrr Were emodm.ted ,hildren ,rT.,nros nn m variety or linguistic

moistures and of rsiverh i,rhavior In twer Toups; and n study wAs esde of

the effects of direct instruction ir, standard English. Much W44 learned,

but the linguistic research turned up oleor evidence that being bi-

diAlectal was s name' fa understAnding responding to schn-ol instruction.

The overfill conclusion was that speaking Hawaiian Creole is not A cause of

school underachievement (Gellimore, 1977; rollimore & Tharp, 1476;

Speidel, 1991). Thus the reerarch and dev+lopment teem would hove to look

beyond the forms of Isnguae for the roots of school learning problems.

Parallel with the ethnoeraphic and linguistic studies in the Hawaiian

communities, ,- research team studied the behavior of Hawaiian childrin in

the regular rablir school classrooms And the nature of the instruction they

(Nservations wer made of the level of children's engagement in

classroom activities, and the type of social interactions between children and

teachers rind among the rhi1drer,. The children were observed to be inattentive,

nrinvlyea, frequently restlas or esotre.,sive and hostile. Serena years of

OblerleidiOn, some directly focused on teacners' efforts to control clamaroome,

seemed to support n provsilIntr atereotym, of Hawaiian children as lacy, unmotivated,

Jacking An the abilities necessary for shool work. The contrast between this

classroom description an the industrious and helping behavior" the researchers

had observed the cortsur,!'..f consti,,ted both A continuing Stimulus far

tfforts to Alter the '1Assrown environment, and a guide for the "toff in ex-

perimenting with new :qms,,room structures end curriculum practice' that would

engage the natural mLilitieg of the Hawaiian children.

The rerp laboratory srl';oo, setting provided the control over the

instructional program ne,ersnry 1.-3r arc a,eond and third phases of the

4 1 I
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project -. experimentation with trial and error adjustments of elements

in the classroom, and evaluation of their effects. Laboratory school

teachers were selected who would not only have patience with ongoing

investigations but who would also participate with the researchers in

observing children's responses in class and who were willing to examine

the effects of their own teaching style'. the prectioners. intimate

practical knowledge enabled them to offer valued feedback to the research

and development staff. Cooperation between researchers and teachers was

greatly facilitated by the researchers' respect for classroom experience

and their sympathetic evaluation of the teachers' reactions and suggeations.

The initial research task was to introduce variations into the social

orgsoisation and curriculua, observe them in action, and document the

conditions in which children would participate mare readily in the classroom.

Over time a number of potential new elements were tried out, sad those that

Survived the practical realities of the school were retained, later to become

candidates for the program design. Theory was sometimes a determiner of what

ems tried and at other times a resource in explaining the effects. Some

changes were predictable from the ethnographic research; in other cases, the

ethnographic data bear helped to suggest reasons for the results obtained;

In ptill others, explanations only came to light later on, after the staff

had had ample opportunities to reflect on the whole course of events.

In introducing reriatione into classroom structure, end curricula,

KEEP sought to learn how to organize an environment that would capture the

Hawaiian child's attention end engage his abilities in school learning.

How could the industriousness, )earning abilities and work aientetion the

children displayed at hoer be applied to school work? How could out-of-school

cooperation and self-regulation be made to function le the educational program?
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Zr the children were displaying to the researchers age - appropriate verbal

and cognitive abilities outside of school, what would it take to get

them to apply those abilities in learning to reed and meet the achievement

srPectations of the school' KEEP's answers assume that what had to change

were the adult teaching styles that somehow conflicted with or prime:tad

manifestation of the child's natural modes of learning. Thu', while the

goal will to improve the, ,ild's school performance, the unit of pralect

attention was not the learner Out tne teacher. Unlike many compensatory

education programs that provide added services directly to children, KEEP

saw its function as changing the adult-made structures that might be

producing the observed low levels of child engagement.

Student industriousness eeeeme the first area of classroom experimentation

because it represented an area in which successful program effects might

lead to improvement of Hawaiian children's educational achievement with

minimal *Iteration in the public schools. KEEP' initial research

orientation was drew iiroctiv from peychological learning theory and

elunational behavior analysis the application of learning theory tcenniquem

to the investigation and manipulation of children's and teacher's behavior

in the classroom, Children's mottvat1on wee operationnlined to mean the

frequency of on -teak nehavior. Two techniques for increasing school

motivation were implemented simultsneourly: treining the teaching staff

in the 9se of behavior ,.mnapement Techniques, especially positive social

reinforcesmnta of deatre1,1c :-tudent behaviors; and establishing a smell

group organization of .1maaroom artivitea that permitted the Children mere

self-direction and selfmnnapement in their classroom work,

The first formal evaluation of these changes in claearOom control

and organization Ittlia conducted in 1,r4. with the reading curriculum than in

4 t)
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sea -- a phonies or codegeriented basal reeding series. The KZEP classrooms

mime clearly different tram the public schools: According to Tharp (personal

eomMunicetion, 1/81) KW teachers use up to five times more praise

than emporium public school teachers, and employ so little punishment

that it cannot be reliably counted. The IOW kindergarten and first-grade

children'. oe-teak rate increased (to about 90% of the time) relative to

ceetred-group white school children (about 65% of time). The use of

hehawicwal management techniques wee slao associated with gains in WPM'

general intelligence test scores among children: children who previously

scored in the subnormal verbal 114 range scored in the normal verbal IQ

range after a one-year exposure to P. However, examination of the

effects of teacher management techniques on plea ip students reading achievement

test scorer (0etes.maceinitia teat), failed to ahem Any positive effects,

KLIP children's reading scares retained at or below the 15th percentile --

pattern eseentiolly the same as for public school Children of Hawaiian

background (Oallitore and Tharp, 1974; Tharp and Celliaors, 1976).

When, despite improvementa in classroom management and increases

in on -Usk behavior, reading scores continued to be low, the reading

curriculum itself came under examination. it was suspected that the highly

sequential small -step .vganitation of the formal phonics reading curriculum

required too much rule learning and adult verbal direction and lacked

weaning for the children. And so the MP staff searched for "avail/Ole

alternatives that would have certain features: a small-group orientation,

s focus on higher-order cognitive operation*, and paycholinguilltic emphasis,

including a lot of child language production." A program developed at the

Uhiversity of At-irons and in use at the Flowing Wells demonstration site in

Tucson became the bests of KTXP' new comprehension-based reeding program,
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modified at =EP in the light of the etnnographic studies and their own

previous classroom research. "for example, we insisted that reading

instruction must be smell group, snd not one-On-ono tutorial, as wee

the *fistula proclivity" (R. Tharp, personal communication, 9/81).

The shift to a coatprehenaion or meaning-emphasis approach to

reeding proved fortuitous in unanticipated ways. The children themselves

showed the way by the pattern of their participation in small group story

discussions, a pattern the KEEP staff subsequently analysed (with the

help of independent sociolinguistic research by Watson 1975 and Batson -Oegio

& Boggs 1977) as related to an indigenous Hawaiian speech event called

"talk story". The result is an explicit formulation of a bicultural classroom

and the li :ng role of the teacher in helping children to apply their

everyday experiences and knowledge to the content of school trite.

The process that KEEP went through in designing and trying out

components of the new reading program has been described by Tharp

(Tharp, 101; Tharp & Gellimore, 1979). First written as an after- the -fact

analysis of KEEP's evolutionary ad hew processes, the formalised model boa,

according to Tharp, guided KF2A'S work since 1977.

By 1977 the project bad identified at least the potential features of

a workable program that would be culturally compatible with vommunity

practices and more likely to engage the children in school learning than

the traditional school rending programs. She initial try outs of the

program were encouraging (after one year, test scores in one class went

from the 23re percentile to the 69th). But it took four yams of successive

trial end error, design and redesign and continuing evaluation, to metabliSh

4b



the essential features of the new curriculum and lawn how to maintain

them as stable elements of the OSP school progrea.

The researchers and developers produced a diagnostic-proscriptive

reading skills spites, called the Kamehameba Reeding Objectives System

(Arne-CWowell it al, 1981 - see description in Appendix 11) which includes

set of graded behavioral goals and a record system for keeping !reek

of the progress; of individual students. They also devised a quality

control system for monitorina teaching practicsa. Together, these

systems provide tools for fOrmative evaluation of the program in operation

and for feedback of informetico to teachers. With such records, data can

guide the ivrovement of teaching and can also serve functions of public

accountability.

Learning to implement and sustain the program in the classroom is

hard work; it requires r...dirsoti.m of teacher time and focus es well as

re-arrangement of room organizations end use of new management tools.

Accordingly, teacher training is itself approached as research and development

problem, and considerable investment is being made in studying the training

process as XEXP extends its progress into the public echools. A continuing

question for the research and training groups is the degree of concentrated on-site

support necessary for teachers to gain and maintain control over the program's

essential filatures.

Program Evaluation

bile KEEP is an educational program undergoing continued evolution,

49
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the present instructional and organisation neaten ham reached the stags

of stability where impact on lemming can be evaluated. re contrast to

formative research that produces information guiding the improvement of

1mq:ram elements, the term "program evaluation" to lined at ZIP to refer

to summative evaluation of the overall effects of the full preens' oo

student schierement. A deliberate decision was taken to nos standardised

teats ee the primary outcome measure in order to evaluate the progrem

in terms feadliar to educational decision eskers.

Three separate comparisons of reeding sohievement are aveilable.

First, comparisons were made of the test wore performance of antler's

who had been receiving the phonics-oriented basal reeding program, children

uodergoing up' a trausiciam from,phonica to oomprehensioa &ripe their

primary pore, and cohorts of children who roe:calved only the nee program

emphesiming direct instruction in comprehension in small group lamming

centers. On standardised norm-referenced aobiellment teat!, performance

was atenificantly better for primary grade cohorts instructed after

introduction of the comprehension smooch, compered with Uwe AO

experieueed the phonics-oriented reeding curriculum or pert-pbonice, pert-

comprebenston.

Whether the ammll lesrning center, wide a specific Opetributioe to

the outcome'', apart from the reeding curriculum itself, is mot slier.

re the staff's view, the affects of individual features ciao be studied,

but their independent contributions to the overall results cannot be evelested

because "they always occur in interaction with others". laws vier is that

the learning center organization and reading program are latereepeollest

elements' in this setting, at Lost, the centers ere neoesSart tea free the

u
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teacher for direct teaching of comprehension while simultaneously

secoureging peer group ER nagement of independent work.

ECEP also has mode two cosperisons of the effectiveness of the

experimental program and the regular public school curriculum. These

comparisons have taken two forms: first, coaperieono of the acblevement

of KEEP laboratory school children with similarly *elected children in

Meting of regular public Schools; second, co4Tarimmil of children's

performance in the KEEP-style program in its first year of implesentation

in two public schools with that of children in the regular program in the

4414O schools.

Cohorts of children in grades one through three who received the KEEP

prefers* wars compered with classes in public schools in the 'sae area

serving the as high risk disiadventeged population. both groups were

volunteer. to the study. On a combinetiod of Oates and Metropolitan

toots, in the first year the experimental progras was tried, 1976-77,

first (reds ZEEP children scored at the 73rd mein percentile compered with

4 30th percentile score for the public school controls. Similar differences

were obtained during 77-78 at the second grade level, when the experimental

group scored at the 61st percentile compered with the control public school

'core at the 27th percentile. 1918-79 scores, while not suet-mined at thee.

' initially very high levels, continue to show scores in favor of the KEEP

group. at each grade level (Klein, 1981; 'Tharp, in press):

1976-79 Reading Teat Score. (in percentiles)

KEEP Controls

Oredie One 48.5 29.0

(triode TWO 44.0 30.5

Grade 'Mrs. 50.5 26.0
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A number of factoift might account for these differenCei. XXV

pouts to the specific features and elements of the program which, in

combination, disitinsuiah it cram regular public sohoot practices.*

Also contributi4g to the very enriv lifIerencen in ou:comr eight be

factors that inhere in experimental sites; for example test taking

conditions, or the attention and recornition invariably given to

teachers and children In special setAtngS.

The second evaluation public school Settings was planned to

teat the sturdiness of the program in two different public schools and

to find out how the features work when subject to local adeptOtiOnli.

The two school.: were in rural mind semi-rural communities where there

are homy concentrations of Hawaiian ancestry children. Children were

assigned randomly, with two iirst grade classes using the XIV program

and two serving as controls. At the ties of our visit, data was available

for the first year of public school implementation, 1970-79. Although it

is too soon to assess the durseility over time of the cumulative effects

on children, the first reports released in 1480 showed KEEP-taught children

significantly exceeding controls on two standard meseures of reading

**asides direct instruction of comprehension in smell group learning
centers, they include the consistent use of contingency reinforomwsat
tochniguss, diagnostic prescriptive instruction with continues, feedback
of data on student pregress, a quality control system which monitors
implementation of specific teaching practices, and the Leech', training
required to meintain the necessary classroom practices. Pot motioned but
of possible Comisequcnce is the early *tart the IMP program gives to reeding
in the kindergarten.

OA,



sobievemant (Tharp, 1981).

Moreover, data obtained in quality control monitoring of Leeching

bewilder' (Au 1, Mao, in press) ere currently being related to data from

KEEP' own criterion referenced tests on a teacher-by.teacker basis.

Reeults obtained to dote indicate that
public school teachers in the KEEP

program do change their behavior. during email group instruction in desired

ways, and that improvement. in pupil performance accompany these changes

(Au, personal communication, 9/81).

While these dots in themselves ere not sufficient grounds from which

to drew firm conclusion. about the Program's comparative effectiveness,

they area step towards discovering the type of monitoring and support of

teachers that is noceessry to obtain steady improvseents in student achievement.

Subsequent reports of evaluations at these and other public schnol sites should

contribute to understanding the level of public school effort that can be

maintained end the outcome. that can be expected over time,

Pilike most mainland programs that limit their evaluation to reports of

outcome measures, KEEP continues to explore the procgosee that contribute

to the outcomes. Tt thereby may add important new dimensions to the methodologies

of educational evaluation, sad simultaneously help others to interpret the

implications of KEOP's work for improving the education of children from
,

ethnically diverse low income populttions in other pert. of the United states.
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Aa we said at the beginning of this report, to learn about the

Eamehimehe early Education Program is to learn as much about its

unwillingness to settle for low achievement and about thiFspirit of

inquiry that animates its work as it is to learn about specific program

components. The lesions of KEEP are the lessons of that spirit of

inquiry, of the sulti.disciplinery collaboration smog peyeholosiste,

anthropologists and teachers; and of the long -teas sustained character

of their work.

We did not ask for figures on the costs of the KEEP program,

but we did learn that, hewing supported ICEIP and its antecedent basic

research for ten years, the Bishop Estate Trustees have agreed to continue

support for another grant period. This support will make possible both

work In the public schools and program development for the intermediate

grades. Thus KEEP will be able to test an hypothesis about the long-term

effect. of an investment in the elementary school years.

few organisations have had the resource, or the priorities that the

Bishop !state has chosen to give to this major long -tern effort.

But the coats may not be considered too high if KEEP succeeds in cresting

school contexts in which previously failing children acquire both the

basic skills and the inclination to continue in school, and it others

can learn from KEEP'. exp...Lance inn get on with that same Job elsewhere.

The fenders in Hawaii seem willing to continue support for es long as it

may take to ensure success. That is surely an act of trust and imaginetion

that is not, to our Knowledge, generally found elsewhere.

5
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STATT 115.; I SLAT RI SUPPORT

The Legislative Resolution on the following pages is in

process with the Hawaii State legislature. Prospects of

passing are excellent. As of March 15, 1984, this
resolution was reported out of committee.

11,, bk made ttor And Melt r

stNA

Twelfth l /IASI ATURI

HA%All

iq 84
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CAN an1111111
SUPPORTING THE FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF T.,. 'NITEU

SENATE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, SUBCOMMI oN 141,51,

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICEL, EDUCATION, AND RE 1.rr AGFNCIrs.
NATIVE HAWAIIAN EDUCATIONAL. ASSESSMENT PROJUr

WHEREAS, the Native Hawaiian Educational Ansessil Proleet

was created at the request of the U.S. Senate Commitio: on Apps:1-

priations in an effort to identify areas of need where federal
support could be appropriately and effectively target6 to me't
the unique educational needs of children of Hawaiian Ancestry;

and

WHEREAS, the Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment rrojet
was designed on the premise that education, beginning pai.,cularly
with the very young, is the best and most important means 'ter

changing and improving an individual's economic and social 4elf-

sufficiency; and

WHEREAS, the project was completed in Firch of 1993 and

resulted in the circulation of a study entitled, The Native
Hawaiian Educational Assessment Project (NHEAP) Final Report; and

WHEREAS, the Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment Project

has found through the comprehensive survey of testimony, data,
and social science analyses that Native Hawaiians are a groin
at risk, virtually from birth and that:

Hawaiian students score below parity with national
norms on standardized achievement tests; and

Hawaiians are disproportionately represented in
many negative social and physical statistics,
indicative of special edt.cational needs; and

,i) Hawaiian students have e,wcational needs related
to their unique culture; and
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WHEREAS', U.' results of the Native Hawaiian Educational
Assessment Project has confirmed the need to target federal
funding for special educational pt amm for Native Hawaiian
Children; and

WHENEAN, Congrveso in the pest, has responded to the 'Rectal
needs 1" 4atsve Americana by enacting various laws such as the
Job TIA4bing Partnership Act, the Native American Reliqous
Ft-weave, Act, and the roadmitity oirvices Act; and,

nume2,uti ether federal loyrame such as the
Education fur the Handicapped Act; Administration for Children,
Youth, and Families; National Institute for Education; Indian-
Education Act; Vocational Education Act; Adult Education Act;
and Higher Education Act; have the potential for making possible
special program* and resources that could be targeted to address
the educational needs of Native Hawaiians; and

NOW, THERETO:it, HI IT RE:OLVED by the Senate of the Twelfth
Leoislatu.e ut the State of HaWaii, Regular Session of 1984, the
11(,.';42 ',0-,,scntatIVc9 concurring, that this body does hereby:

utoe Oonyieas to amend the Indian Education Act, AS
w. ;, as othei federal Native American and education
lows to inclAe Native Hawaiians; and

kncuo:440 th. appropriate State and federal agencies
to utilize the NHEAP Study for the purpose of developing
A mote effective educational program for Native Hawaiians;

,onvcy its suwirt for the findings and reconmendations
of the Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment Project;
.1 r . i

tit i FURTHER KESOLVED that Hawaii's Congressional delegation
A ;V,/ C continue its supportive action in this area; and

e

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified Lipies of this Resalutiun
7.. trans:Totted to Hawaii's congressional delegation, the Board of
f.ducAtion of the. State of Hawaii, the Board of Regents of the
',/ '.,5ity of H4w414, the Board of Timiteas of the Office of
..,.;an Affa,rn, and the rd of Ti, i'ses of the Raamillemeha

alle%46411/1/
..2:1TAED BY:

tIslii 'op Estate.

,111,44,

WY. 44411,-,e_
eta

7ARagaw=====.2,2_- _.
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University of Hawaii at Manoa
Department al History

Sakarneki Hall Air CO two Dole Sine

Honolulu, Hewett 9O 22

March 6, 1904

TO: senator Mark Andrew', Chairmen
senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

PROM: Dr. Pauline Nawahineokalaii sing
Asorociate Professor of History

er: Native Hawaiian Education Assessment Project

"`"'

441 Pauline Nawahineoaalef sing, an associate professor of history at

the University of Hawaii at Manua.

I wish to testify on Native Hawaiian education needs and the necessity
for federal legislation in regard to the subject.

I believe that Hawaiian./ as an aboriginal people of the United state'
recognised in Title VIII of P. L. 93-644 as Native Americans, are eligible for
special legislation enacted by Congress to address the particular needs of

Native Hawaiians.

There is hiatoxlc precedent for the coneideration by the United States
of special responsibility for the Hawaiian people. Treaty relations and
federal legislation exist which establish the link between the United States

government and the Hawaiian people. nut the special relationship is also

based on tradition. The bond between the United States and the Hawaiian
People has been close and meaningful one. We have been more closely
associated with the united States than with any other world power since our
contact with the western world in 1775.

The contact between Americans and Hawaiian started in the 1790s when
American entrepreneura either passed through Hawaii in pursuit of Pacific

trod* or began to reside in Lomeli to engAve in cOMmercial activities. Hy

1510 American Protestant sisaionaties had arrived and began to influence the
native kings, chiefs, and people in every aspect of their social, political,

and economic life. educational institutions and principles, cultural value
and sores, Christian theology and churches, and the like, were part Of that

extraordinary influence.

This association we confirmed in 1542 when President Tyler and his

Secretary of State, Daniel Webster, recognised the Hawaiian Jingo a as an

independent nation and a sovereign entity. The United States was the first

5/



Pacific power to do so. Secretary Webster informed lawali'm diplomatic
representatives, Timothy ha'alilio and Willis* illobarda that

The United State* have regarded the vitiating entleoxities
in the Sandwic' Islands as a Covernmeet suited to the condition
of the people, and resting on their own choicer and the

President Is of the opinion that the latereeta of all the

coeeecial nations Moire that the Govesimmee Should not be
interfered with by foreign power. Of the 'easels which visit
the islands, it is known that great maintity belong to the
United litotes. the United States, therefore, are More
interested in the fate of the Ioland, sad of their Covernment,
than any other nation can be: and this consideration Wooers
the Proration to be quite willing to declare, as the mane of
the Government of the United State*, that the Oceernment of the
sandwich Island. ought to be respected, that no power ought
either to take pcnsession of the islands as conquest, or for
the purpose of colonisation, and that no power ought to seek
for any undue control over the existing Government, or any

osculate' privileges or preferences in matter of commerce.

(lief' webater to its'alilic and Richards, Dec. 19, 1142,

original in Archives of Sawsiii printed in Sen. Rs. Dots., 52
Cong., 2 Seam., No. 77, pp. 40-41.)

president Tyler in message to Congress in December of 1142 reiterated
this special concern for the Hawaiian Kingdom and its people:

Considering, therefore, that the United Staten possesses
so very large a Oats of the intercourse with those islands, it
is &Hoed not unfit to Make the declaration that the Government
seeks ... no peculiar advantages, no (=limier, control over the
Hawaiian Government, but is content with its independent
existence, and anxiously wishes for its security and propserity.

(Ref., Sen. Ex. Doss., 52 Conq., 2 Sess., Po. 77, pp. 35-17)

Congress has also recognised the American special interest in the fate of
the islands. In 1494 in two resolutions, the Turpie and the McCreary,

Congress reiterated the policy statement of Tyler. In them the point was made

that while the Hawaiian singdom wee in independent nation, its status was
always of special interest to the United States.

Treaty relations began with a formal diplomatic treaty of COMOQ:CIP,

friendship and navigation negotiated and signed in 449. It was a fully

negotiated inntrument betweat, two sovereign entitles. Article 1 of the treaty
reads 'There shall be perpetual peace and amity between the United States and
the Ring of the Hawaiian Islands, Xis Heir. and 11141 successors.' Article XVI
reads in part 'Any citilen or sub's-et of either party infringing the articles
of this treaty shall b. bold responsible for the ease, and the harmony and

good correspondence between the two governments shall not be interrupted

5
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thotaST, each party engaging in no way to protect the offender Or eatiCtien

scab violation.'

Thus, the Itingdoe of Hawaii was recognised as having sovereign powers

Over ell our lands, interior waters, and coastal waters of the 44441144

Islands and of the archipelago as a whole, and the integrity of the nation was

murmured.

In 1676, the United States mad. a Special treaty or convention of

reciprocity with the Hawaiian JUNO**. It was argued in Congress at the time

that the historical precedent for such a special treaty had been set by
Americans and American interests in Hawaii in the mIssionary activities and

the commercial and industrial endeavors of Ameripan busineasmen and whalers.

It was also argued that ').he United states Government had long had a protective

attitude toward the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom.'

(Ref., Con. Rec., IV, 3348, 4261, 4265-4266, 5118, 5411, 5461 -5463,

5455-5491, 553J-5525, 5563-5572.1

on it. part the Hawaiian Government expressed its good faith by agreeing

to enter into a $pccial relationship with the United states so long as the

treaty was in force. In Article IV a provision read:

It is agreed, on the part of His Hawaiian Majesty, that, so

long as this treaty shall remain in force, he will not lease or
otherwise dispose of, or create any lien upon any port, harbor,

or other territory in his dominions, or grant any special

privileges or rights of use therein, to any other power, state

or government, nor make any treaty by which any other nation

shall obtain the ease privileges relative to the adeleeion of

any articles free of duty, hereby Secured to the United States.

In 1557, the Reciprocity Treaty was renewed for Seven years and the

Hawaiian Governeent gave greater eesurance of its good faith by providing in

Article II that the Hawaii 10.ng 'grant, the Government of the United State.

the EICIUSIVe right to enter the hilbor of Pearl Itiver..,to establish and

maintain there a coaling an0 repair station for the weasels of the United

States....'

Despite the provisions to recur, an advantage to the United State. in

Hawaiian affairs, the United States in Went abrogated the Reciprocity Treaty

when the McKinley tariff placed sugar on the free list in 1190. Thus Hawaii

had agreed to reciprocal arrangement and American law had made it

meaninglesm.

During this tine when Hawaiian sovereignty was vested in a Hawaiian

'monarchy, then, diplomatic relational with the United States were in constant

operation. In other words, sovereignty was exercised, continuous and

recognised.

In a revolution in 1691, United Stet.s marines and sailors cam* ashore in
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lioeulsilu and assisted a email group of businessmen in ending our monarchy.
T. presence of these U.S. troops was instrumental in making a revolution a
success.

In 1195, the United states annexed the Republic of Hawaii. The agreement
was made for Hawaiians by the leaders
revolutionists of 1093. Thus external
government of Hawaii to the United States.
the Howells:a people and that sovereignty
never been extinguished.

of the government who were the
sovereignty was passed from the
It was dons without the consent of
of the Hawaiians as a people has

federal legislation has established the precedent that we are sovereign
people in a trust relationship with the fedesel government. I refer to the
Hawaiian Rants Comelselon Act of 1920 which established the lease lend tot
persons of fifty percent or more Hawaiian blood. At the time of its passage,
the solicitor for the Department of the Interior rendered an opinion upholding-
Congress' power to enact legislation for the benefit of Native Hawaiians under
Congress' power to legislate for the benefit of Indians. The similarity
between Hawaiians on Hawaiian Homes lands and Indians on public lands was
emphasised in the opinion of the solicitor of the Department of the Interior
in heerings before a V. S. House of Representatives Committee on Territories.
(U. S. congress, House of Representatives, Proposed Amendments to the Organic
Act of the Territory of Hawaii, 66 congress, 2 Session.)

Tradition, trceties, federal legislation - all indicate that the federal
government should concern itself with the problems and progress of Native
Hawaiian education.

PNR:gse
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PUBLIC SCHOOL SUPPORT

Draft #5
March 18, 1984

SPATS NT Of EINDERNTANDING UM=
THE DEPARTMENT OP EDDOMION, WAIN OP HAWAII AND

THE KAMEHAMEMA SCRODISMERNICE PAOAEI BISHOP wrATE

The purpose of this statement is to reaffirm the cooperative and beneficial
working relstiorwhip between the Department of Ed astion and The Kerne-
hameha Schools/Bernice Pausid Bishop Estate. This relatioaship is intended
to enhance mutual efforts to assist a greater number of Hawaiian students
to receive the benefits of education.

The Board of Education's Goal of Public EtkittatIO/It

The Goal. The State of Hawaii shall provide public school
system and a public library system with scope and programs from
pry-school to high school for ohildren, youth, and adults. Such
programs shall be simultaneously intellectual, aesthetic, and pram-
Mal, with instructional prectiose which insure the learner the
acquisition of knowledge relevant to living in the peewit, and the
arts and skills of knowledesinsift for speculating about living in
the future. All derive from a osarlaulurn which must
include the areas of knowledge of English, the liciences, Mathema-
tics, the Social Sciences, the Humanities and the Pruitt* Arts,
and all other support services necessary for implementation."

The Kamehameha Schools /Bernice Patuthi Bishop Estate is a private, non-
profit, accredited educational institution whoa* primary minion ". A*
assist the beneficiaries, giving preference to children and youth of Hawaiian
ancestry, in their efforts to develop their highest potential as effective
participants in society by offering as many meaningful educational opportu-
nities as resources will permit."

Striving for excellence in education in Bewail is a goal dared by the
Department of Education and The Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi

Bishop Estate.

Both agencies have a long history of providing educational services in
Bowan; the Department of Education shwa 1841 and The Kamehameha
Schools/Bernice Petah' Bishop Esate sines 1887.

Both agencies are mandated by law to provide educational services in
Hawsi'l in perpetuity.

While The Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Petard Bishop Estate's primary
beneficiaries are part - Hawaiian, addressing their educational need; in the
public schools should benefit ail children of Hawaii.

2

Policy 2000 "Philosophy of Education, Hawaii's Public Schools" Rev. 1970;

The Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Potash' Bishop Estate Mission State-
ment, Revised 1980.



The Kamehameha Schools/Berniee Pauahi Bishop Estate desires to learn
from, build upon, and assist public school programs, not to compete with the
liepartmen of Education's efforts or to replace them.

Ina spirt of cooperation and mutual respect, the Department of Edueation
anti The mehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi Bishop Estate agree in prin-
ciple to t following:

a initiated by The Kamehameha Sehoola/Eerniee P.
Estate which wil affect the public schools will be

devel in cooperation ith the Department of Education.

The Depart of Hcation and The Kamehameha Schools/
Bernice Pauahi Estate seek to improve inter-agency
communication at all levels; to facilitate comprehensive
planning; to conduet mutually beneficial direct action and
research programs; and to continue to cooperatively inves-
tigate options which may provide specific educational benefits
for Hawaiian students as well as students of other ethnic
backgrounds.

At their mutual convenience and discretion, the Department
of Education and The Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi
Bishop Estate may exchange any information which is avail-
able or can be acquired on the educational and demographic
conditions of the Hawaiian /part - Hawaiian school-age popu-
lation, keeping in mind the welfare of all students and their
right to privacy.

To ensure that continued coordination and cooperation occur
to benefit Hawaiian student' in the public schools, the Board
of Education and the Trustees of The Kamehameha Schools/
Bernice Pewee Bishop Estate will meet annually to discuss
areas of mutual interest and concern.

The Superintendent of the Department of Education and the
President of The Kamehameha Schools or their designees will
meet twice a year to discuss concerns and evolving issues.

Quarterly follow-up meetings at the program-planner level
will be held to address specific are of mutual concern such
as budgeting, support services, curriculum evaluation and
other items which will require subsequent coordination and
continuity of efforts.

With the approval of the Board of Education and Trustees of
The Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi Bishop Estate, addi-
tional statements of understanding/agreement may be esta-
blished between both agencies to Include more detailed provi-
sions that will address the needs of specific programs.

The signatures of the members of the Board of Education and the Trustees
of The Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi Bishop Estate acknowledge and
confirm their desire to re-affirm cooperative working relationships as
expressed through this statement of understanding.
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ODER INFC4R111104

'MR:MATH* ON:

POST SECONDARY EDUCATION NEEDS OF

NATIVE HAWAIIANS

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CHART 1 NATIVE HAWAIIANS IN THE TOTAL CIVILIAN POPULATIOR, 1970-1980.

CHART 11 PERCENTAGE OF NATIVE HAWAIIANS UNDER 18/19 YEARS OF AGE

BETWEEN 1970 and 1980

CHART 11! RATE OF COMPLETION OF BACHELOR DEGREE STUDIES OF NATIVE

HAWAIIANS AND OTHERS, 1975.

CHART IV RATE OF COLLEGE-BOUND ATTENDANCE OF NATIVE HAWAIIANS AND

OTHERS AT AGES 20 AND 21, 1975.

CHART V UNEMPLOYMENT LEVELS BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THOSE SIXTEEN

YEARS AND OVER AMONG NATIVE HAWAIIANS AND OTHERS.

TABLE I CHANGE IN MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME AMONG NATIVE HAWAIIANS AND

OTHERS BETWEEN 1973 and 1977.

TABLE '.'
IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATIONAL CONCERNS AMONG LEADERS AND GENERAL

POPULATION OF NATIvF HAWAIIAN BACKGROUND, 1981.

Materials and background data prepared by Kiyoshi Ikeda, Co-Convener

of University of Hawal'i Task Force on Underrepresentation of Native

Hawaiian Students and Ult. Hawaiian StudiTs Program at the University

of Hawai'i at Minya, and KSBE/Extension Education Division Na Hoick/ma

a Pau'ahi Scholarship and Counseling Program. Detailed technical

materials available upon request.
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timmtiGHTS,of EldU1SLUNJDIARI I

T. THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN POPULATION IS BOTH A RROWING NUMBER AND GROWING

PROPORTION OF THE CIVILIAN POPULATION IN THI NTATI OF HAWAII.

THE COMPARISON OF THE NUMBERS, BOTH IN TOTAL AND IN AGE-LEVEL

BREAKDOWNS SUGGEST INCREASE THROUGH BIRTHS,

THE RESULT IS THAT AN INCREASING NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF

THE YOUNG PEOPLE IN HAWAII IS OF NAT:Vi HAWAIIAN BACKGROUND.

HIGHLIGHTS Of FINOINGS IN CHART II

2. ABOUT ONE HALF Of THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN POPULATION IS MADE UP Of

YOUTHS AND CHILDRIN EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND YOUNGER.

HIOHLIGT ( 1,NOINGS IN CHART 111

OF THE NATIVE HAWAIIANS WHO WI NI 10 COI1LGE (THOSE 25 YEARS AND ABOVE),

a. FEWER ATTEND COLLEGE IN COMPARISON WITH OTHERS (CAUCASIAN, CHINESE,

JAPANESE)

I,. FEWER COMPLETE COLLEGE STUDIES (COMPLETING THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE).

HIGHLIGHTS Of FINDINGS IN CHART IV

4. Of THOSE IN THE COLLEGE-BOUND AGE GROUP tAGES TWENTY AND TWENTY-ONE),

a. NATIVE HAWAIIANS ATTEND COLLEGE STUDIES AT LESS THAN ONE-HALF

THE RATE OF OTHERS (CAUCASIAN, CHINESE, JAPANESE)

b. THERE IS A DROP IN COLLEGE STUDIES FROM AGE TWENTY TO TWENTY-ONE

AMONG NATIVE HAUAIIANS, COMPARED TO AN INCREASE IN RETENTION

AMONG OTHERS (CAUCASIAN, CHINESE, JAPANESE).

C. FROM CHART Ili AND IV, RETENTION AND COMPLETION OF BACHELOR DEGREE

STUDIES REMAINS A BASIC CHALLENGE IN ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT

AMONG NATIVE HAWAIIANS.

6,4
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HIGHLIGHTS ,OF FINDINGS

ATTENDING COLLEGE SIGNIFICANTLY
REDUCES CHANCES Of BEING UNEMPLOYED

IN THE LABOR FORCE,

a. CHANCES FOR BECOMING UNEMPLOYED AMONG THOSE WHO COMPLETE LESS THAN

COLLEGE EDUCATION IS
GREATEG-AMONG NATIVE HAWAIIANS THAN AMONG

THUS! IN 1Hf GENERAL POPULATION.

B UNEMPLOYMENT LEVELS EVEN OUT /6 POSTSECONDARY STUDIES IS PURSUED

AND /OR COMPLETED.

HIGHLIGHTS IN FINDINGS FROM TABLE 1.

6, NATIVE HAWAIIANS ARE AT MUCH HIGHER RISK IN BEING UNABLE TO KEEP

PACE WITH INFLATIONARY RISES IN THE COST OF LIVING DUE TO THEIR

LOWERED EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND RELATED UNEMPLOYMENT AND JOB

INSECURITY. (CHARTS III, IV, AND V PROVIDE DETAIL ON LOWERED

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND UNREPORTED DATA ARE AVAILABLE WHICH

DESCRIBE THE LOWER-PAYMENT JOBS INTO WHICH NATIVE HAWAIIANS

ARE LOCKED IN DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBERS.)

HIGHLIGHTS FROM TABLE Z.

7. NATIVE HAWAIIANS, OF EVERY AGE GROUP AND SOCIAL STATUS ARE uNITET

IN PRESSING FORWARD ON IMPROVING THE EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT DI

THEMSELVES AND THEIR CHILDREN. WHETHER IT 15 MATTERS Of EiNANCIAI

AID OR ACADEMIC suPPORT SERVICES, THEr KNOW THAT TO SAVE TMElk

CHILDREN AND Th, .TsitVES. SUCH Pm1(.RAMS ARI FOR THE

FUTURE WITEBtIN6.

6
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IMPLICATIONS FROM THE MATERIALS PRESENTED

1. THE DISPROPORTIONATE ABSENCE OF COLLEGE -BOUND AND POST- SECONDARY BOUND

CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITHIN THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY MUST BE

RENEDIED. IF DEPENDENCE AND INSECURITY IS TO BE LOWERED SIGNIFICANTLY.

O. BY PROVIDING THOSE MEANS AND TOOLS FOR ACADEMIC ATTAINMENT AND SUCCESS

INTO POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION AND COLLEGE STUDIES. THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN

POPULATION HAS EVERY CHANCE OF SUCCEEDING IN BREAKING OUT OF THE

PRESENT TRAPS.

3. FEDERAL SUPPORT IN FINANCIAL AID AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES AT THE

POST-SECONDARY AND COLLEGE LEVELS i5 ESSENTIAL IN AIDING THE FAMILIES

AND THE COMMUNITY TO ATTAIN ITS CHERISHED GOALS.

4. GIVEN THE FACT THAT A LARGE MAJORITY DW NATIVE HAWAIIAN FAMILIES

ARE imPOORISHED AND BURDENED, THEN WISH AND DRIVE FOR THE BEST IN

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION CAN OILY BE MADE POSSIBLE BY STRUCTURED

AND EFFECTIVE FINANCIAL AID ANU ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES. AS IT

NEV, EVEN AT A RELATIVITY LOWER TUITION INSTITUTION SUCH AS THE

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA, THERE IS HIGH SELECTIVITY IN DRAWING

FRAM Int MORE AFFLUENT FAMILIES OF NATIVE HAWAIIAN BACKGROUND TO THE

ABSENCE OR EXCLUSION OF TAI ENT FROM LESS ADVANTAGED HOUSEHOLDS.

wITH IHI PLANNED TUITION RESTS, THAT ABSENCE OR EXCLUSION WILL BE

Alt THE ?')RE LIKELY

THE PINT, Of FINANCIAL Alr, APPROACHES AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAMS

PHOWRO UNDER FEDERAL lEGI)LAIJOH IS CRITICAL IN MEETING THE CHALLENGE

01.; INCHLAL,ING THE NUMBER OF HAWAIIANS IN POST-SECONDARY

iw) ANP SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE POST HIGH EDUCATIONAL

60ALS AND oHJEcTIvE.
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CHART 1

PERCENTAGE MO NUMBER OF NATIVE HAWAIIANS IN THE
STATE Of HAWAII CIVILIAN POPULATION 1970

ANO 1980 HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SANKES

1970 Population

Total
17 Years of Belem 17

Aye and Above :ears of Age
Total

1980 Population

18 Years of Below 18

Age and Above rears of Aje

/Percentage derived by dividing number of Hawaiians by
Total Number in Civilian Population at bottom of bar chart. /

1

(130,91C/ (62.876/

731,143) 458,857)

2? 0%

(68,090/
302.556)

14.4%

24.4%

( 3,157f (80,703/

646.924) 274.873)
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CHART II

PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NATIVE HAWAIIAN POPULATION IN THE STATE

OF HAWATI WHO ARE 18/19 YEARS OF AGE AND BELOW (1973-78 Average

and 19BO Health Surveillance Sample Estimates)

1973 1978 Average (Below 19) 1980 Samle(Delow 18)_

100%

Below 19 Year,
of Aye

53.4'4

(71,h1O)

100%

Below 18

Years of A

46.5%

(80,B40

Total (154,712) (173,997)

6 ts
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CHART III

RATE Of COMPLETION Of BACHELOR DEGREE STUDIES Of THOSE

WHO WENT TO COLLEGE AMONG NATIVE HAWAIIANS AND

OTHERS (Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese) - PERSONS

TWENTY-F1VE YEARS CF AGE AND ABOVE (1975 0E0
, SPECIAL SAMPLE)

Native Hawaiian

Obtained
Bachelor'',

t.,gree

Caucasian
Others Chinese

Japanese

_ .

601

Obtained
Bachelor'
Oegree

_H 751 6A completed "?11 BA zompletv,

1",.001. Went to College 451 Went to College
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CHART V

UNEMPLOYMENT LEVELS BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AMONG MEN AND WOMEN - NATIVE HAWAIIAN AND GENERAL POPULATION
DIFFERENCES (1975 STATE OF HAWAII DEC SPECIAL SAMPLE)(Persons 16 Years of Age and Over)

High School
and Below

Men Women

16%

Native Hawaiian

Some-College
and Above

Men Women

7%

5

General Population

Nigh School

and Below

9

Some College
and Above
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TABLE I OIANCE IN MEDIAN CIVILIAN FAMILY INCOME BY

ETHNIC CROUP IN THE STATE OF HAWAII
1973-1977 - Health Survcillante SampIca

Year PPrcent
Ethnicity 1973 19?! Change

travail :sir

Purr Hawaffan $9.412 59,278 1.41

Fart Hawaiian 510,840 513,61

Non-Hawallan

Filtptrlo $9,634 .12,f,81

Japanesu S14,344 Sic, 1' 4 1i.).SZ

(mucaslon $14,097 $19,ow, 4 34,87

Chinese S.15,218 521,181 4 19.2%

Unemployment
Levc1-19750*

11.71

4,1%

9.5Z

n.a.

hum POPU1.A1ION POPT NUMBUR 5t1971,) ^n,.! til.,'".1AP 11(1979)

0' thr State ot Hawaii Depittment of ovaltr,

"" From Hobert O. Hethetfor,l, -Mtgta[lon and imempioymorIC In hOwi11,"

Papers of the lacy Qrst PoN.1affo,l 1m-,tituty, No 79, J4nuary, 1982.

Table 1, P. 4-

*4* Unemployment rates tct the vtv111.111 1,1bot folke between 1970 and 19ao

in Hawaii ranged tram 4.91 In 1970, 6.9;,- in 1911, 1.71 in 197,7; 7.2z

lo 1973; 7.91 in 1974; 8.31 in 1975; 9.8Z in 1976; 7.42 in 1977; 7,8I

in 1978; 5.3Z in 1979; and 1,.02 in 1980. From Table .1, p. 256, HAWAII

DATA BOOK, 1981
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TABLE '2

EDUCATIONAL (POST-SEGONLARY SCHOOLING) CONCERNS Of LEADERS

AND GENERAL POPULATION Of NAlliit HAWAIIAN BACKGROUND

(1981 Kameh4meha Schools Needs Survey)
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Senator INouvE. Our next witness is the distinguished Congressman
from the State of Hawaii, lion. Daniel Akaka.

Congressman Akaka, welcome, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL K. AKAKA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF HAWAII

Mr. AKAKA, Thank you very much, Senator Inouye.
1 am very pleased to be here before your committee. As a native

Hawaiian, i appreciate the opportunity to testify. I want to thank
you fur the concern you have shown for the educational needs of the
Native Ilawaiians and the enormous efforts you have made on their
behalf in the past.

Today you will hear testimony from a number of witnesses who will
deser AR the well-documented pattern of poor educational achievement
among Native I inwaiian children. The picture they will paint is of a
Native Hawaiian student population that consistently falls below na-
tional norms when measured by every standard of academic achieve-
ment.

I have been an educator and administrator in the Hawaii school
system and can attest to the facts that will be presented today. Mr.
Chairman. the evidence is indeed very convincing. studies demonstrate
t hat Nat ie I lawai inns have a much higher incidence of failure, unde
achievement, truancy, and gross absenteeism throughout their school
career. The dropout rate for Native Hawaiian youth is far higher than
it is for non-I lawaiians. If they continue in school, they are far less
likely to enroll in a school of higher edueat ion or attain a degree.

These problems during childhood continue throughout adolescence
and 1,e come magnified by adulthood. Native Hawaiians are far more
likely to he unemployed. and if they do have jobs. they are more likely
to be jobs of low status and pay.

Social conditions result in a higher incidence of disease than among
other populations. Among women prenatal care is poor. and the in-
cidence of illegitimate births and teenage pregnancy is higher than in
the surrounding population.

The incidence of ehild abuse and neglect is greater than normal for
`;it 1;i1V:i inns, .1'1venile delinquency and crime are a serious prop.
lem. 'rho incidence of alcoholism and drug abuse is high. The average
life pectancy for Native Ilawuiian youth is 67. whereas life expect
ancy for the surrounding population is 73 years.

Mr. Chairman. there is a distinct and undeniable relationship be-
tween these socioeconomic conditions and the educational experiences
4d. the Native Hawaiian population. Unfortunately. many of the tra-
ditional education Ms cannot meet the needs of the native
IIawniian student. These programs were not designed to address the
spvcial educational needs of Native Ilawaiians. The evidence indicates
that there a compelling need to provide special assistance to relieve
I he otincat +(ma I proNew,.vlicountyrvd by Native Hawaiians.

Mr. ( !minium. 1 have given you these indiention; of the problems
t hat Naetiee Hawaii ue.: have and their dire needs for the kind of edu
cational program that will help the future of the Hawaiians.

Thank von very much. Mr. Chairman.

7 4
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Senator INOUTE. Thank you very much, Congressman Akaka.
Your concern for the problems of Native Hawaiians is legendary and

well known in I lawaii. We welcome your contribution to these hearings.
I have just one question. What is your definition of native Hawaiian ?
Mr. AKAKA. I have adopted the generally recognized meaning of

Native Hawaiian. Where necessary, 1 believe in having the definition
substantiated by the Hawaiian community.

Senator IxotTvE. In other words, if one can trace his ancestry back
to the days of Captain Cook, that would suffice?

Mr. AKAKA, That is right. I say substantiated by the community.
because there is a possibility that a person who is claiming to lie a
native Ili:mail:in may be challenged. If so, I feel that his or her status
should be substantiated by the I lawai inn community.

Senator IsotTvE. I thank you very much, sir. I appreciate it.
Mr. AKAKA. Thank you very nitwit, Mr. Chairinan.
Senator lixorv. Our next witness is a candidate for a dot oral

degree from Harvard, Mr. Sint Scott.
Welcome to the committee.

STATEMENT OF JAMES RAPAIALII SCOTT, DOCTORAL CANDIDATE,

HARVARD UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Sco'rr. Thank you. I am pleased to be here.
My name is nn ,,eott, and I would like to take a few minutes to

describe my background and experience, and to discuss the need for
Federal funding of scholarships for graduate and professional educa-
tion for Native Hawaiians.

I was encouraged to come to the mainland for my college educa-
tion; vet there was little (Ionia that I would eventually return to
I Iawaii to make a contribution to the Hawaiian community.

A ft er graduating from Stanford in 15174 with a degree in political
science, I spent a year working in the Stanford undergraduate admis-
sions office. awl then I s, out the last /.4 years in an jrnieliefidllt school
in California teaching, coaching. and counseling with students about
their college and career choices. In my last 3 years at the school, I
was the assistant headmaster and the !leaden lie dean.

A. year ago. however. I decided to leave the school, not because I
wanted to 11101' VdliratiOn but b4.41111SV I wanted to broaden and IIitae
my skills so that I could make a broader, more meaningful vont ribu-

lion to it.
I had spent 9 years at the interface between the high school and

the university helping young people with the transition front one to
the other. But I also wanted to expand that expertise to include the
policymaking and management skills that would allow nie to play a
significant role in the education of tin wail's youth, speeitieally, Native

Hawaiian youth.
T am presently. as you mentioned. a doctoral student at Ilavard

rniver,ity in a program in administration, planning. and social
policy. As I examined the program last year, I was impressed with
the quality of its content, but the real indurement for nit. to attend
Harvard ea me from the university administrators, who encouraged
me to apply for financial assistance through the Indian Fellowship
Program under section 423, title IV, of the Indian Education Act.
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When I left college, 1 had !-;eyeral careor options a vailahle to nu',
most of w hich were more financially rewarding than the field of edu-
cation. But I !MVO have ChOSVII--- the of education be-
cause Of rdS 11:4t Unfit be IFICII!,111V41 riet ly linanC1111

derive a tremendous satisfaction from making a difference in peo-
ple's lives. as a teacher, as at counselor. as a coach. and I hope sonic fitly
as the leader of a school or as a policymaker. 1 an; in the human poten-
t business. trying to create environments in %vide)) young people
can realize their full potential,

As elected public loaders. you. 100, are in OW Ininnin pOkni
and through your financial support of the unique educational

need- .1f Nat ire I w you will be helping to make a difference its
the lives of young people by raising their self-expectations and by
creating t he conditions in Which they, too, can realize their full }mien-
tial.

I hope t hat you will act favorably On the recommendations presented
at those hearings today. I will be happy to respond to any questions
you may hare.

Senator I Nor vr.. 1, it your feeling. that if native Hawaiians were
considere41 to he native .Americans, the programs that are presently
available would hr been helpful to you in your studies?

Mr. Scorr. Yes, sir.
Senator I Noy YE. Well. 1 hope that, as as result of these hearings. they

will come soon. when those who follow your footsteps may have a better
break, i think that will come.

Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Sco'rr. Thank you.
Senator INot' yr. Our next witness is the director of Alit Like, an

orEranizat ion 'wood in the State of I lawaii, Ninon: Rubin.
Welcome, Ms. 'Li ubi T1.

STATEMENT OF WINONA E. IIUMN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER.
ALIT LIKE. INC.

Ms, RPM 60od morning, Senator Inouye. Aloha.
Senator I NI)1,1"E. A101111.

1ZLISIN, behalf of A lii I .ike, Inc., and its 1 1.01a) Native 1 In-
whitan members, I wish to express our appreciation for the oppor-
1 1M1t r to t,-.i f v before this 001111111'N' !Old for the - uWW))ot't you have
prOViti'd Americans, particularly Native. Hawaiians, over the
years. NI:Iloilo.

1 am Winona Kea lamapuana Rubin, chief executive officer of
A In hike. inc., a statewide community-based private, nonprofit orga-
nization, which has a primary purpose of assisting the development of
economic and social self-snflieiencv for Nat

Alit Like was incorporated in 19Th as a result of meetings with repre-
sentatives of Hawaiian organizations and communit y leaders. Sine
then, Alt! Like has utilized the basic administration for native Amer-
ican resources to support Native Hawaiian projects in collaboration
:il or vo,ponsorAill with Stilt(' HMI IMO COMIt v rrovpriimplo,..% the

TIawaiinn Service Institutions and Agencies, Iiinvaiian eomninnity
organ izat ions, private. human service groups, foundations, the private
sector, and individual contributors,
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In my formal testimony? I have included a number of different
things relative to our activities. I would like to include information
relative to our needs assessment of 1976 and sonic of the research ex-
tracted, collected, and analyzed in existing data which we have regard-
ing the Native Hawaiians. We have the most, comprehensive informa-
tion on Native Ilawaiitms in the State of Hawaii.

Senator Ixorryz. Without objection, the data, as well as your entire
written testimony, will be inade part of the record at the conclusion of
your oral presentation.

Ms. Rvaisr. Thank you.
I would like to include a visual representation of some of the data

that I will include in the testimony this morning.
For general information about Hawaiians, there are approximately

17 5,00{) Hawaiians, or 19 percent of the population of the State of
Hawaii. You will note that we are a minority among minority groups
in the State, the third largest of the four large minority groups in the
State of Hawaii.

The number of Hawaiians in the population on each of the seven
major islands ranges from 15 percent on Lanai to 62 percent on Mol-
okai, both of those islands in Maui County, and nearly 100 percent on
the island of Niihau.

Senator IxouTE, In order to explain this to my members of the com-
mittee, can you explain what a Hawaiian is according to this chart?
Are they full-blooded, mixed?

Ms. RreiN. They are both full-blooded and mixed Hawaiian, so that
from our definition under the administration for Native Americans, a
Native lIaaiian is one whose ancestors are native to the Hawaiian
Islands as of 1778, and so no quantum is used here.

A portion of the figures depicted there are full-blooded Hawaiians,
yes.

Senator 1 NOITYE. Thank you.
Ms. RUBIN. Sixty-eight percent of the Hawaiians in the State live on

Oahu. Approximately 44.6 percent of the Hawaiians are aged 19 and
below, compared to 32.2 for the State population. So the median age
for Hawaiians is 22.8 years, compared with 28.6 for the State.

Youth ages 15 to IP comprise about 13 percent of the Hawaiian popu-
lation, and of the 463,000 adults in the State, 14 percent, or 63,000, are
Hawaiians.

Of the Hawaiian households, 39 percent have five or more persons,
and 35 percent do not have incomes sufficient, for their family size. Of
the Hawaiian families, 15.1 percent are living below poverty level com-
pared to 7.8 percent of total families in the State.

Of those in poverty in the State, more than 40 percent are Hawaiian.
Of the poverty-level families, 13 percent are households with a female
head.

Per capita annual income for Hawaiians is $5,328 compared with
$7,740 for the State. Of the total clients receiving welfare assistance.
24 percent are Hawaiian. Of the adult inmates in Hawaii's correctional
institution. 46 percent are Hawaiian, and this figure is questioned as
being deceivingly low.

In the area of education. of the 162.000 public school students in
the State. 34.000, or 21 percent, are Hawaiian. Of the R.000 public
school teachers, only 6 percent are Hawaiian. Of the 5,000 Hawaiian

7
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students in those intermediate and high schools with 40 percent Native
Hawaiian enrollments which were studied earlier l,y Alu Like, 33
percent were absent 2t) days or more in a year ; in fact, the average was
closer to 44 days.

Of the 34,o00 Hawaiian students in public schools, approximately
12,900, or 35 to 38 percent, are in stanines one to three. '1 hat is equal
to 1 to 22 percentile for the Stanford achievement test reading scores.
This is compared to 24 percent for the State and the national level.

Of approximately 72,000 Hawaiians aged 25 and older, 32 percent
have not finished high school. Only 8 percent of Hawaiians over 25
years of age have completed 4 or more years of college. Of the college
students in the State, liawaiians comprise 11 percent. of the community
college enrollment, 4 percent at the University of Hawaii at M anon.

Of learning disabled youth in the public schools, 1,236, or 76.5 per-
cent, are I law a i ian.

In 1980, of the 63,000 Hawaiian adult work force, approximately
10 percent were unemployed. You will note on the chart on the extreme
left circle that that is the total adult population of the State, of which
about 14 percent are I lawaiian adults; and of the 14 percent I lawaiian
adults, then a portion of those are unemployed, and that is the 10
percent of the 63,000.

The size of the pie in each of those circles is certainly not equivalent
to the percentage shown; it is just for purposes of visibility. Those
represented segments would be much smaller compared to the whole.

The majority of the Hawaiian work force isemployed in entry-level
positions, whi)e relatively few Hawaiians are in professional areas.
Only 1.400 or 6.6 percent of the 20,600 minority owned businesses in
Hawaii are owned by I Iftwaiians.

The lifespan of Hawaiians is nearly 7 years less than the total popu-
lation in the State. Hawaiians have the highest incidence in the Na-
tion for sonic forms of cancer. I i awaiians have the highest incidence of
chronic heart trouble and diabetes in the State, liawaiians rank second
in the State in incidence of circulatory diseases, and I might interject
at this point that those particular health concerns according to medical
studies, are related to stress.

More than 8 percent. of our elderly arc not registered for medicare.
and 2 percent are not covered by any health or medical insurallre.
TIawaiians account for 22.3 percent of alcohol and drug abusers. Only
3.6 percent received treatment.

Of the approximately 22,800 Hawaiian youth aged 15 to 19. 55 per-
cent are niale and 45 percent are female. Of. WS(' limit's, 33 percent Of
those looking for work who have not finished high school are unem-
ployed. ()f these females, .ri5 percent of those looking for work who
have not finished high school are unemployed.

Of all Hawaiian children, 16 percent are living in households with
female heads compared with 7 percent of all children' in the State.

The youth suicide rate for male INwaiia n youth ages 15 to 24 is 31
percent.

Of youth in correctional institutions. 66 percent are Ira wa i ian. Of
those surveyed in 1981 by the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, 85.7 percent
had attendance and school alienat ion Problems; 80.9 percent were
drug w.cr,: $0,7 percent were incarcerated for theft. hurghry, and
robbery ; 76.0 percent were battered children; 7'2,3 percent came from
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homes where parents were unemployed; 72.3 percent, came from di-
vorced or single-parent homes.

Elderly Hawaiians aged 65 and older comprise approximately 3
percent, of the total Hawaiian population. Of the total aged 65 and
older population, Hawaiian elderly have the youngest median age
of 67 compared to 74 years for the State.

This information is by no means comprehensive, and more details
are included in the appendices, or available as needed from Mu Like.

At this point let nu, emphasize that the majority of Hawaiians are
productive, contributing, proud members of the State of Hawaii and
the Nation. Howev r, as you can see from the date shared today, there
are still significant needs to be addressed to prevent magnifying of
the problems.

Substantial evidence links some of the negative social indicators
to the lack of educational achievement. In an earlier Alu Like cost
benefit. study, it is shown that both welfare eligibility rates and crimi-
nal offender rates are negatively correlated with educational achieve
ments among Native Hawaiians.

We are aware also, in studies of statistical reports, that as unem-
ployment increases, so does the suicide rate. According to the director
of 'Hawaii's State Department, of Labor, for every 1 percent rise in
the jobless rate, our national prison population increased by 4 percent.

We know from experience in Mu Like's statewide employment and
training program the direct relationship between unemployment. and
lack of educational success. and that the key to the Hawaiian client's
progress is culturally sensitive approaches.

We have a number of recommendations we would like to make based
on our experience in administering a variety of programs and facil-
itating forums for exchange of information and community problem
solving issues, and from our study and analysis of problems in the
Hawaiian community.

We offer the following, and I have briefly abbreviated: We recom-
mend that the definition of Native Hawaiian in 42 section
2991a. be used consistently in Federal legislation for Native
Hawaiians.waiians.

We recommend that the Federal and State definitions for native
Hawaiians--- -

Senator INouYE. May I interrupt at that point f
Ms. RUBIN. Yes.
Senator INovyr.. You are also suggesting that that definition hi'

applicable in the Hawaiian Ilomestead Act ?
Ms. RVIIIN. My notation here in my testimony is that a special ex

cept ion for the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act may need to be
considered.

Senator I xouvE. Thank you.
Ms. WHIN. Second. we recommend that the Federici and State

definition for Native Hawaiians he identical to that nsed t fore
mentioned code for Native American programs. since :here is some
difficulty as to the use of different definitions and different. means of
keeping records at the State and Federal

IVe commend the actions of this committee in ensuring that the
Native Hawaiians and urban Indians continue to he addressed through

S
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the existing administration for native Americans and the Division of
Indian and Native American Programs.

There are Federal laws which provide general resources which may
be used to address needs of Hawaiians, and there are some re-com-
mendations we would like to make relative to this because some,
although intended to assist us in a general way as part of the popula-
tion, do not.

W3 recommend inclusion of Native Hawaiians as defined in the
Native American programs legislation in each of the acts that we de-
scribed earlier in our testimonythe Indian Education Act, Voca-
tional Education Act, and legislation addressing adult education,
higher education, handicapped, health, elderly, children and youth,
as well as economic development, housing, and urban development.

And, certainly, we strongly support amending existing legislation
consistent with recommendations of the Kamehameha Schools/Bishop
Estate relative to the educational needs of Hawaiians.

Alu Like is attempting to assist Native Hawaiians through en-
abling, providing a hand up, not a handout, and empoweringdevel-
oping independence, rather than dependence, in a culturally sensitive
context.

Federal, State, and county governments and private sector resources
are needed and collaborative planning required to facilitate the Native
Hawaiian community helping itself toward economic and social self-
sufficiency.

Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Senator INot.yE. I thank von very much, Ms. Rubin.
The testimony is overwhelming; your statistics are tragic; add it is

almost, unbelievable. I realize that there are many factors contributing
to the plight of the Native Hawaiian, but this morning we are pri-
marily concerned with what education can do to improve the lot of
the. Hawaiians.

Ms. Roam. Yes.
Senator INot.Yr.. We have not mentioned the school system in

Ilawaii. Has the school system in lIawaii failed the Native Hawaiian Y

Ms. Rums. If the statistics that we have shared of the young people
within our school system being in stanines, one, two, and three-
38 percent of them there- -yes, our school system has failed them.

And yet we realize that there are some of our young people who are
going through the public school system, who are going on to high
school and post-high school education. Those individuals have been
able to sueceed in their educational experiences. A major portion,
however. are not succeeding in the system.

Senator Tworyr. Do you consider the life prior to education to be a
major !uo rilinting factor in the educational plight ?

Ms. RPHIS. I do. The information that we have received through
our experiences with people within the community indicate to us that
culturally sensitive approaches. culturally based information, a sense

of vulture, history, language, provides for a better self-concept for
young people,.

And so, in turf), that is an important segment of how a youngster
is able to get the major benefit and the most out of his educational
experiences. That early life and the early opportunity and experiences

are important.

36485 0 - 84 - 6
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I think that not enough resources have been provided to date inorder to asrsist parents and families who otherwise do not have theresources to enlarge and expand on the experiences of youngsters even
before they enter the educational system, and certainly after theyenter the educational system at the elementary levels.

Senator Isiotn-E. You have mentioned the words "culture," "history,"
"identity:" I am certain these are all very important in improving thelot of the Hawaiian. What is our school system in Hawaii doing tofurther this

Ms. RUBIN. In the 1978 Constitutional Convention for the State,the inclusion of Hawaiian culture and history in the educational cur-riculum for the schools was mandated. The Hawaiian culture is being
provided in each of the schools. The manner in which it is beingprovided or the content of the Hawaiian culture is not pervasivethroughout the entire school system, and not as yet, I think, satis-
factory.

The resources of the State, as with all of the different States, prob-
ably, are taxed tremendously at this point in our lives, and so there-fore, not enough of those resources are being provided for this areaof the curriculum in the sch6o1 system. They have cut back in these
areas. They have not been able to expand the program as they see theneeds. and so additional resources are necessary.

A combination of Federal, State, local, and private resources maybe able to address the need better than it has been to date.
Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much. Your statistics, your testi-

mony, and your analysis will be extremely helpful to the committee.
Thank you.

MS. RUBIN% Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p, 139.1
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: )HN'cIV FtAfliiS IS tini VY AN!
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. : :0 I c. APP.N.,!): ! ! I!

.s .y ! 1.'H

: ),N):Mil ,)EvticfMENI ANL,

N ! N dov,
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AT!F. AsP17:-A.1*',ATE.3 ! 7', iiikwA 1 *,N5, c/

TH! !. I !! HAWA!! . (!:.EL AFFEy:/:x A, TABLE I ;

Thi 5IBE5 HAWAIIANS S IN VHF F0FrLATIoN ON EACH of THE Spvp:

1!ILANI.F. RAN(..ES FPO"! 1St ON LANA 'I TO C2Z Cl MOLOKA' I AN!, NEARi

1002 oN NIIIHAU. HOWEVER, 6EM OF THE HAWAIIANS IN THE STATE LIVE ON

(WV (ApPENoix A, TABLE 2)

APPWANATELY 44.61 of TEE HAWAIIAN ARE AGE 19 AND BELow oomrARED T(
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. F1R T11F STAIF ENIPI:LATI (APPENDIX A, TABLE 3)

THE MEI) I AN ALE FOR HAWA S IS 2 2_ . R Y EAU COMP AR EV WI TII :b .t,

E0H VHF SIAI E. YOUTH, AilIES 15- 19, COMPR: ABOI'T '.`F THE

HAWAI IAN p11,1:1,ATInN. (APPENDIX A, "IA.K1.1

't 4 Al .1 T., IN TI-11 ',TATF.,

A , 1A..s1! 5)

!)- !HY HAWAIIAN Hill,SE.HOI,1). HAVE > oR Et..710, piiisoss A.NL 157.,

I. I pr : FAH115' :'I . (APPF.N X A,

(H.v., HAWA 1 IAN`.,

7 AY!' 1 !'''N,

1f0' : ;- : A

1 I: I.:

Y2.; . A 1-;

AS

HAWAIIAN

sfqf I'; Sr) IONE') AS RI.INc. :01 I 1 vl Nr,S 1- tttF

THE 162 ,000 PUBLIC. SCHOOL SULIENT$ IN THE STATE, 34,000 (711)

ARE HAWAIIAN, (APPMIX A. TAB1,E 9)

'; -47T, mom Tp.,,,,j; Apt tii,f ! A

.v4 '.. A +tL,

' A A" f r kA nn::kh

:,)NA; ' ,N.1,
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.1- THY -;,HH. TFAiHF.Rh, ONIY 6% Akt. HAWAIIAN

;AIITN.1..;:c A, TABLE 9)

THF HAWAIIAN STI.TTNTS IN THOSE INTERMLIATE/HICH SCHOOLS

W1T NATIVE' HAWAIIAN FYROLLMINTS WHICH WIRE STVt'IEI, 33% 6.1k

OY-Y.N1 : OR MORE IN A YEAR, (AFFF191 A, TABLE 9)

. HAWAIIAN STITENTS IN PUBLIC' SCHOOLS, APPROXIMATELY

-151) ARF IN STANINFS I TO 3 (EQUAL TO T-22 PERCENTILE)

A,!!!!s! ( l'IPAREI' WITH h FOT THE STATE'. !APPEN: A,

4A ANi.

HAWAIIAN!, ACF F. AN; i HAVY Nc1

S(10°.- (APPENI)D A. pAU 4c)

ti' ' !iAWAI:AN!, ,TVER YEAE', OF. ACE HAVE i.1-4Y : F'TE: '1 I

(APPFNI)!X A, 'TAPE 9;,1

'44Y ,411FNT'; !!,1 THY CTATF, HAWAllAhN C,IMYkISF 117 i.t TN?!

r.NR:!!.:.MEN; !.1 AI NE :LNIVERSITY 1 HAWAIL MANna.

iAhi

YOI,TE IN THE S,14001.5 C?

AY! HA.A!!A%. 4APPF.N1YIY.

r TS .",F THE f,l,000 HAWAIIAN ATHIT WORKFORCE, APPROXIMATELY 10%

WYTE VNKMFI,,YED -- NEARLY FXHIRIT THE STATE. LFVFL; AND THE RATIO OF

UNLIIPLOYMFM1 YOH HAWAIIANS HAS NOT CHANCED SICNIFIcANTLY SINCE

THEN.. (APPENDIX A, TABLE 6)

THE MAJORITY OP THE HAWAIIAN WORKFORCE IS EMPLOYED IN ENTRY LEVEL

POSITIONS WHILE RELATIVEIV FEW RAWAIIANS ARE IN THE PROFESSIONAL

FIEL!!5.
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O ONLY 1,40U OR 6 6Z OF THE 20,t10° MINORITY OWNED BUSINESSES IN

HAWAII ARE OWNED BY HAWAIIANS (APPENDIX A, TABLE &A)

HYATH'

ilry ,:PAN ly HAWAIIANS IS NEARLY YEARS LESS THAN THAI OF

POPULATION IN THE STATE. (APPENDIX A, TABLE FIC'CRL

1-(AwAIIANS HAVE THE HIIIHEST INEIDENcF IN THE NATION Vol: SOME. FORMS

ANkl. (APPENDIX A, TABLE 7 3)

KAWAllANS RAVE THE HICHEST TNrI11FNC7 OF CHRONIC HEART !R!!'.AsIi AN!!

:!IABE11.5 !IN THE STATE. (APPENDIX A, TABIT 7 - Elt;IIRF 2 ?$

RAWAlfANS RANI( SECOND IN THE STATE IN IN(11)FN(E OF CIRCITAToRY

:APPEN!!)Y. A, TABII 7 YTURY 2)

ThAN R7.! 4-Y H R ELDERLY ARE NO7 RE,15TEPKI, Yok MiNfANY A111

N.vr c,IVLkYL1 BY ANY BYATTH nu !4Ill'ICA1 INS RANI 1'. (APYYN1,: A,

AB. B)

tAWA! IAN: ACC0CNI Fr,k. AI r144 ANI Pfh.J. ABYRS, AN ONLY

,t THE. Atc..0X.InAlFI1'

FEMALE.

7J- LliFSE MATES, 11: OF THOSE LOOEINI. W,AR WHo HAVE NO1

FINISHED ml(ai SCHOOL. ARE UNEMPLOYEU,

OF THESE FENALES, 551 OF THOSE LOOKINu FUR WOK; WRo HAVE

Nca FINISHED HIGH SCHOOL ARE UNEMPLOYED.

o of ALL HAWAIIAN CHILDREN, 142 ARE LIVING IN HOUSEHOLDS WM( FEMALE

HUMS COMPARED WITH 72 VP-ALL CHILDREN IN THE STATE.

AY} M.A!.!.

o THE YOYJTE 5IITrTOF RATE MR MALE HAWAIIAN YOUTH ACES 15-24 IS lit.
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o OF YOUTH IN CORRECTIONAL. INSTITUTION, 661 ARE HAWAIIAN. OF

THOSE: SURVEYED IN 1981 BY THE OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS:

65.71 HAD ATTLNDANCE AND SCHOOL. ALIENATION PROBLEMS

60.95 WERE DRUG USERS

- 6.),7% WERE INCARCERATED FOR THEFT, BURCITARY AND ROBBERY

76.01 WERE BATTERED CHILDREN

7:.1% CAME FROM HOME WHERE PARENT(S) WERE UNEMPLOYED

7 2 it LAME FROM DIVORCED OR SINGLE. PARENT HOMES

KAWAIIANS ACES 65 AND OLDER COMPRISE. APPROXIMATELY

it OF THE TOTAL HAWAIIAN POPULATION. (APPENDIX A, TABLE S)

oP THESE 5.600 ELDERLY HAWAIIAN, 461 ARE MALE AND 'WI'

ARE YEMAIE,

0 OF THE TOTAL AGES 65 AND OLDER POPULATION. HAWAIIAN ELDERLY

RAVI 'HE YfR,N(,ES1 MEDIAN ACE nE 67 COMPARED TO 74 YEARS FOR.

THE. SLATE. IAPPFNDIX A, TABLE 2 FIGURE 5)

THIS INFoRMATIoN IS BY NC MEANS COMPREHENSIVE. AND MORE DETAILS

ARE INCLUDU, IN THE APPENDICES AND AVAILABLE AS NEEDED FROM ALU LIKE.

AT THIS FolNT, LET ME EMPHASIZE. THAT THE MAJORITY OF HAWAIIAN.; ARE

PRODUCTIVE, CONTRIBUTING PROUD MEMBERS OF THE STATE OF HAWAII AND

THE NATION, HOWEVER. AS YOU CAN SEE FROM THE DATA SHARED TODAY, THERE

ARE STILL SIGNIFICANT NEEDS TO SE ADDRESSED TO IREVENTNAGNIFTIK OF

THE PROBLEMS.
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PAW.

n:]ANI1AL ,,OM} of MI NIAIIVI SO(:IAL INDICATORS TO THE

LACK OF EOUCATioNAI AiHirVPIEN"I. IN AN EARLIER AIX LIKE COST BENEFIT STUDY, IT

IS SHOWN THAI "1O11 WELFARE EIAGIBILITY RATES AND CRIMINAL OFFENDERS RATES ARE

NELAil coRRYI.AIE:1 WITH EOUCATIONAL ACHIE1.11ENT AMOK NATIVE HAWAIIANS."

AWAy I , A. IN sll'.:,1Fs OF sTAnSTICAL REPORTS THAT AS VNEMPLOYMEN7

THI SM.I:)E RATE. ACCORDINk, TO THE DIRECTOR OF hA;4AII'S

1'fTA!,711N: or IABoR, FOR FVRY ONE PERCENT (II) RISE IN THE JOBLESs RATE.

NA;;;.;NA; P1,)PULAllON INCREASES) BY FOUR PERCENT (4t)". WE KNOW FROM

0:1thi1.N..! ;

rmp:nymrNT ANP 7RAIN1Ni: PRo6RAM THE DIRECT

:wffN !NENPloYMENT AN)' LACY OF FDITATIONAI SITOSs THAT :HF

Et 3 :';;; IFS'' f'R0(.RLS., -11.111%AlTS-4NSTTIVF APPRoACHES.

tY;sIt N ;

;OH;- I 7, I't 111! NC; N IN A1;t17, NI ST FR INC A VAR IFT1 rtN PtiO6R.A.MS, IN

1, i';;F; tA; HAN.h 1f INFAzFtAT ;ON ANI) INFil."..;; I '7'1' 1'Rott1 So! V

; r ;),, ;, ;)4.1, ; ;1 ANA; ANA' tliuti:.E.'17; IN "1171; MAWR; IAN

;;;;; 11O; .!ii k;: NJ; ,

1,i 4n :')NA; T:.;%'77.,f ;;-; I t H NI;; Fi,

AN', Al T Nc)NY IN YMCA:10N ,

00 II.'7c.11 NAlloNAL INS11T1if of D. Ab,:Si iNIDA;

`I I NoR I 1 Ft, AND SATINY AME.R It ANA

AN;; I'A It It I ,

$ Vol, - TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT TO DISADVANTAGE)

PERSONS INCLUDING NATIVE AMERICANS.

o 42 US.C. 299i - COMMUNITY SERVICES ACT PROVIDING :;RANTS TO

NATIVE AMERICANS THROU.k41 THE ADMINLSTRAIlah FOR NATIVE AMERICANS
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.> 42 U.S.C. f 4577(c) - GRANTS TO STATE ANT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FOR

PROCRAMS ASSISTING IN ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION. TREATMENT AND

RESEARCH FOR UNDERSERVED POPULATIONS, INCLUDING NATIVE HAWAIIANS.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE DEFINITION OF NATIVE HAWAIIAN IN 42 V.§.C.

44 2991a RE USED CONSISTENTLY IN FEDERAL LEGISLATION FOR NATIVE

KAWAIIANS.

NOTE; THE DEFINITION FOR "NATIVE HAWAIIANS" IS NOT YET PROVIDED

IN ADMINISTRATIVE RECULATIONS FOR 21 U.S.C. Of 177(d) AND

S 457i(C).

N,11.. A SPECIAL EXCEPTION FOR THE HAWAIIAN HOMES COMMISSION ACT

MAY NT-FP 'IC RE CoNSIDERED.

1.1) RAI At.Etit IFS CAMP II.F THEIR INFORMATION ABOUT 4 M4A1 1ANS DIFFEHENTI.Y.

ti MI INHVI4 HAWAIIANS AS NATIVE AMERICANS, OTHERS AS ASIAN;PACIEIC

;,,!ANA, FFTiF. ()MFRS AS FACIPIC ISLAND PEOPLE, AND SO FoRTH. FFVYRAI
0

ACENCC DATA IS NOT RECORDED IN A COMPARABLE MANNER WITH THE STAFF OF

r-,AWA;I aNicH MOO:, Al CCRATFLY RECORDS MINORIT) DATA CENSUS 1-1GURE.,

HA.AIIANS REFLECT AN UNDERCOUNT. AS A RESULT, DATA ON HAWAIIAN:,

INi:OMPLETY. AND ACCvRATE COMPARISONS/ANALYSES DIFFICULT Ti' Do

fikC.0KMILND THAT THE: FEDERAL AND STATE DEFINITIONS FOR NATIVE

HAwAllW; BE IDENTICAL TO THAT USED IN 42 U.S.C. § 29914 FOR NATIVE

AMERICAN PROCRAMS,

ALF LIFE STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE RETENTION OF THE DIVISION OF NATIVE

AMERICAN PROGRAMS (DINAP) IN THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND THE RETENTION

OF THE ADMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS (ANA) IN THE DEPARTMENT

OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES. TRANSFER TO OTHER DIVISIONS/AGENCIES

90

4
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will BF DISRUPTIVE AND COUNTERPRODUCTIVE. WE CO MEND THE ACTIONS

OF THIS COMMITTEE IN ENSURING THAT THE NATIVE HAWAIIANS (AND URRAN

INDIANS) CONTINUE TO BE ADDRESSED THROUGH THOSE EXISTING AGENCIES.

THERE ARE OTHER FEDERAL LAWS WHICH PROVIDES GENERAL RESOURCES WHICH

MAY BF VSEP TO ADDRESS NEEDS OF HAWAIIANS. HOWEVER, THE GOVERNMENT

PRIORITY' AND THE COMMUNITY PRIORITY ARE NOT ALIGNED.

FOR FAIOWIT,

VNDER TITLE 1 NOT ALL HAWAIIAN CHILDREN QUALIFY AS LOU INCOME,

1-,JrCATIONA1.1.1* DEFRIVED, NEGLECTED, AND/OR HANDICAPPED. YET MANY

HAI.AtIANs WHO DO NoT QUALIFY HAVE. MAJOR EDUCATIONAL DIFFICULTIES.

mol PROJECTS HAVE CONFIRMED THAT CULTVRALLY-SENSITIVE APPROACHES

ARE MORE EFFECTIVE WITH HAWAIIANS, YET RESOURCES ARE NOT ACCESSIBLE

FoN THIS.

1-1.0 LF1.INIATION, SUCH AS THE INDIAN EDUCATION ACT, VOCATIONAL

fOI:iATION ACT, AND OTHER LEGISLATION ADDRESSING ADULT EDUCATION,

1!l4 DER FlITATION, HANDICAPPED, HEALTH, ELDERLY, CHILDREN AND YOIJR,

A'. WFII AS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND HOL'SW ORMAN DEVELOPMENT,

k,FS NOT sFEcIFIcALLY ADDRESS HAWAIIANS NOR PROVIDE FOR SET-ASIDES

FOR NATIVE. HAWAIIANS AS NATIVE AMERICANS. WERECCWIEND INCLUSION

OE NATIVE HAWAIIANS AS DEFINED IN THE NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS

LEGISLATION (42 U.S.C. 12991a) IN EACH OF THOSE ACTS WITH APPROPRIATE

SET ASIDES TO ASSUREADWATE RESOURCES TO STOP AND REVERSE THE

NEGATIVE SOCI04.CONOMIC PROALENS.
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5. THE KAMEHAMEHA SCHOOLS/BISHOP ESTATE IN ITS NATIVE HAWAIIAN

EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROJECT FINAL REPORT OF JULY 1483 PROVIDED DATA

AND SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS. THEY HAVE MADE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

RELATIVE TO PREVENTIVE PROGRAMS, REMEDIAL PROGRAMS AND PROSPECTIVE

PROGRAMS WHICH CAN BE ASSISTED BY AMENDING EXISTING FEDERAL LEGISLATION.

WE STRONGLY SUPPORT AMENDING EXISTING ISLATION CONSISTENT WITH

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE KAMEHAMEHA SCHOOLS /BISHOP ESTATE RELATIVE TO

THE EDNATIONALIEPS OF HAWAIIANS.

ALL' LIKE IS ATTEMPTINC TO ASSIST NATIVE HAWAIIANS THROUGH "ENABLING"

(FROMM A HAND UP NOT HAND OUT) AND "EMPOWERING" (DEVELOPING INDEPENDENCE

RATHER THAN DEPENDENCE) IN A CULTURALLY-SENSITIVE CONTEXT. FEDERAL, STATE,

COUNTY GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE SECTOR RESOURCES ARE NEEDED AND COLLABORATIVE

PLANNINC REQUIRF1) TO FACILITATE THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY HELPING ITSELF

TowkRD ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY.

MAHALo tTHANY. YtT) KR. CHAIRMAN AND COMMITTEE MF>1 ERS FU THE OPPORTUNITY'

TO MAKE TH11-; PRESENTA!loN

9
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APPENDIX A

Data on Hawaiians

Table. 1 state of Hawaii Population

2 Hawaiian Population
2A Hawaiians in the Population of the State

of Hawaii, by Island 4 Aga

3 Hawaiian vs. State Population by AA Group
3A Hawaiian/Part Hawaiian in the State of Hawaii

by Age
38 Native Hawaiian Member/Percent of Children

Age 1-5
iC Number/Percent of Hawaiian Children in

Headstart Program (ago 3-5)

4 Hawaiian Household Economic Concerns
4A Poverty Leval Families
48 Hawaiian Head of Housabold Served by Programa at

Hawaii Housing Authority

5 Hawaiian Client. as a Percarntast of Total Clients
Who Received Title XX Social Slavic.'

SA Hawaiian 4 Total Clients Receiving Title XX
Social Services

6 Hawaiian Employment Concerns
6A Hawaiian Economic Development Concerns
68 Hawaiian Clients Servad by 99A in 1983

7 Hawaiian Health Concerns
Figure 1: Cause of Death - All Causes

2: Diseaaas of the Heart
3; All Cancers
4: Diabetes Mellitus
5: Male/Pesale Life Expectancy at Birth

8 Hawaiian Elderly Concerns

9 Hawaiian Education Concerns
9A Comparison of S.A.T. Reading Scores for Total and

Hawaiian Public School Students
98 Hawaiian Students in Public Schools Who Need

Educational Assistance
9C College Graduates in State and Hawaiian Population
9D Persons Who Did Not Complete High School in Stat.

and Hawaiian Population
9E Hawaiian Enrollment Within the University of

Hawaii Enrollment

10 Hawaiian Criminal Justice Concerns

APP134DIX

Needs Asses2nent

APPEMIX C

Handic Youth
AP TX

Mental Health data en the Native Notaiien Population

93
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AITINTIX A

DATA ON HAWAIIANS

There Are approximately 1'5,000 Hawaiians or 191 of the popution in
the Stile of Hawaii

Of this number, 45_11 are 19 years of age and younger. Median age

is : :.t years compared with 28.4 for the State
Of the 463.000 adults in the State, 141 are Hawaiians
Of the 63,000 Hawaiian adult workforce, approximately 101 are unemployed
(nearly double the State level)
Cf the Hawaiian households, 39% have 5 or more persons and 351 do
not have income sufficient for their family sire
Cf the Hawaiian families, 1S.11 are living below poverty level compared
to -.8' of total families in the State; of those in poverty in the
Clalr, 'vie than 4o% are Hawaiian; approximately 241 are on welfare
Ii,' of adult inmates are Hawaiian

'he lite span of Hawaiians is nearly ' years less than that of the total
ror.lation in the Mate

Hawa;)a, are among those with high incidence of cancer in the nation
Hasa»4!", hair the highest incidence of chronic heart trouble and
di,rhciew in the State
Haw lions rank second in the State in incidences of circulatory
diseases
%lore than :$ of our elderly 47e not covered by any health or medical

aci_ounf for 22.31 of alcohol and drug abusers and only
; pi re;e1;e treatment
Cf the Stale aged 1S-:4 who Are Aulcides. 311 Are
Hal.,41!,0".4

.1

Pahalla!:

cfuaents in the State. 54,000 (:Ii! are

ru0,13, 5Lheyi teachers, only 61 are Hawaiian
toe ::4 iu lic schools, 25 have enrollments of 401 or more Hawaiian

", stuier,ts in those intermediate/high schools, ;i have

!-re,1 ,tar. of mote a year
rawa;ian students in public Schools, approximately

,T3 ',SS: are in stanines 1,3 (equal to O.:: file! for SAI
reading compared with :41 for the State
Of learhrLg jisahled youth in the public schools, 1,:"6 or 7b -S1

are liakal:a
Of ajTr,klmarel Hawaiians age 25 and older, 321 have not
finished high school
Of the college students in the State, Hawaiians comprise II 1 (community

E.,1(eg,i, it ;;.niversitv of Hawaii-Hanoi)
,.1n1v At of qawairana over 25 years have completed 4 or more years

of ;011(.0,

Hawaiian voiAI-, aged IS -1 comprised about 131 of the Hawaiian population

cf ::,5 '.,s1 are male and 451 are female

X7'
14 7

94

Mir
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Of these moles, 331 of those looking for work who have not

finished high school are unemployed

Of these females, 551 of chose looking for work who have not

finished high school are unemployed

Of the youth in correctional institutions. 061 are Hawaiians

Of all Hawaiian children, 161 are living in households with female

heads compared with 71 of all children in the State

Elderly Hawaiians aged 63 and older comprise
about 31 of the total

Hawaiian population

Of these 5,600 elderly Hawaiians, 46t are male and 541 are females

Of these elderly, 8% are not registered for Medicare ihici21 lack both

4edicare and private health insurance

Of the total aged 65 and older population, Hawaiian elderly have the

,oliNgc4t mv.ilan Age of 67 compared to '4 years for the State,

--IC

rt
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AM:NM% A TABLE IA

lAnhei444 Pertain of 111 446411444 In 04 Papuiasfoo of the Ssei* Q.
IVSO, by 1.1444 slue 44v

Neul Wuloikai

NaueIteme Total

Lm.41

144041Iene 1.141
r$400-04

AV CFR"

11401111 &Mei Oahu

May411444 10461 44441)444 246.1 644411444 Total 0a091140' Total Mam41141a4 Tula'

14624, 5 4.0041512) 7.603 214(36!) 2.772 1.721(261) 4.754 423(711) 547 13(1)32 ICA 16040(252) 56.160 21,579(202) 13.200

5- 2 2,941(632) 6,190 1,121(341) 3,414 1.2161212) 4,044 304(752) mg. 152) 104 14,721(272) 56./72 20.499(211) 69. 120
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APPENDIX A - TABLE 3A

Native ilavatians and Part -Hawaiian!. in tite State of Hawaii. 1980, by Age

Native Newelian Part - Hawaiians All Hawaiian,.

Age Group
No, Pct. No. Pct.

-
No. Pct.

Tnt41 State
Population

Under S 1,665 2.32 19,910 27.32 21.575 29,62 72,800

5- 9 2,204 3.2 18,295 26.2 20,499 29.4 69,720

10-14 3.083 3.9 19,388 24.4 22,471 28.2 79,583

1519 4,005 4.8 19,164 23.6 73,769 28.4 83,584

20-24 3,484 4.1 10,880 12.9 14,364 17.1 84,035

25-29 1,892 4.5 8,364 9.7 12,256 14.2 86.154

30-34 3,822 4.9 7,715 9.3 )1,037 14.7 77,735

35-39 4,153 7.5 5,607 10.1 9,760 17.5 55.712

40-44 4,204 9.1 4,895 10,6 9,099 19.7 46.180

45-49 3,178 7.1 3,349 7,5 6,527 14.6 44,725

50-54 1,015 6.2 3,443 7.0 6,478 13.2 49,173

55-59 1,951 4.0 2,015 4.1 3,966 8.1 48,672

60-64 2,243 5.3 1,711 4.1 3,954 9.4 42,032

65-69 1,941 5.5 2,310 6.5 4,251 12.0 35.365

70-74 1.282 5.9 983 4.5 2,265 10.4 21,868

75 4 Over 1,260 5.7 736 3.0 1,996 8.2 24.461

Unknown 425 5.0 761' 9.0 1,186 14.0 8,471

All Ages 45,827 4.9 129,626 13.9 175,451 18.9 910,270

Source: Data generated for ALU 1.1111! from the ongoing Health Survey of the Health Surveillance Program

of the Naomi' State Department of Health, September. 1981.

*Native Hawaiian, 502 or more Hawa1Inn Ancestry.
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APPENDIX A - TABLE 38

Number and Percent of Children Aged 3 -5 in

the State of Hawaii Population Who Are Native Hawaiian

Count)?

Total Number of
Children Aged 3-5

in Stet'

Native Hawaiian
Children Aged 3-5

Number Percent

Kauai 1,920 782 40.72

Hawaii 3,899 1,932 49.6

Maui 3,333 1,380 41 4

Honolulu 34,064 10,351 30.4

TOTAL 43,216 14,445 33.4

Source: Data generated by Hawaii State Department of Health,
Health Surveillance Program, April 1980.
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APPENDIX A - TABLE 3C

Number and Percent of Native Hawaiian Children in the

Headstart Program (aged 3-5) in the State of Hawaii by County,

April, 1980

County
Total Number of

Children in Program

Native Hawaiian
Children in Program
Number Percent

Kauai 80 31 38.6%

Hawaii 160 70 43.8

Maul 122 65 53.3

Honolulu 701 410 58.5

TOTAL 1,063 576 54.2

Note: Of those aged 3-5 in the total State population,
33.4% are Native Hawaiian (see attached table).
However, a larger percentage of the Native Hawaiian
families with pre-school children have income below
$4,000 annually (9.1%) compared to non-Hawaiians
(5.11%). Also, there are more female heads of
households for Native Hawaiians than for the State
population (13.1% versus 8.6%).

S01.11-e: Data obtained from County offices of the Hawaiian
Office of Economic Opportunity, April, 1980
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APPENDIX A TABLE 4B

Hawaiian Heads of Household Who Were Served by Programa
at the Hawaii Housing Authority, PYI982

HHA Program
Hawaiian Heads of Household Total Number

No Pct. Served

Section 8 Existing 383 25.9 1,477

Section 8 New Construction 11 11.0 100

Elderly (Federal Low Rent) 76 6.2

Federal Low Rent 834 24.8 3,30

Rent Supplement 228 17,0 1,340

State Housing 118 23,3 506

Others,' 120 34.6 347

TOTAL 1,77O 21.2 35e

*Includes programs under Act 105 Rentals, Section 23h, Far= Worker Housing,
DOT Housing.

Note: According to the Ig8G Decennial Census, IS,1; of the Hawafiar families
lived under the poverty level compared to 7.8!, of the total families
in the State.

Sour : Data obtained from the Hawaii Housing Authority, Dy.etal,c1 from its
Composite Report, July 1, i981 - June 30, 1982.
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APPENDIX A - 1A8LE 5

Hawaiian Clients as a Percentage of Total Clients
Who Received Title XX Social Services for VY 1983

SerViCOP
Provided

MSWidiAt Clisnta Total Humber
of Clients%o. Pct.

Adoption 15 12.5% 120

Chore service 145 12.8 1,129

Day car, 357 40.7 878

Employment 46 21.4 215

Foster care 463 19.2 2,414

Health support 23 29.5 78

Homeoaker 21 18.6 113

Casework 566 24.5 2,310

Protection 799 27.1 2,952

Social rehabilitation 18 26.5 68

TOTAL 2,456 23.9 10,282

Note: According to the 1980 Decennial Census, 15.12 of the Hawaiian families
lived under the poverty level compared to 7.8% of the total families

in the State.

Source: Data obtained from the Stet* Department of Social Services and
Housing, December, 1983.

I t)
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APPENDIX A - TABU 5A

Ramer. of Hawaiian and Total Clients Receiving
Title XX Social Services in ?Y1983

Client 114144112in Clients Total Number
larrir* Nu. Pct. of Clients

Child abuse 546 27,5% 1,983

Child neglect 246 26.1 942

Runaway child 3 13 6 22

Total disability 71 20.4 346

Dlinclness 3 42.9

Mental retardation 49 21.6 227

Alcobc,1 abuse 1 16.7 6

Emiloyment problem 155 34,2 453

ALOWICV of spouse 21 25.0 81

Adoption problem 15 17.9 84

Health 30 20,3 148

Social 3 11.1 27

Vnwed mothers 2 26.6 7

Advance Age disability 277 12,2 2,263

Adult abust'neglect 2 13.3 15

Institutional care ptotlett 0 0.0 1

Family problem 526 74.4 1,529

Unvanteu pregnan,y 1 50.0 2

Other 6 7.2 83

701A1 1,957 23.0 8,228

Note: According to the 1980 Decennial Census. 45.3% of the Hawaiian
population are under 19 years of age compared to 32.2! for the
total population in the State.

Source; Data obtained from the State Department of Social Services and
Housing. December. 1983.

barrier refer, to a problem Or condition that a:tuslIy or potentially
prevents achimoment or maintrriance of a desirable goal state.

1 0 /
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APPENDIX A - TAMS 6

HAWAIIAN EMPLOYMENT CONCERNS

Hawaiian
Adult

Population
Statewide
(h1,000)

0%

'Include E A I participants as of December 1950.

lawitian

Adults
Uneopluyed
(6,000)

IUD

15%

1.700
Hawaiian Adults
Assisted by
ALU =Vs
L lb T Program
900 placid in
unsubeidisod
employment*

Source*: Estimate' gsuirated by kW LIKE from 1979 DON data, and 060 estaoutrapolated for 1960.
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APPINDIX A - TAILE 6A

HAWAIIAN ECONOMY« 01IVRLONKNT CONCUSS
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APPENDIX A - TABLE 68

Hawaiian Clients as a Percentage of Total clients served
by the Small Business Anoinistration in 7YI983

SBA Program
Hawaiian Clients Total Number

of ClientsNo. Pct.

Economic Opportunity Loans 1 20.0 5

Technical 4 Development
Assistance 10 22.2 45

MBDA Capital Opportunities
Loans 0 0.0 17

MBDA Management A Technical
Assistance 8 5.4 148

Note: According to the 1980 Decennial Census, 15.12 of the Hawaiian families
lived under the poverty level compared to 7.82 of the total families

in the State.

Sources: Data obtained from the Small Business Administration and from its
MBDA contractor, the U.S. Human Resources Corporation, December
198),

1 1 u



APPENDIX A - Table 7

HAWAIIAN HEALTH CONCERNS

HAWAIIANS HAVE HIGHER MORTALITY RATE THAN THE STATE POPULATION

Figure 1: Cause of Death All Causes

HAWAIIANS HAVE HIGHER RATES FOR THE THREE LEADING CHRONIC DISEASES

Figure 28 DISOOSOS of the Heart
3: All Cancers
41 Diabetes Mellitus

HAWAIIANS HAVE SHORTER LIFE EXPECTANCY THAN THE STATE POPULATION

Figure 5: Male/Female Life Expectancy at Birth
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APPENDIX A - Table 8

HAWAIIAN ELDERLY CONCERNS

Total Total

Hawaiian Hawaiian
elderly

(175,000) (5,600)

7

5

4

2

Source: Study of Medicare and Health Insurance Coverage among Elderly Native Hawaiian*, lasoarch

Statistic* Unit, ALU LIKE, Inc., Honolulu, Hawaii, September 1977.
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HAWAIIAN EDUCATION CONCERNS
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APPENDIX A - Taal. 9C

HAWAIIAN HIGHER EDUCATION CONCERNS

Parsons 75 Wm and 01Aor

feewis

Sources 19$O Canova of Population, General Social and Economic Characteristics: Hawaii, PC$0.1 -C13,

bureau of the Census, Washington DC, June 1933,
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APPENDIX A - Table 9E

HAWAIIAN HIGHER EDUCATION CONCERNS

Sourcel Swwwiry of Revised Estis.:ea of Undarraprepantation of rilipino and Hawaiian Inrollaeota

at the University of Hawaii, Depart:sent of Socioloay, Univaraity of Hawaii at leaps,

Nerch 19$3.
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MIX MK A - Table 10

NAWA11411 CRIMINAL JUSTICII CONCUSS

Neweifaas rod Pert -Morella/se

Sauce: Crime sad Jmotite Related to Native Merolla's in the State of Newell. Aid? LIIIA. 1,110.

1 (4) 11 hates No date It la available to track the *see cohort from Arrest to lmeasceratlem; therm
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DECEMEER 1976

APPENDIX I - NEEDS ASSESSMENT

A SRIF SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE OF THE NATIVE HAWAIIANS

IN THE STATE OF HAWAII

In 1915 about 150,000 person* of Hawaiian ancestry lived in the State

of Hawaii. Representing approximately 16.7 percent of the State. residents,

Native Hawaiians are a young population with one -half 18 years of age or

younger. Seventy percent of the Native Hawaiians live on the Island of Oahu;

16 percent on the big island of Newell; 10 percent on the Islands of Piaui.

Lanai, and Molokai combined; and 4 percent on the Island of Kauai.

Income and Welfare

In 1975, 62.6 percent of the Native Hawaiian people had no reportable

income. Of those with income, nearly one-third (31.2 percent) received leaf,

,4

than 54,000 a year.

Of the Approximately 19,000 client, of the State Department of Social

Services and Housing (DSSH) in 1975, 4,700 (25 percept) were adult Native

Hawaiians. Of the 39,000 children receiving A.F.D.C. assistance, 12,000

(31 percent) were Native Hawaiian. Overall, approximately 30 percent of

the State's welfare recipient, are of Hawaiian ancestry, almost double their

percer/age of the total State population of 16.7 percent.

01A Native Hawaiian is any Person Whose ethnicity is full-New/Wan or part-Hawaiian

anyone with Hawaiian ancestry. 71140 definition is based on P.L. 93-644,

Title VII! of 1975 (Native AMITICAD Propane Act of'1974) which states "Native

Hawaiian aeon* any individual any of whose ancestors were natives of the area

w'hich consists of the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778."

12o
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Employment

In 1975 Native Hawaiian unemployment figures were alsost double that

for the State, Alu Like identified significant blocks to employment as:

1) a lack of basic education, 2) stereotyping and low self-image, and 3)

a lack of skill training and job readiness orientation.

Native Hawaiians occupy only eight percent of the professional and

managerial positions statewide. For example, of the Department of Social

Services and Housing's 551 social workers and administrators, only 45 (8

percent) are Native Hawaiian although 30 percent of its clients are cl

Hawaiian ancestry.

Some efforts are reported by the private sector to employ Native Hawaiians

at other than entry levels, but few have the necessary training to take ad-

vantage of the opportunities. Increased effort' are also being made toward

entrepreneurship among Native Hawaiians, particularly in areas consistent

with their lifestyle (aquaculture, agriculture, crafts, etc.). Initial capital

and te.hnical skills in marketing projections are major blocks.

Native Hawaiian educational needs are varied and pressing. Host Native

Hawaiians expressed frustration and anger at the public education system.

Many see it as irrelevant to the current job market and a contradiction to

their most cherished values of group cooperation and close personal relation-

ship.

Pubic education in Hawaii is administered through one school district.

In 1979 approximately 21 percent of the 173,000 students in the statewide

district were of Hawaiian ancestry.

1 2 b
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Of the district's 224 schools, 33 (15 percent) have enrollments of 40

percent or more Hawaiian ancestry.

In 1979 the State Department of Education had a staff of nearly 9,475

teachers, counselots and principals. Of that firma, only 660 (7 percent)

were of Hawaiian ancestry.

In the 1977-78 school year, Native lisweilan children tested in the

public elesentery schools scored on the average two stanines (11-20 percent)

below the State average in reading end mathematics. Tenth graders were

slim found to be in a similar pattern.

Student absenteeism is seen as a significant variable in the quality

of the Native Hawaiian's educational experience. In the 1960's and early

1970's the Queen Liliuokalani Childrsn's Center found that test scores

and ebmentseism indicated that alienation and lack of success in schools

were prevalent among many Native Hawaiian students. An Alu Like's 1979

study also found student absenteeism to be a significant problem. At

public schools with 40 percent or more Native Hawaiians, the absenteeism

rate was an average of 43 days, almost a quarter of-the school year.

Native Hawaiian parents surveyed almost unanimously felt that it was

important for their child to finish high school. Seventy-five percent of

the parent, felt college was also important. In contrast, only five per-

cent of the enrollment at the University of Hawaii. MAO. Campus, is Native

Hawaiian and ten percent at State comunity colleges.

1 2 ?
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Native Hawaiians do not fare as well by many health indicators when

compared to other ethnic groups in the State. Native Hawaiians have higher

than average physical health problems for chronic conditions Such as cancer,

diabetes, gout, coronary heart diseases, dental health, and child and family

nutrition. Self-reports of health conditions, such as days in bed, hospital

visits and time lost from work are comparable with all other groups; however,

Native Hawaiians have death rates at all ages higher than most other stoups.

The Native Hawaiian's life expectancy at birth is shorter than the State

average by six to seven years.

The quality of health for the older Native Hawaiians is also dismal.

Approximately 25 percent of elderly Native Hawaiians age 65 years or more

have either not registered for Medicare or are not enrolled in a health care

program. Many elderly Native Hawaiians continue to make use of traditional

spiritual and folk remedies. Professional help might be sought only after

traditional remedies have Wren exhausted, and then only if the health care

provider's relationship is on a one to one basis.

The poorer than average health and lower than average income of elderly

Native Hawaiians leave them especially vulnerable to high health care costs

And inadequate health services.

Half of the Native Hawaiian population reported owning their own homes;

however, many home' are quite modest and on subsidized lend. Teo simple

ownership of real estate is the exception in Hawaii since land costs are

Among the highest in the Nation. Many Native Hawaiian interviewed regard

1 2 ti
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the Hawaiian homeland program es a passible means of returning to the land;

however, any have also become disenchanted with the program. Only 25,000

acres (3,000 luaus) of the total 200,00.0 acres are occupied by Native

Hawaiians. Of Native Hawaiian homeland leamea, 87 percent are for residen-

tial purposes, 11 percent for farm and 2 percent for pastoral purposes. In

1979 there are over 5,700 applicants seeking homeland lamas -- 90 percent

for residential usage, 6 percent for farm and 4 percent pastoral.

Native Hawaiians in all groups report a loss of pride and bitterness

resulting from the historic loss of their homelands. Three-quarters of

those interviewed expressed a desire to return to their self- sufficiency

associated with living off the lend and ass.

Legal_Services

Legal assistance is a =elm- problem among the Native Hawaiian population.

Many Native Hawaiians are not eligible for poverty legal programs because they

snare an interest in land, yet cannot safeguard their interest without selling

the land to pay legal costs. Some of the more pressing legal problems facing

the Native Hawaiian are: land registration, title search, land access, water

rights, and the preservation of sites of historic and religious 'significance.

Legal assistance on criminal matters is also needed. In 1977 arrest

rates for persons of Hawaiian ancestry were lower or equal to the overall State

rate; however, the incarceration rate for Native Hawaiians vas twice as high.

Since the types of crimes committed were not appreciably different from those

of other ethnic groups, one explanation may be that Native Hawaiians are not

receiving the same legal *existence and/or sentencing considerations. Dis-

proportionate percentages of juvenile offenders are Native Hawaiian and come

from homes receiving public assistance: Also disproportionate are the

percentages of adult male offenders over 30 years of age having physical

handicaps, mental health problems, and/or alcohol addiction.

In conclusion, the socioeconomic plight of the Native Hawaiian is

generally worse than most ethnic groups in the State of Hawaii.

36-485 0 - 84 - 9
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APPENDIX C

OANDICAPPED VOUTE

General Background

Information and data on the handicapped in bewail is fragmented

in terms of services provided, the definition of hendicepped. and the agencies

which share responsibility for serving the needs of the population. At least

four State agencies provide services to the hendicapped---the Department of

Social Sirvices and housing (Division of Vocational Rehabilitation), the

Department of Health, the Department of Education (Special Education Branch),

and the University of Hawaii (Community Colleges). The Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation (DVR) has primary responsibility for placing physically or

mentally handicapped persons in gainful employment. In estimating the total

universe of need, the DVR uses the federal government formula which estimates

those who could benefit :tom DVR services as 76.2 persons per 1,000 population.

The estimate for FY-79 is given below.

Estimated Number of handicapped Persons by County

By Age Groupe, 1979"

Age Hawaii Kauai Maui Oahu Statewide

15-19 446 201 334 4,315 5,336

20-24 525 227 400 4,865 6,017

25-29 445 193 338 4,118 5,094

30-34 349 151 266 3,235 4,001

35-39 449 195 14U 4,162 5,146

40-44 468 202 357 4,332 5,359

45-49 857 371 652 7,936 9,816

50-54 701 313 533 6,493 8,030

55-59 945 409 719 1,752 10,825

60-64 773 335 538" 7,161 8,857

5,978 2,587 4,547 55,369 68.401

*Source; Vocational Rehabilitation Office, Department of Social

Services and Housing. State of Hawaii.
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Special Education Enrollment

The DVS's estimates cover the handicapped 15 years and older. While the

DVR'e age groupings do not coincide with DOE grade levels 9-12, it is apparent

from the figures below that not all handicapped youth are covered by DOE's

Special Education classes and that there is a gap petween those estimated to

be in need and those who are receiving educational services.

Public School Special Education Students

Total K-6 7 -8 9-12

State (includes special schools which
are net included in county data) 9,026 4,163 1,995 2,666

City and County of honolulu 6,616 3,194 1,538 1,884
Hawaii County 1,031 450 213 368
Kauai County 567 267 101 199
Maui County 549 207 115 227

Source: hawaii Public School Enrollment,
September 13, 1979, Hawaii Dept. cf Lducation.

Ethnic data on the handicapped are limited although Table 16 snows the

number of Hawaiians enrolled in DOE intermediate and high schools by county

and by handicap which are other than physical. Of the four classifications

reported, the largest number of Hawaiian students have some specific learning

disability, which may be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking,

talking, reading, writing, spelling or arithmetic. Specific learning dis-

abilities may be associated with conditions which are also referred to as

perpetual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, or

developmental phasia.
1

Those with specific learning disabilities account for

over three-fourths of the number of non-physically handicapped hAwailans in

Tell, 1979.

13
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TAIL' 10

MAIM UNMANS NT MANDICANT1310

ONEDITION84- DOI minwinung AND RIGh SMOLA

YAM 1871

Marcentage in Parr ithies*/

laincabla Man-
tally Retarded

Trainable Pm-
tally *steroid

Nerionaly Imo-
clonally Disturbed

32

Specific Learning
Disability

887
Oshy 170

27

Nasal 10 1 77

Maui 71 2 1 91

. 181
Inesil 40 E-.

Statesida - 1615 106 (.189) 40(.016) 33(.020) 1156(.765)

Total

*Wes sot seclude Partially sighted, Blind, hard of luring, Oast, Orthopedically handicapped

Multiply handicapped.

hoestes DRO/0S/C1 532-2 (.979).
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PeParteen; of Education Programa

loth under State law (Chapter 301, Hawaii Revised Statutes) and federal

statute (Education of the Handicapped Act P.L. 94-142), DOE is mandated to

ensure that all handicapped have equal educational opportunities through

appropriate special education and related services. The DOE programa and

services for handicapped include direct instructional services, provision of

special equipment end instructional materials, consultation with parents, and

the provision of individually designed school programs through specially

trained staff which are designed to reduce, eliminate, or compensate for the

handicapping effects on the student. The DOE must make available individual-

iced program plans as well as cPreer and vocational education to each

handicapped student between thi ages of three and 20. To supplement the

educational programs, the Department of Health (DOh) is responsible for

providing medical, healtn and tnerapeutic services while the Department of

Social Services and housing (DSSh) provides social and vocational

rehabilitation services.
2

For those students in sprfial education who have employment potential,

the DOE offers the Occupational Shills (OS) program which is designed to

develop specific job skills. In the OS program the special education teacher

and the occupational skills teacher work together to help the students become

employable. In FY,. 7V, the DOE served 846 handicapped students in grades

9-12 in its OS prograL in 35 high schools and four special schools, utilizing

290 part-time occupational skills instructors. Students were taaght basic

survival skills and were given tne opportunity to work in actual occupational

settings judged suitable for their capabilities. They were oleo provided

with spacial counseling, learning tools and physical amenities for those

13j
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with physical handicaps. Nearly ISO percent of the program completors were

placed on amployment upon coupletion of the program.
3

In addition to the OS programs, the DOE runs joint programs with DVR

through the Special Education-Vocational Rehabilitation (SEIM) Work-Study

Program which is designed for eligible handicapped students enrolled in

special education pro;AaaJo iu Lradea 10-12 or who were ages 1d-20 in schools

with ungraded special eoucation provama. The SEVR program provides handi-

capped youth with academic, social, and vocational skills and competencies

within the public school setting and in the community through paid work-

experience.
4

No Hawaiian enrollment diva were available for OS or SEVR.

Community Colleges

In FY- 79, the U.N. Community Colleges served 306 handicapped students

in their vocational education programs but no ethnic breakdown was avail-

sbic,
5 The community colleges provided peer counseling, personal and voce-

tional counseling. tutorial services, academic advising, and resource

information to handicapped students. Other services and amenities included

campus orientation and tours, registration priority, medical referrals, campus

employment, employment information, reserved parking, and mobility aides.

Special equipment provided for handicapped students included wheelchairs,

braille typewriters, and tape recorders. Special services also included

interpreters and transportation. Students with learning disabilities were

also provided with developmental education courses in language arts and

mathematics.

Although the community colleges did not have regular vocational programa

for the handicapped as in the DOE,they did have several demonstration projects

run specifically for the handicapped at follows;

13444
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ti is A special needs program providing peer counseling
and tutoring by students; a resource center where braille
tape recorders, talking boots, a braille writer, phone boosters,
end accessible physical facilities were available; intensive on-
campue services, and study aids.

!pad Service Instructional improvement Prolect: Competency-based
curriculum designed for slow learners and economically and edu-
cationally handicapped students; included upgrading training for
food service personnel already employed in the community.

Summer Orientation for Vocational Education Students with Special
Need': Counseling, basic skills upgrading, career exploration,
and self development opportunities offered in preparation for a
normal semester schedule.

Orientation programs for hearing-Impaired Students: Special
opportunity to upgrade communication and study skills, become
oriented to carpus life and career possibilities.

Workingwilb Social Children and Their Families: A two- semester
course for students interested in careers rebated to serving
handicapped persons, for paraprofessionals currently working with
the handicapped, and for parents of handicapped cnildren.

Tleining of Tutors to Assint Vocational Education Students with Handi-
capped Conditions.

Assuring Accessibility of 0ff- Campus Sites for Educaticnal 7,speriencep:
A guide on what to look for in selecting off-campus learning sites so
that handicapped students say participate.

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

The DVR provides diagnostic services, t.aining, guidance, job place-

ment, maintenance, assistance in occupational licensing, tools, equipment,

books and training materials, transportation costs, interpreter services for

the blind, reader services to the blind, post-employment services, and other

services to benefit the individual's employability. DVR also plays a key

coordinative role in organizing and funding vocational training for the

handicapped, but there is some indication of unmet mode since 10 percent of

the people who contact the DVR are ineligible for DVR service, or drop out

13
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along the way. Approximately 48 percent of the people on the waiting list

drop out before a vocational plan is drawn up, and the average wait for

services is over six months with a long waiting list.
6

Table 17 shows by age and by disability the number of Hawaiians aerved

by IFVR in FY- 79. The numbers in the youth category ages 14-21 totaled 382

Hawaiians.In the youth category, the largest number by disability were those

who were mentally retarded (152 or 40 percent) followed by those (62) with

'mental disorders (alcoholism, drug addiction, personality/character dis-

order).

Emp oyrwnt and Training Programs

CETA programs do not regularly serve handicapped youth. Only one project,

Lhe Vocational Exploration and Experience Programs (VEEP) funded through a

special Governor's grant, provides youth who are deaf or deaf with multiple

disabilities with employment preparation and job placement. Participants

were enrolled in the DOE's SEVR Work-Study Program and were also provided

4.ntensivt individual career counseling, survival skills, and career employment

service. In FY- 79, of the 31 participants enrolled in VEEP, 10 or 32 percent

were Hawaiian.

Analy.is and Implications

Because of the lack of information on handicapped Hawaiians being served

by the various agencies, the analysis and implications of this target group

are generalized as they affect all handicapped, including the Hawaiians.

Assuming that all handicapped ages three to 20 will be identified by 1980 as

is proposed by DOE under federal 1,w, the question becomes how.btst to provide

education and training to those with employment potential who can contribute

partially or entirely to their self support.
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LOLL 17

SANAIIANs SLAVED BY VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND SERVICES FOR 8L17J DIVIs10.

Tor 511 1979

BY Ate and Disability

DISABILITY It L: 18 i Under 19-21 22-25 26 6 Over Total

Sliti4nass 7 1 2 16 26
Otbur Visual Ingslosents 9 5 0 9 21

Deafness 1 0 3 11 IS
Other Rearing Impairments S 1 1 4 14

Orthopedic Conditions Du* To

Cerebral Palsy 0 0 2 i 2

Congenital Malformation 3 1 1 4 9

Other diseases 4 2 6 12 22

Arthricia/kheumatism 1 1 2 21 25
Stroke

1 0 1 9 11

/olio 1 0 0 3 4

Muscular Dystrophy 0 0 0 1 1

Multiple Sclerosis 0 0 0 1 1

SpinAt Cord Injury 3 0 1 20 24

Other accidents 1 12 15 118 146
Amputations 0 0 2 12 14

Ysychotic Disororrs 4 10 11 41 66
Psychoneurotic Disorders 8 6 7 16 37

Other Mental Disorders
(alcoholism, drug addiction,
personality /character CIAAOTL'OTS)

53 9 16 66 1:4

'Wall Retardation 137 16 10 2$ 191
Nervous System Disorder I 5 S 9 27

Cardiac 4 Circulatory Conditions 7 1 A 55 67

RoOpIrstory DiAtAlltS 0 3 I 7 11

Digestive System Disorder, 0 1 2 1 10
Allergic, Endocrine System,
Metabolic 6 Nutritional Diseases 11 5 2 34 52

Other Disabling Conditions 14 le ID 67 109

Tota1 ! 207 95 101 549 1,032

Source! Division of Vocationsl Aatu.bilitatioo, Department of Social Sorvioss And Housing.
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The DOe's 05 program was originally designed to serve the mentally

retarded, arid only recently has hem to include those with learning disabilities,

which is the largest identified handicapped group in the DOE system and

the lergeet group (1,236 or 76., percent) for Sewall youth. 2:pension of

the OS program, then, is indicated especially to serve ...his group. Thera

is also need for an early easement of handicapped child's capabilities

in order to provide an early exploration of pproprists skills and careers.

This le considered Imperially important far the handicapped becauas of their

greater isolation from the aortal mainstream and career role models.

The OS prograz also needs to adjust its cervices to include the phystcal:y

handicapped. As tiainstreaming reduces the enrollment of the visually and

bearing impaired in spacial school' such 4A the Revell Schaal for the Deaf

and alind, the regular schools will have to include thee' handicapped students

in programs which Frovi4e vocational skill.. This will require considerable

inaervice training courses since many DOE teachers sad counselors do not have

sufficient training or experience with the handicapped.

In the development of Individualized Education Programa (1EP) and the

Individualized Written Rehabilitation Prague (1WRP) for handicapped students,

it Is generally acknowledged that there As lock of coordination between

the DOE, the DVR, the community colleges, and CYTA program as the DOE does

not krvtw how many of tut handicapped students enroll in the community colleges

end there Is an overall Lark of continuity for individuals moving from the

DOE to the DVR eystrm st age O. CYTA counselors also do not consistently

identily the handicapper) and there seems to be a general lack of knowledge of

programs and coattunication among the different programs.
7

$e evaluativn to assess the impact of the vocational education program

for the handicapre0 at the secondary or puss -secondary levels have been

I :3
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conducted, although educational personnel in both school systems feel they

have achieved acceptable completion rate.. Nevertheless, in the prograi year

1977-78, over one-third of AVE. caseload with vocational objective. (381

cases) were unsuccessful closures, meaning a handicapped person had a plan

but did not complete the program. To an extent, this has been attributed to

staffing and budgetary limitations on DVR, but one estimate is that there

are approximately 7,1104N handicapped people who could benefit from 'owe form

of vocational job skill training who are not receiving services at present.

This say be a potential area for further exploration by AIX LIKE for its CEIA

funded programs.8

13
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APPENDIX I)

MENTAL HEALTH DATA ON THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN POPULATION

ALU LIKE has collected some pertinent data relating to mental health

and substance abuse in the Native Hawaiian population. High rate of

unemployment, low income levels, single- parenthood, advance age and poor

health are known factor causing high stress/levels and subsequent mental

disorders.

In AL11 LIKE', report, "Mortality aid Morbidity of the Native Hawaiian.,"

Table A-5 shows that cirrhosis of the liver, which is an indicator for

alcohol abuse, causes about 3 percent of all deaths among Native Hawaiian

adults (5$-64 veers). Looking at it another way, Native Hawaiians in this

age group account for about 18 percent of deaths in the total population

from this disease. This is much higher than their 9 percent representation

in the State's total in this 55-64 age group. Native Hawaiian males over 64

years continue to account for about 19 percent of the deaths due to cirrhosis

of the liver.

In the same report, Table A-12 indicates that suicides among male Native

Hawaiian youth (15-24 years) are 31.3 percent of all suicides in this age

group. Suicide* account for about 10 percent of all male Native Hawaiian

youth deaths. Statistical curves for suicide relate closely to the statis-

tical curves fox unemployment, that is, as unemployment rate increases, so

does the suicide rate.

According to the N 4 S Report of the Department of Health, No. 28,

September, 1979, the high rate seongNative Hawaiian youth is unusual in the
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suicide pattern, other ethnic groups have higher rates at older ages. The

following figures indicate the age standardised rate per 100,000 population

for Native Hawaiians (1968-72):

Caucasian 13.8
Hawaiian 22.5
Chinese 8.8
Filipino 11.9
Japanese 10.7
Korean 3.9

Another R 6 S Report of the Department of Health, No. 9, February, 1976,

indicates that 16 percent of all Native Hawaiian children are living in house-

holds with female heads. This is compered to 7 percent of all children. The

vital statistics in the Statistical Report of the Armament of Health for 1978

(Table 22) indicate that this trend is not changing, The illegitimate birth

ratio for Pert-Hawaiian mothers is 324.1 and for Hawaiian mothers is 313.9

which are compared to 760.1 for all mothers. This ratio is the number of

illegitimate births per 1,000 live births within the specific group.

The key to all these problems may very well be related to the low self-esteem

induced in many Native Hawaiian youth during their years of cultural "Indiffer-

ence" in the school system. ALU LIKE'. "A Report on Absenteeism in Public

Schools Which Have 40 Percent or Mora Native Hawaiian Students" indicates

that there are higher percentage of Hawaiian students absent 20 or more days

(who could be considered partial drop-outs) and their average days of absen-

teeism is more than other non-Hawaiian students%

Also, the percent of Native Hawaiian teacher. is well below the percent

of Native Hawaiian students in each school.

This lack of cultural match between service-providers and clients contin-

ues over into the health facilities. In the draft of the Minority Advisory

14
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Committee on Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration concerning

their 1977 study, "Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mantel Health in Hawaii: A Pacific

Asian Perspective," only 6.89 professional positions in the entire DOH are

filled by Native Hawaiians. Of the 4 mental health facilities surveyed:

Diamond Head, Kalihi-Palams, Central, and Windward Clinics, there are 77

professional positions. In 1975, none of these positions were filled by a

Native Hawaiian.

In a recent survey (not yet completely analyzed) done by the DOH Mental

Health Division's Ethno-cultural Task Force of the Mental Health Centers,

very little usage was found of any specific cultural practices in the treat-

ment of mentally disturbed Native Hawaiian clients.

In contrast, the Queen tiliuolcalani Children's Center provided social

services to 2,233 children on Oahu, 1,406 on the Big Island, and 1,715 on

Molokai. This is a total of 5,354 children served in 1978. They use many

culturally relevant techniques for treatment and are continuously studying

their methods specifically for ethnic relevance.

The DSSH. In their "Title XX Social Service Program Plan for FY 19b.,"

identify 13 service needs specially needed for Native Hawaiians in the

following prioritized order:

Protective services for children and teenagers
Unmarried mother services
Job training services
Health support services
Counseling for children and teenagers
Foster care for children and teenagers
Drug help services
Residential emergency services
Protective services for women
Meals for children
Transportation for children and teenagers
Counseling for familial
Day care services for children.
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Senator INOUYE. Our next witness is Ms. Haroldeen Wakida, the
president of the Hawaii State Teachers Association.

Welcome to the committee, Ms. Wakida.

STATEMENT OP HAROLDEEN WARIDA, PRESIDENT,
HAWAII STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

Ms. WALIDA. Thank you, Senator Inouye.
On behalf of HSTA, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before

you today.
My name is Haroldeen Wakida, and I am president of the Hawaii

State Teachers Association, the union which represents over 9,000
public schoolteachers, kindergarten through grade 12, in our beauti-
ful State.

The HSTA is an affiliate of the 1.9 million member National FAluca-
t ion Association, the NEA.

As you are no doubt aware, the vast majority of funds for education
in the State of Hawaii comes from our State general funds. However,
tens of millions of dollars also come from the Federal Government in
a variety of ways for a variety of programs. And, as you also know,
there is never enough money to adequately do the job.

We are here to concur with the Kamehameha school's request that
this committee seriously consider including Native Hawaiians in the
Indian Education Act. We believe that there are similar kinds of
needs and that the Native Hawaiian problems are very complex. A
broad base of support coming from the Federal and State sources is
required to attempt to resolve those problems.

As early as the 1979 NEA Representative Assembly, held in De-
troit, MI, the 9.000 delegates to that convention adopted by an over-
whelming majority a new business item entitled Native Hawaiian edu-
cation legislation. That new business stated :

The National Education Association recognizes that efforts to improve the
educational opportunities of Native Hawaiians are needed. are long overdue.
and are critically important to the Native Hawaiian population and to the Nation
as a whole.

The National Education Association directs its officers and staff to lobby in
Congress for the passage of the proposed Native Hawaiian Education Act and
any other legislation which pertains to the improvement of educational op-
portuntties of Native Hawaiians.

The debate for passage of this new business item included the fol-
lowing:

If Hawaiians are to attain their goals of self-sufficiency. full education op-
portunities must be made available. Education is considered by the Native
Hawaiian community as a first priority toward attaining these goals.

The Native Hawaiian Act for the first time will provide sufficient resources
to focus un the educational problems of Hawaiians so that current and future
generations will have maLimum choices for productive participation in their
communities. The results will benefit all the people of Hawaii, NEA, and our
Nation. We must educate all of the children.

Congress subsequently established an Advisory Council on Native
Hawaiian education to conduct a study of the education of Native
Hawaiian children and to submit a report of its findings. Due to the
lack of funding, the Kainehanieha schools, because of its recognition
of the importance of this type of study, agreed to underwrite costs
of the assessment and preparation of the report.
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The result is an extremely thorough and substantive report that
includes baseline data, reliable information, and provides educational
agencies with defined areas for targeting use of their resources.

Those of us who teach in Hawaii's public schools benefit directly
from the findings of this report. We teach a wide variety of children
from many cultural backgrounds. Any assistance in helping us to
understand the cultural implications of any group of people is very
important.

The report's findings compliment our Hawaiian studies program,
the piloting of the Kamehameha Schools' Early Education Program,
KEEP, in our public schools, Early Provisions for School Success,
EPSS, Chapter 1 Programs, Comprehensive School Alienation Pro-
grams, (,SAP, Students with Limited English Proficiency, SLEP,
Special Education and General Education Programs.

The National Education Association also adopted a standing res-
olution in 1979 which recognizes the complexity and diversity of needs
of the Asian and Pacific Islander children caused by historical neglect
and recent changes in the political leadership in many Asian countries.

The Association believes that there is a national responsibility to
serve these children's special needs by providing educational programs
that guarantee Asian and Pacific Islander parents, teachers, com-
muLity leaders, and interest groups an opportunity to preserve,
promote, and perpetuate their heritage and culture.

The Association encourages the passage of Federal and State legis-
lation that will provide financial support of Asian and Pacific Islander
curriculum, preservice and continuing education of teachers, develop-
ment of instructional materials, and the dissemination of information
and programs.

We urge the Federal Government to establish special provisions
to establish programs that specifically target. the needs of Native
Hawaiians. The extraordinary working relationship of the Federal
Government, the Kamehameha Schools, and the State Department
of Education needs to be encouraged.

The participation in the development, funding, and implementation
of programs to help Hawaiian children is an essential outgrowth of
the Native Hawaiian Assessment Report. We cannot afford to merely
shelve this report.

The Federal role in assisting the State and local jurisdictions in pro-
viding a good education to children continues to be critical. We believe,
as does the NEA, that the Federal role should be significantly en-
hanced to the point where it is funding public education in our Nation
at a 30 percent level. We would urge that education be given a priority
in line with the priority assigned to national defense, because we be-
lieve that our public education system cannot, reasonably he separated
from the defense needs of our Nation.

A well-trained and well-educated citizenry is essential to the defense
of the Nation, and as such, the Federal role in funding for that educa-
tion mush be consistent, with our goals of national peace and prosperity.

We are fully cognizant, that funds are scarce and actively sought.
and that a share of the funding pie could lead to an intense discussion
as to the merits of the various pro/Trams, and that funds are too scarce
to be shared with another grout). However, most importantly, we must
realize that we must educate all of the children.
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We ask for this committee's favorable recommendation, and I thank
you on behalf of the HSTA, NEA, and the children of Hawaii for the
Opportunity to have addressed you. Mahalo.

Senator laouTE. I thank you very much, Ms. Wakida.
I asked Ms. Rubin whether the public school system in Hawaii was

effectively meeting the special and unique needs of Native Hawaiian
children.

Six years ago, the Constitutional Convention adopted a provision
which required our school system to establish a Hawaiian studies pro
grain or cultural history program. In the 6 years, what has happened
in our school system?

Ms. WAKID. We have seen the advancement of the Hawaiian studies
programs in our elementary schools. We have kupunas working with
our teachers collaboratively in developing programs to help our chil-
dren to understand the culture.

I have a son who is now in the foarth grade and a part of those
studies, and he seems to enjoy it tremendously. I was a teacher, a fourth
grade teacher, who taught Hawaiian, but in reading the report, the
Native I lawaiian Assessment. Report, and in hearing report; about
the I In waiian studies programs, it seems to be quite a bit more than we
offered in t he fourth grade level. I believe that the children and teach-
ers are benefiting from that program.

believe there is a lot. of -growth going on, but as you know, State
funds for education are very scarce. I know that we are, on record in
support of the Hawaiian studies program, but we also have to somehow
balance that budget.

Senator lxoure. Is this a mandatory study program ?
Ms. WAN mt. Yes, I believe it is.
Senator I Noun:. And at what grade levels?
Ms. WAKI. 1 believe it extends front the first to the sixth now,

but soon the inclusion of kindergarten.
Senator I Noiye. In every grade?
Ms. WAN um. Yes. except for the secondary level. They still have

I lawn i it studies at those levels.
Senator I Notve. I an, aware of what a kupuna is, Iwt for the sake

of the members of this committee, can you describe a Impute ?
Ms. Writn.. I believe it is the Hawaiian-speaking elders, teachers

of the Hawaiian culture.
senator I souvE. Are they volunteers in the school system, or are

they paid to teach ?
Ms. WA K MA. 1 believe they are compensated to some degree. but not

really quite enough. But it is an excellent program because it provides
Native 1fawn jinn concepts that you would not get front lust any
tenehe. It also provides a basis for a relationship of the older group
with t he younger children, I feel it is working very well.

Senator Isoryr.. Is this study program organized by the central
office, or is it left to each school to establish ?

Ms. WAR- T believe it is organized by the central office. I have
not had the 0/0mo/tits. to he involved in the Tinweiinn studies pro.
gram., ecnic4e T am on leave right now. but I look forward to work-
Mr in that program.

Senator INovvE. I thank you very much, Ms. Wukida. You have
been very helpful.

1 4
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Ms. WARIPA. Thank you.
Senator Isrotryx. Our last witness is the chairperson of the Q e cc of

Hawaiian Affairs. The Office of Hawaiian Affairs is a quasi-govern-
. ment agency which was established by the Constitutional Convention
in 1978, and it has a special role to play in the affairs of Native
Hawaiians, so I am pleased to welcome this morning the man in
charge, Joseph Kealoha.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH KEALOHA, CHAIRPERSON OP THE BOARD
OP TRUSTEES, OFFICE OP HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

Mr. KEAL011A. Thank you, Senator.
Although you will be focusing on education today, I would like to

present information that will provide a broader understanding of
the condition of Hawaiians and possible actions that Congress may
take to help address our needs.

Specifically, I would like to present information on our office, the
plight of Hawaiians, congressional actions that could help us, and why
we believe the Federal Government should recognize Hawaiians as
Native Americans such as the American Indians, who are entitled to
numerow, Federal assistance programs.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs, created in 1978 by an amendment
to the Hawaii State Constitution, is governed II a nine-member board
of trustees elected by Hawaiian voters. OHA is the principal public
agency in this State responsible for the performance, development,
and coordination of programs, activities relating to Native Hawaiians
and Hawaiians.

We have been mandated by law to serve as the receptacle for repara-
tions, to act as a clearinghouse for Federal or State assistance involv-
ing Hawaiian projects, and to advise, inform, and coordinate Federal,
State, and county activities relating to Hawaiian programs.

The poor social and economic conditions of Hawaiians are well
documented in numerous studies. The two most recent studies have
been authorized by Congress, the Native Hawaiian Educational As-
sessment Project Report. and the Native Hawaiians Study Commis-
sion Report, volumes I and II.

The education report finds that. Hawaiians have the highest rate
of academic and behavioral problems in schools, lower academic
achievement, higher participation rates in social welfare programs.
lower rates of enrollment in institutions of higher learning, and
higher rates of truancy and dropouts than other ethnic groups in the
State.

Both volumes of the study commission report indicate that Hawai-
ians suffer significantly higher unemployment than other residents of
the State; higher rates of poverty and incarceration ; the highest
infant mortality ; the lowest life expectancy ; highest incidence of
cancer; higher rates of respiratory conditions such as asthma; higher
rates of personality disorders and mental retardation ; and higher
suicide rates and incidents of alcoholism.

Federal assistance to Hawaiians has been piecemeal and snorsdic.
but we believe that Congress may help solve this problem by allowing
equal access to Federal programs available to other native Americans,
such as Indians and Eskimos.
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According to the research conducted by the Congressional Research
Service, there are only a handful of statutes that specifically refer to
Native Hawaiians. On the other hand, there are numerous programs
specifically for Indians, including those for vocational training, health
care improvement, self-determination and education.

Many of these programs would be equally valuable to Hawaiians.
For example, among the findings of the NHEAP report is that Hawai-
ian and Indian children experience similar problems. There fore, one
of the recommendations is to implement tutoring, counseling, and
cultural studies similar to those conducted under the Indian Education
Act.

011A urges Congress to include Native I lawaiians in the definition
of native American for the purpose of allowing eligibility in all
programs affected by surly definition.

11e further urge Congress to earmark funds specifically for Hawai-
ians within these native American programs.

Equal access to Federal programs will greatly increase the resources
available to address needs of Hawaiians.

Why should I lawaiians receive Federal recognition as native Amer.
jeans? The courts have long recognized the Federal Government's
unique obligation toward native Americans, namely Indians, and have
upheld legislation creating programs that benefit that class of people.

In addition, Hawaiians meet the original Federal criteria used to
determine whether a group of Indians was entitled to Federal services.
A Hawaii liar Journal article reports that these criteria are No. 1,
whether the group entered into prior relations with the United States.
Prior to the 1S93 overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy, the United
States entered into several formal agreements and treaties with the
1llrwlriIart kingdom.

No. 2, whether the group lind been dominated by a tribe, by an act
of Congress, or executive order. Native I rawaiians have been reeog-
iliZI'll by Congress in a nunther of acts.

No. :h whether the group had lwen treated as t rile by other Indian
tripes. Although there is no evidence that other native American
groups acknowledged Native Hawaiians. evidence exists the.'. other
third parties such as France. Great Britain, and Russia recognized the
Kingdom of Hawaii.

No. 4, whether the group had beon afforded collect ive rights to tribal
lands or funds even t hough not expressly designated. Traditional
Hawaiian Innd tenure involved collective rights to the land, as t'V
kneed 1,y the 1188 ll inn 'misfit ut ion of 1840, which declared that the

land IN,Inged to the people in common with the king as trustce,
And, No. 5. whether the group had exercised political authority over

its members through a tribal council or other governmental form.
Political self-governance has existed for Native Hawaiians through
the Hawaiian Kingdom which existed from 1810 to 1S93, constitutional
monarchy, and today through the Hawaiian Homes Commission and
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.

In summary, there are numerous problems and needs of the. Hawai-
ians that should be addressed comprehensively. Although we strongly
sui port Congress' various atteint is at assisting Hawaiians such as au-
thorizing the Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment project, we
believe that one important measure that needs to be taken is the inclu-
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sion of Hawaiians into programs that are available to other native
Americans.

We believe this not only because our needs are great, but also because
Hawaiians have the same trust relationship with the United States as
other native Americans.

We also believe that when the Hawaiians do become eligible for all
native American programs, there should be increased funding so that
Hawaiians are not taking from what is already available to other
native Americans,

Thank you for this opportunity to share with you information that
will, hopefully, give you an idea of who we are, what our problems
are, and how we believe you may help us and why we believe the
Federal Government should recognize Native Hawaiians as native
Americans.

[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 178.1
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March 21, 1484

Honorable senator Mask Andreae and Member* of the Senate Select

Committee on Indian Affairs:

My wee is Joseph keeloha, Chairperson of the Board of Trustee.,

Offie. of Havaibal Affair. ICBM. klthough you will be focusing on

the Indian Sducaticn Act and the Native Hawaiian Dlusetion teed.

Arswmusent today, I would like to present infOrMatiOn that will

provide a broader understanding of the condition of Hawaiian. and

possible actions that Congress may take to help addreas our need..
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Specifically, I would like to present information on:

1. our Office;

2, the plight of Hawaiians;

3. our efforts to better the condition of Hawaiians;

4. Congressional actions that could help us; and

5. why we believe the federal government should recognize

Hawaiians as Native Americans, such as the American Indians

who are entitled to numerous federal assistance programs.

THE OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs is governed by a ninemember

award of Trustees elected by Hawaiian voters. CHA was created in

1978 by an amendment to the Hawaii State Constitution. The basis

for its establishment, however, dates back to our State Admission

Act of 1959. The Act created a public land trust, the proceeds of

which were to be used for five purposes. One of the purpoees was

the betterment of conditions for native Hawaiians, as defined by the

Haws inn Hones Commission Act; that is Hawaiians with at least 501

quantum Hawaiian blood. In 1979, the legislature passed Act 196

which established the basic structure of CHh. This act, which was

subsequently codified as Chapter 10, HRS, set out the basic

purposes, powers, duties, and respor:bilities of CHA. Chapter 10

established ORA as the 'principal public agency in this State

responsible for the performance, development, and coordination of

programs and activities relating to native Hawaiians (those with at

least 501 blond quantum) and Hawaiians." Chapter 10 also mandates

15u
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OHA to serve as a receptacle for reparations and to act as a

clearinghouse for federal or state aseistanoe involving Hawaiian

programs and projects. QiA is also responsible for advising,

informing and coordinating federal, state and county activities

relating to Hawaiian programa. For your convenience, a copy of

Chapter 10 is attached as Appends A.

TUE MI= OP THE HAWAIIANS

The poor social and economic condition of Hawaiians is wall

documented in numerous studies. The Native Basaiian Educational

Assessment Project (NSW) Report finds that Hawaiians have the

highest rate of academic and behavioral problem in schools; lower

academic achievement; higher participation rates in social welfare

programs; lower rates of enrollment in institutions of higher

learning; and higher rates of truancy and dropouts than other ethnic

groups in the State.

Another study recently authorized by Congress, the Native

Hawaiians Study Commission Report, volumes I and II, indicate that

Hawaiians suffer significantly' higher unemployment than other

residents of the State; higher rates of poverty and incarceration;

the highest infant mortality; the lowest life expectancy; higheut

incidence of cancer; higher rates of respiratory conditions, such as

asthma; higher rates of personality disorders and mental

retardation; rind higher suicide rates and incidence of alcoholism.

15i
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(liA's mandate to better the condition of Hawaiians is so broad

that we have chosen to channel our resources into three major areas

which represent the three major goals of OKA as stated in our Master

Plan: proration of social and economic self-sufficiency and

self-determination; the preservation and perpetuation of the

hawaiian culture; and increased participatioon in the democratic

process. A copy of the summary of our Master Plan is attached as

Appendix H.

Under the goal of promoting social and economic

self-sufficiency, CHA has sponsored programs that relate to health,

human services, economic development and education . For example,

CIA is partially funding a pilot residential alcoholic

rehabilitation program for Native Hawaiian men. We have used our

grant from the Administration for Native Americans (ANA) to

inventory and analyze human service programs for the purpose of

identifying gape and assessing performance of programs in meeting

the needs of Hawaiians. ORA has also developed a business

assistance program and is working on the establishment of a Minority

Knterprise Small Business Investment Corporation (mEsalc),

In the area of education, we have contracted with an educational

specialist to recruit and train Hawaiian elders (kupune)

knowledgable in Hawaiian language, culture and history to teach in

the State public schools under the Hawaiian Studies Program, The

success of the Hawaiian Studies Program depends on the ability to

moultaln a steady supply of cratlified kupun.a. This program,
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mandated by a 1970 Constitutional amendment, has been extremely

successful in exposing children of all ethnic bacXgrounds to the

richness of the Hawaiian culuture, providing a source of pride and

Unproved self-image for Hawaiian children.

Attached is a copy of our Status Report which contains

information on all CHA programs (Appendix C),

These prograa just touch the surface of the many needs of

the Hawaiian people. Much more has to be done, but the resources to

address these needs are very limited. OHA receives approximately

$1.2 million annually as its pro rata share of the proceeds from the

public land trust. The use of these funds is restricted to programs

chat benefit those who are at least one-half Hawaiian. According to

preliminary results of a sipulation survey we conducted, only 278 of

the total Hawaiian population or 49,000 of 183,000, fit into the

category of native Hawaiian with at least 50% blood quantum. At the

present time, we receive only $78,000 from the federal government in

the form of a competitive ANA grant, which can be used for any

Hawaiian, regardless of blood quantum.

FIDKRAL ASSISTAMT

Assistince to itawaiians has been piecemeal. Aithouilh OKA has

the authority and mandate to address the comprehensive needs of

Hawaiimas, we are limited by our budget and the restriction of the

type of beneficiaries by blood quantum. But these are problems that

Con rosy may help us solve. fine possible solution is to allow equal

15i
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access to federal progxams that are available to other Native

Americans, such as the Indians. According to research conducted by

the Congressional Research Servi,e, '(m)any statutes deal with

'Indians' or 'Native Americans.' Generally, these laws are not

applied automatically to Hawaiian NatiVes.' The research lista the

handful of statutes that specifically refer to 'Native Hawaliana'

(see Appendix D).

en the other hand, theie are numerous programs listed in the

Catalog Federal Domestic Assistance specifically for Indians,

including those for vocational training, health care taprovement,

self - determination and education. There are over a dozen programs

managed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs alone, much less those

programs set aside for Indians in other departments, such as the

Department of Education, Department of Health and Human Services and

Otfice of Personnel Management. Many of these programs would be

equally valuable to Hawaiians. For example, among the findings of

the NHEAP report is that there are many similarities between the

problems of Hawaiian al Indian children. Therefore, one of the

recummendatione is to implement tvtoribe, counseling and cultural

studies similar to those conductEd under the Indian Education Act.

CtL is aware of this ineguAtable recognition and treatment. of

Hawaiians as a group of Native Americans and has adopted a

resolution urging Congress to include Native Hawaiians in the

definition of Native American and to extend to Native Hawaiians

eligibility in all programs affected by such definition without

1 5 o
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preludiee. A copy of our resolution is attz'hed as Awcndix E. Ws

further urge Congress to earmark funds specifically for Hawaiians

within these Native American progrars. Equal access to federal

programs will greatly increase the resources available to address

needs of Hawaiians.

services could be provided to more Hawaiians if there were a

single definition of "Native Hawaiian" without reference to blood

quantum. Congress currmtly uses two definitions of Native

Hawaiian. Under the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1920, a native

NOWA Ian is defined as having at least 508 Hawaiian blood; whereas

the Native American Programs Act of 1973 defines a Native Hawaiian

as having any quantum of Hawaiian blood. CHA has taken action to

resolve this problem by adopting a resolution urging Congress to

establish a single definition of Native Hawaiian without reference

to blood quantum, and to provide appropriate protections to

quai,o the rights and privileges of current Hawaiian Homes

hen.7fic3aries. A copy of the resolution is also attached (Apendix

F),

vot understand that there is a measure currently before the

Senate that may also be beneficial to Hawaiians. It is Senate Bill

171, introduced by Senators Inouye and Matsunaga, that would amend

the proposed Indian Health Care Improvement Act to ensure that the

tment of Health and Human Services will conduct a coqprehensive

study of the unique health care needs of Native Hawaiians. We

stronqly support this hill as a measure to help address the health

nee-if of m.iwa
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WHY HAWAIIANS SHOULD RECEIVE FEDERAL RECOGNITION AS NATIVE AMERICANS

CHA believes that a comprehensive approach to aiding Hawaiians

would be to allow them equal access to programs that are available

to other Native Americana. The courts have long recognized the

Federal government's unique obligation toward Native Americans,

namely Indians, and have upheld legislation creating programs that

benefit that class of people. These programs are based on a:

unique relationship conferred upon the Federal

Government by the COnatitution to deal with the

political entities of the aboriginal peoples who

had inhabited the area that became the U.S. prior

to European colonization.

The Longressicema Research Service memo from whivh the above excerpt

is taken further states that:

The same reasoning that we used to infer a trust

relationship between the U.S. Government and the

Indian tribes would seem to be capable of being

awlied to the relationship with native Hawaiians.
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In addition, Hawaiians net the original federal criteria used

to determine whether a group of Indians was entitled to Federal

services, These criteria, as reported in a Hawaii Bar Journal

article "A Case for Reparations for Native Hawaiians," are:

1. Whether the group entered into prior relations with the

United States;

Prior to the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy, the

United States entered into several formal treaties and

agreements with the Hawaiian Kingdom.

2. Whether the group had been denominated a tribe by an act of

congress or Executive Order;

--Native Hawaiians have been recognized by Congress in a

number of acts. Appendix D lists all of the acts in which

NatiVe Hawaiians have been mentioned.

Whether the group had been treated as a tribe by other

Indian tribes;

--Although there is no evidence that other Native American

groups acknowledged Native Hawaiians, evidence exists that

other third parties such as France, Great Britain and

Russia recognized the Kingdom of Hawaii.

o
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4. Whether the group had been afforded collective rights to

tribal land* or funds, even though not expressly designated;

--Traditional Hawaiian Land tenure involved collective

rights to the land, as evidenced by the Hawaiian

Constitution of 1840 which declared that the land belonged

to the people in common, with the King acting as trustee.

Additionally, in the case of Liliuokalani versus the united

State*, the court held that the King did not own the Crown

Lands as an individual but that the lands were reserved to

the Crown whose chief beneficiaries were the Hawaiian

Nation and its people.

Whether the group had exercised political authority over

its members, through a tribal council or other governmental

form.

--Political self-governance has existed for Native

Hawaiians through the Hawaiian Kingdom, which existed from

1810 tr, 1893; the constitutional monarchy; and today

throt* the Hawaiian Homes Commission and the Office of

Hawaiian Affairs.

15,1
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The Department of Interior, however, added another criteria in

1978 to restrict federal recognition to groups located on the

continental United States, thus excluding Native Hawaiians. The

Hawaii Bar Journal article questions the constitutionality of this

criteria, however, stating that although the Equal Protection Clause

of the Constitution does not preclude classification for the

purposes of legislation, it does require that classifications be

reaeonable, not arbitrary, and must rest upon some gr and of

difference having a fair and substantial relation to the object of

the legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall

be treated alike,' The experiences of the Native Hawaiians and the

Indians are similar in all other respects besides geography. It is

totally arbitrary to use the geographical difference as the basis

for excluding Hawaiians from programs and legislation benefitting

Native Nrericans.

SUMMARY

In summary, there are numerous problems and needs of the

Hawaiians that should be addressed comprehensively. Although we

strongly support Congress' various attempts at assisting Hawaiians,

such as authorizing t' f Native Hawaiian Education Assessment

Project, we believe that one important measure that needs to be

taken is the inclusion of Hawaiians into programs that are available

to other Native Americans. We believe this not only because our

needs are great, but also because Hawaiians have the same trust

16u
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relatior.hip with the United States as other Native Americans.

also believe that when the Hawaiians do become eligible for all

Native American programs, that there should be increased funding so

that Hawaiians are not taking from what is already available to

other Native Americans.

CIIA is dedioated to seeking the betterment of oonditions for

Hawaiians in all aspects of life. We are responsible for working

with all levels of government in our endeavors, and believe that if

we all work with the spirit of cooperation improvement can be made

to rrwtt the needs of Hawaiians.

I thank you for this opportunity to share with you information

that will, hopefully, give you a good idea of who we are, what our

ptoblerrii-; are, how we have tried to deal with our problems, how we

believe you may help us and why we believe the federal government

should le..a..ginize Native Hawaiians as Native Americana.

A .11), ILv..4111 key i!;vs.1 Scat otv!.

'09 'lary of ORA Master Plan

ottA Statu.t. Report kct 1 PC,I I n k t 1 I .

P !,tat ut vs ltwir SIAN? f ical 1 y Reteq to Nat ive Rawai tank;

Resolution Urging the Congress of the United States to
Native Hawaiians in the Definition of Native

American and to extend to Native Hawaiians Eligibility in
all Programs Affected by Such Definition Without Prejudice

Resolution Urging Congress to Establish a Single Definition
of Native Hawaiian Without Reference to a Blood Quantum,
and to Provick, Appropriate Protections to Guarantee the
Rights and Privileges of CUrrent Hawaiian Homes
fieneficiaties
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APPENDIX A

[CHAPTER
°Fact OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS
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0.11:1CL; OF HAWAIIAN Sec. IU-3

meted of conditions for native Hawaiians. The people of the State of Hawaii
reaffirmed tlieir solemn trust obligation and responsibility to native Hawaiians
and ft,' thernkort: declared in the state constitution that there tie ail cilliee of
Hawaiian affairs to address the leech crow aborigiiinl class of people of 1 fawaii.

(b) It shall be Ilia duly and re witsibility of all stun: deparonclits And
instrumentalities of stale government provldinit services and proallins
srfoot nail vu 1114WtaildlIS 111114 I IUSVIII11131, to actively work toward Ilse guals of this
chapter and tot:A.)01)1:Na.: with and assist wherever possible the olliee of llawaitan
Waits. (L 1979, o 196, pt of §2]

[§10-2] Definitiuns, In this chapter, if riot inconsistent with the cont .:Al!
(I) "Office" means the office of Hawaiian afTaitI;
(2) "Iloard" means the board of trustees;
(3) "Administrator" means ..he administrator of the (Alice of Ilawa rat.

affairs;
(4) "Native Hawaiian" means any descendant of not less than one 11.iff

part of the ratty inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands previous to 17/6,
as defined by the Ilawaiian Hornet Cornntission Act, 1920, :15.WIlelld.
ed, provided that the term identically fcrc(stv thietkNI.:vnitinis vistfk.11
bletod quantum of such aboriginal peoples whielt VACSLIsLtt saver
ciglity and subsisted iii the Hawaiian Islands in 1778 and which peo-
ples thereafter continued to ruin in Ilasvaii;
"Ilawaiian" means any descendant of the abeirigai.il oplcs

the laW:in.vi ISSar,Js which VU'icim,13 sc.vcrLip.tily SIII,N;'1,d
lit INV )1.1W.111.11) 10.111ds. in 1775, ;1514.1 which ikor,r1k.s r

tr,ritillirt t1 It) I1:INV.117,

(6) of ow public trust \lcd %SIAM lift: fs,' UR.
ILIWJIIJirf and 114W4Ii.10. II, P1/9, pi .4.

[§ to SI pose of the of Tile puipote.. of the offik e t f 11.1%Y.01111
if1411)

(1) Tlie tik:ttri went of ccinklitik,ii. of alive 1 low.itiails. A pro ).11.11.,11,+;)
of all the funds derived born thk: linul trust N11,111 tae rwsikd ill

to ti detcriiiiiickt by Ow ki;;Ni-iture for Ihir* pl111)0.C,
}hail be held aml used st'ilely as a public trust fur Ilse bct tit

,,,,,ditious of native It4W.tiiatl5. Fur 11,t: irtitpo>c or on,
the public land trust shall be all pro. cods and income from the

or other disposition of lands doled to the United States by the
ltepublie of llawait under the ,iotin resolution of tinnec.nicm, appi ot.ed
July 7, Ih`Pi (10 Stat. 750), or acciuned in e-xclitingc for lands so t
and conveyed to the State of Hawaii by virtue of section 5(b) of the
Act of Match 18, 1959 (73 Stat. 4, tht: Admissions Act), (erkeludini;
therefrom lands and all pi oceeds and laconic from the safe, or
disposition of lands defined :s "available (ands" by section 203 of the
fawaiLin Homcs ConunistiiQn Act, 1920, as amend ,..-(1). anal pio

cccds and income frorn the sale, lease, or other disposition of lands
retoirickl by the United States under sections 5(c) and 5(d) of the Act
of Mark h IS, 1959, later conveycd to the State under s.clikin 5(c),

(,') beticiiiiciit of conditions or
pu171,1 al.;clicy in this, State

iiient, and cocirtfinatioa of
11.1libL: 11.W.1,1.111:. :11)Li 1LW.111,11S., 0-1L% 111: 11.1
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See. 10.3 GENERAL PROVISIONS

waiiai thanes Coissiori Act, 1920, as amended, shall be adiniais
icred by the Hawaiian conimision;
Assssing the polieich and practices of other agencies impacting on
native llawaiiaini and Ilawaiials, and conduiat nig advocacy efforts for
native flawaiians and Hawaiians;
Applying for, tix:viving, and disbursing, grants and donations from
all sources for native Hawaiian and Hawaiian probrams and servii,=;
and
Servitig as a rim:lit:tele fur reparations. [L 1979, c 196, pt of §2)

[§104) Office of llawaiian affairs; established; general powers. There
shall be an °nice of ilawalian affairs taaastituted as a body corporate which shall
be a separate entity independent of the eseeutive branch. The office. under the
direction of the board of trustees, shall have the following general powers:

(1) To adopt, amend, and repeal by-laws governing the conduct of its
business and the perfurnuince of the powers and duties grained to or
imposed upon it by law,

(2) To acquire in any lawful manner any properly, real, personal, or
mixed, tangible or,intangible, or any interest therein; to hold, main-
tain, use, and operate the same; and to sells lease, or otherwise dispose
of the same at such time, he such manner and to the: extent neokaaary
or appropriate to cart) out Its purpose;

(3) To determine the character of and the necessity for its wiotioo, and
expenditures, and the manner in which they shall be incurred, at.
lowed, :lad paid, subject to provisions of law specifically applicable
to the office of Itawaiiali affairs;

(4) To enter into and perform such contracts, leat4,-, cooperative upce
ments, or other transactions with any agency or instrumentality or
the United States, or with the State, or with any political subdivision
thereof, or with any person, ftrni, association, or corporation, as may
be necessary in the conduct of its business and on such tenets as it
may deem appropriate;

(.5) To execute. in accordance with its by-Jaws, all instruments nees.ssary
or appropriate in the exercise of any of its powers; and

(6) To take such actions as way be necessary or appropriate to carry out
the powers conferred upon it by law, IL 1979. c 1%, pt of §2]

[§10-Sj hoard of trustees; powers and duties. The board shall have the
power in accordainte with law to:

'4 isolanaLe invest, and adlinistcr the proctaAls from the sale or other
disposition of lands, natural resources, minerals, and income derived
ft tam whatever sources for native Hawaiians and /lawaiians, including
all income and proceeds from that pro rata pot Lion of the trust re-
ferred to in section 10.3, of this chapter,

(1) 1:.xercise control over real and personal property set :aside to the aka
by the Flute of Hawaii, the United States of America. or any private
sources, arid transferred to the (ace for native Hawaiians and
Hawaiian;

(3) Collect, receive, deposit, withdraw, and invest money and propeely
on behalf of thee office;

(4) Formulate policy relating to lieu affairs of native }lawaiians wit)
114w4i1,1, provided that sudi policy shall not diminish or Innit tic

16'
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OFFICE OP HAWAIIAN AFFAIliS Sec. 10-6

boictits or mativc 11;swaiians under Article X11, Nct:tioll 4, of the state
constitution;
Otherwise act as a trustee as provided by law;
Delegate to thi ;Administrator, its officers and employees such powers
and duties as may be proper lur the pcxforsnanc: of the powers and
duties vested in the board;
Provide grants to public or private agencies for pilot projects, demon-
strations, or both, where such projects or demonstrations cri
teria otablislual by the board;
Make available technical and financial Limb:taus:a and advisory ser-
vices to any agency or privtite organization fur native flaw:Masi and
Hawaiian programs, and for other functioas pertinent to the purposes
or the orricoor assiituncv ,stay putt rendered
through contractual arrangranents as may be agmed upon by the
board and any such agency or organization; and
Adopt and use a common seal by which all official acts shall be
authenticated. [L 1979, c 196, pt of *21

[§10-6] General duties of the board. (a) The general duties of the board
shall be:

(1) To develop, implement. and continually update a comprehensive ll:as-
ter plan for r .6volt:swains:is and Ilawaiiatis which shah! include, but
not be linated to, the following:
(4) Compilation or basic demographic data on native I lawanans and

Hawaiiaiss;
(13) idclitincotion of die physival

economic needs of native I lawaiians and Hawaiians,
(C) Establishment of iinniettiatt: and lung-range goals pinsnant lu

programs and services for native llawaiialis and I lawaiian,;
(D) Est:4464,mnd of priorities fur program implement:4km and of

alternatives for program implement:104.m; and
(14 Organization of administrative and progiain strueture, inelud

inz the use of facilities and personnel;
(2) To assist in the development of slate and county agency plans lot

native Hawaiian and Hawaiian programs and serviees;
(3) To maintain an inventory of federal, state, county, and pi iv.ite pi 0-

grams and services for Hawaiians and native Hawaiians and act iis
a clearinghouse and referral agency;

(4) To advise and inform federal stale, and county officials about native
Hawaiian and Hawaiian programs, and courdiliatc federal, state, and
county activities relating to native Hawaiians and Hawaiians;

(5) To conduct, encourage, and maintain rtearcli relating to native
114waiians and Hawaiians;

(6) To develop and review models for comprehensive native 11:avian:in
and Hawaiian programs;

(7) To act as a clearinghouse for applications for federal or state assist-
ance to carry out native Hawaiian or Hawaiian programs or projects;

(3) To apply for, accept and administer any federal funds inade available
Of allotted under any federal act fur native Ilawaiians or I Lawaiians;
and

(9) T' proinote and assist the establishment or .N.,clioes to stlYe 11.1i IVC
Nw.liians and /

I 6 0
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Sci:, 10 0 GCNEIZAL. l'ItOVIMONS

(0) 11/1 00.11d *0,1111i:41,k any 10/11,c11 may In for ill,: lull

per folinailLL and OR; 1111lS 1:11i71.7l1.1 by

Nvhich may br neck.ssary to folly orAl oinpIctely thL

liaptcr. it 191'), c P)0, pt of §2J

[§10-7.1 lloard or troAtee!.. offiie of liatvaiiart affairs shall gov
er ncd by a board 10 be 01hcially ;known as the 1.v:1i-clef trustees, oni,..%.! of 11,1Nvaiian

Mcrnbcrs of the hoard shall be elected in accordance with chapter 130,
with teik:rcitcc to sections 11-15, 11-25, 12.5, [and] 12-6, and vak.aii...ies shall In:
filkd irr a,,%oidazi4: with section 17-7. [L, 1979, c 196, pt of *2)

ItCti,1011111..10

and- way 0,:k1c,1

[10--S) Orgailizatiun; quim0/11;17.cctin. The boatd, at its first Inc-L.11)1i;

after clection, shall elect from its own membership a chairperson mid a vicc
chaiipeisuit who shall serve ,a term of two years.. Their election shall be
aiLly ccitified by the board to the lieutenant governor.

A majority of all ineentycrs to which the bthird is entitled shaft 4:01 LSI 1 W(C,:.

a your um l0 do business. The concorreli,:.e of a majority of all Inernbc:rs to which
thc board is entitled shall nialsc any action of thc board vahu,
provij,.1 that due nolic-e shall be 14ivcii to tnei»1Nrs.

1v1,.-ctings shall be called and held at the call of the chair oi by a quo; cur,
.1% oft,..1, bc nu...cssary for lt: nac,;(171 of tic 10.14 il's business 1 he boarj

111...I at Ica.,a omeanni,ally (1111.:...,7 9 the i..1.1!:cla of 11:1w.lit, Maui, Molo.
ol.k1 0.0)%.4. 1'17). of t,-2]

tt,11, l,,,,p1,11311011 NILrubtA:

of S',0 ..14..1.1y for kl.ty

1111111,101r,,
Ir_tic,porLl'oun t't.t1S,;1.:, 1.J .1 i !i5

(Ap-C/11C1. as p:ovJc.-1-1 tinder s'...0,1 01i vv))1I1 :,t t, 0,1, :
I ti 1710. () Ian 1.,',.n0 on wha h

IlN:Lk110 1) kys....ttckl.
Al; p.1:7mccats for compc.ns.iii,iii, aril Ct.pCtIS4'5 shall I,. 1.,114.1 by 4h .11

lab ;,y Orc- thc 1919, c 190, pt of

VittI- to) A dolimstrat,r; uptmintir.crit, tenure, "FIR tpoard

a il;a1,,;;..y sate, ...hall appoint an admini,trator who shall serve without rei.ard
p,(Ivivoris of ehapb:rs 76 and 77 loi a term to be detcifiiiin.-(I by the 1,t):1; LI,

L,.ir ;I, by o two-1111:d% volt- of all incr..t)trs to which it is entitle(!, inay 11111( r;
...,!:.1;t;...t;ator for (alas.: at any time. [1., 1979, c 196, pt of §21

1;11/- )11 y of the ui,Iministr.qtic. The salary of thc
The atirniliistrolor s1.1.1r, b included 10 any prof,r.i:n

Ire yyes of 111c State. [I. 19r,, e 196, 1,1 of

t .:1 '

.r rthiy
'1110 ft

S111,:r.c1 ;
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01;1ICL: 01 11/111/A114N A I:1:A WS Sec. 11-16

tx.r.11,1, to ear I y out the functions of the ()nice. Sucli
b: hilcd Without rce,ard to chapters 7G and 77, and sly.111 sieve at the pleasure
of th, admmistl.stur. ()slicers and employees of the office of 11 asvaiials all...sirs shall
tsc na.lod.,1sss :my bcsiclit proEram cesserally applicable 10 Orlit,cf;. jilj 40:ploys:es
of the Stoic. ft. 1979, c 196, pt of §2)

[§10-13) Appropriations; isceounts; reports. Moneys appropriated by
thc IcejsLiture for the office shall be payable by the director of I'm:Ince, upon
vouchers approved by the board, or by any officer elected or appointed by the
board arid authorized by the board to approve such vouchers on behalf of the
board. All moneys received by or on behalf of the board shall be delx)sited with
the director of finuncc and kept separate from moneys iii the state. treasury, ciu.cpt
that any moneys received from the federal government or fruit private coutribu
'ions shall be ktvpositcd and account^d for in ac:,...ortlanue with condition, esi.ib-
lshed by the agencies or persons from whom the moneys arc reueivcd; and c her pt
their with rho concurrence of the director of tionsm.se, moneys 1-L7s...civet! the
federal government fur rest.-nretr, training, and other rehired purposes or u

1Pattire, nr,d moneys in trust or revolvinkt funds administered by the Ones.%
shall be deposited in depositories oilier than the stale treasury. Income derived,
from the sale of gouts or servicas and income from lands and isrupesty
scribed in Sk:1 i I a 10-3, al,.ail tic credited lo six:Ai:Al or other fuiab.; movides..1 that
upon tlw recommendation of the office, the comptroller shall establish such other
separate accounts or succial funds for other tligirated revenues as may be di-
rcctcd by the board or its authorized representative. It. 1979, e 196, pt of §23

v/it,1013.5 Use 44 public laud trust prus:4eds.) Twenty per cent of .,11
/mid, d,rive.1 hum the public Lind Dual, described 111 seetiuss 10-3, NhAll be
cxp.:ush.:41 by the on h.:co 0,..n.,co in NcL:Lion 10-2, fur the isurptmcs of this

19f c 273, §11

[§10-141] th..1k;et, Auditing. The board shall assoually ststsss.it prupis,,,.l
tta.li;s:t lor the ullicc to the legislature The olhea: shall be subxet :snistr.slly to
gors..ssi.;scr,t IL 1979, e 196, pt of 92]

[§10-1.5) Annual report. The board shall prepare am! make public thu;r
ssol'..11 report which shall include an enumeration of their atiYilleS, income,

CycilditUrCS during the year. The annual report shall be submittL-1.1 to the
nor and the legislature ten days prior to the conveni:iz of each regular scion
of the lczisLature. The board shall prepare and submit spuvial reports as may be
rcuiscd t,y the legislature- [L 1979, 196, pt of §2)

[§10--16) Suits. (a) Thc ofliec may sue and LK: sued in its corporate name.
T1 Stoic shall riot be liable for any acts ur omissions of 01. office, its officers,
cn;loyecs. and the members of the board of trustees, except as provided under
y.sbset_tF.,11 (t).

(L) lu mattt is of tort, the on iet, its ofTlecrs and CiiIPIUYCCS,
of the board shall tie subjevt to suit only in the manner provided for suits

?.;;a:nst the State under chapter G62.
(r) 1,1 nv.itttr ofrnis..apphestioli funk! :111d it:5'0111Vi. in L'fi.V..11 of fijs,..

duty, tq.).1tcl members ;ran be subject to slat brouLtht by oily bt.ne10.I41
(.11trot,IJ tiom isle uffnc, tither Sliruubl, 111.: ufl,te of tl,c attosn.,

thil.11.q;11 c(1011,,c1.

(!) iii ij),p;( )11VOIVIIT. C,tl,tr f,sr,ns el rcrncdie ,the stilt its 0/11(1,,
.11'd ir C1, ;tlid the Int.i:ILR I-, or LI. :+1-111 proveici
by k,11;. r 1,novisivn of 1.1w by the cumulus: law, [1, 1''19, c loG, pt of ;

1. 1417, t IYIi , f,1 r.

16
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T1.111 ;)1. HAWAIIAN AITAIRS--Dirinif.F

APPFNIHN S

SUMMARY OF OHA MASTER PLAN

Illt:Loduction

Pursuant to Section 10-6, HRS, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs

1:; responsible foi developing a comprehensive master plan for

native Hawaiians and Hawaiians, For the past several months,

the Board of Trustees and staff have been working with Mr. To

Dinell and a group of planning consultants on the development

of an OUA Master Plan. The following discussion presents a

snomiary of goals and activities proposed in the plan.

Plan Summary

The ORA Master Plan delineates the specific goals, strategies

and activities toward which OHA will be working in order to

carry out ita statutory duties and responsibilities as set

forth in Chapter 10, HRS. It will also form the basis of OHA's

multi -year program and financial plan to be presented to the

State Legislature.

Through this plan, OHA seeks to create a range of options of

alternatives which will enable Hawaiians to more freely choose

h,lw they will live their lives and participate in modern

'to accomplish this, the master plan focuses on

three sevarate but equally important and interrelated goals

t,,ward which ORA will be working:

Pt emoting the continued revival, enhancement, preser-
vation and perpetuation of Hawaiian culture.

Vio[40ting opportunities for full parti!ipation of
the beneficiaries in society and promoting self-
determination and self-sufficiency.

Prorsoting the full participation of the beneficiaxy
community in the democratic decision-making process.
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serve as a model for the teaching of Hawaiian culture

and for promoting increased knowledge and understand

ins of the traditional concepts and practices within

an ahupua'a.

Advocating for the establishment of a special "tradi

tional land use" classification which will promote

the maximum use, protection, and preservation of

traditional resource and recreation areas, including

kuleana lands.

Conducting research, formulating legislation and

advocating for the protection of access rights to

resource areas, particularly trails and other tradi.

tional routes.

Establishing a statewide network of facilities (halau)

for the teaching and practice of Hawaiian concepts

values including music, hula, language, arts and

crafts, sports arid games, and protocol.

Porsuing efforts to promote the teaching of Hawaiian

language, history, and culture in the community and

In the public school system.

6. rlanning, organizing, and implementing a statewide

makahiki i,anies, including land and water sports.

Social and Economic :4elfSotii0ency

!?), ,nd v;i1 is aimed 'it addressing the' social ,and

c, needs within the Hawaiian community. This goal

; 't' ii cnsurmw, Or!

I i:1,1 %,! hr.alt11 ;itld humaii bc:vicv r:ogt,ims, o inbu!lny

,i! ,11111tict, Air :iVAilA iv

I
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to them, and of trying to provide increased opportunities

for economic development activities within the Hawaiian

community. Among the specific activities contemplated by

OHA are the following:

I. Coordinating the various etonomic development programs

available to beneficiaries in an effort to reduce

duplication of services and maximize resources in

this area.

2, Conducting, research into ways in which OHA might

establish a more equitable funding base in order to

better serve both classes of beneficiaries and

reduce dependence on legislative appropriations.

Conducting an inventory of agencies and programs

providing human services to OHA beneficiaries in

order to minimize duplication and identify service

gaps.

Monitoring the educational services currently being

offered to beneficiaries and advocating for the

delivery of appropriate educational opportunities

at all levels.

5 Advocating for the implementation of the Hawaiian

Education amendment and expansion of the Kupuna

Program within the education system.

t,. Continuing current OHA efforts to monitor the dispo

sition of ceded lands in fulfillment of its fiduciary

responsibility.

1 Identifying potential sources of land which OHA might

acquire for the development of cultural. educational,

17i
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or economic projects on a joint venture basis with

other Hawaiian agencies, beneficiaries, or other

private interests.

8. Pursuing through advocacy, litigation, or other appro-

priate means the retention and/or recovery of lands

for beneficiaries.

C. Coal 3 - Participation in the Democratic Process

The third goal focuses on the full participation of the

Hawaiian community in the political decision-making

process. This goal involves promoting increased access to

and participation by Hawaiians in the decisions affecting

the Hawaiian community. It recognizes that in order for

this to occur, there is a need to develop a strong and

unified community base.

Among the activities OHA intends to pursue in support of

this goal are the following:

1. Establishing island or community advisory councils to

inform OHA of the specific issues and concerns within

the Hawaiian community and to communicate OHA plans

and activities to the community.

Conducting community forums throughout the state to

educaVe Hawaiians and get feedback on specific issues

affecting the Hawaiian community.

3. Seeking legislative or other means of securing

representation on critical boards and commissions

directly affecting the Hawaiian commaty.

4. Establishing OHA as a clearinghouse for applications

for federal or state assistance to carry out programs
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or projects impacting on the Hawaiian community.

5. Providing grants to community organizations to support

cultural, economic, educational, or humal service

projects benefitting beneficiaries.

6. Improving OHA's public information capability by

expanding the frequency and distribution of the OHA

newspaper and making more effective use of the elec-

tronic media through the development and dissemination

of slide shows and radio and television productions.

III. Conclusion

The planned activities described above are based on OHA's recog-

nition that it does not have the resources to directly address

all the needs within the Hawaiian community. The master plan,

therefore, places major emphasis on OHA playing primarily a

coordinating, advocacy, and monitoring role with regard to agen-

cies and programs impacting on native Hawaiians and Hawaiians.

These roles are geared to strengthening OHA's ability to

support and work together with other Hawaiian organizations

and public and private agencies in order to avoid duplication

and maximize services to beneficiaries. OHA views its role as

a provider of direct services only in areas where service gaps

are identified that are not being addressed by other agencies

or programs.
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MASTER PLAN SUMMARY

Revival, endiancemoi,
preservation. And
perpetuetion of
ifsvaiiiin culture

Prcnore opportunities for
full participation of the
bonefiriarie, in society
and promote *elf-
determination end
self %efficiency

Ptc.vvte full Datti.ipAtion
of the t>eneticiory
ce:-munity in the

II, at, t Iv' I, ,elnc h,

,! fl,e, Nij

ROGRAM ACTIVITY

Hawaiian Culture

EaNnioreic

Development

Traditional Land Ose ihhopue'al

Traditional Rights

EStablimh galau

Promote the Teaching of
Hawaiian Language/111story/
CU tune

Ilenfaiiets Oport.m

Inventory/Coordinative of
Moosomic Development
Assources

Researching Potential Joint
Venture Opportunitims

Research Funding NOC1144111.6PM

Health, Homan
services

Land An4 HatuiAl
Reueurceu

Uoveripmeni ant
cc, ,unity AlfAirsi

puLlic
Infurmstion

01-wrAtion% Am!

Vrv,lopment

Inventory/Evaluation of
Homan Service Progress

Promote/Monitor Appropriate
Adocetional Opportunities

Inventory/Monitor Dispouitioo
of Ceded Lands

Aoguire/Manage Land

Porous Lend Recovery Efforts
- - --

Community Participation
(Eeprementaticm on Hoards snA
Commissions, trace Roots input
Comminity Issues)

Astablish Clearinghouse

Ca ante Management

Improve leformetion Services
Capability - Newspaper, media
Prodsction, Etc.

Comprehensive Master Pion
(Census/Needs Assensment/
Renenerh And Development/
Plonning/reenibility

Mensgement - Internnl/t.ternAl

th..41, ma els, end in thmselve%i LuPP"01f at,"^Veme0
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mel

APPENDIX D

stoats THAT smaricALLY sib MD NATIVE HANAILANS

16 USC Sec. 396a authorises leasing of land in Kalapana to Native
Hawaiians

21 US: Sec. 1177d provides grants for drug and alcohol abuse
prevention programs and gives special consideration
to programs for Native Americans, including Native
Hawaiians

29 USC Sec. 1503 (Jab Training Partnership Act) provides funding for
job training to economically disadvantaged,
including Native Hawaiians

42 UN.: sec. 1996 (Native American Religious Freedom Act) allows
practice of traditional religions of Native
Americans, including Native Hawaiians

42 uSC Soc. 2991a (Native American Program Act of 1974) provides
financial assistance to non-profit agencies for the
promotion of economic and self-sufficiency for
Native Americans, including Native Hawaiians

42 usc Sec. 4577c authorizes federal grants for alcohol abuse
prevention, treatment and research for anderserved
populations, including Native Hawaiians

Pub. L. 96-565, 94 Stat. 3321, 3324, 3326 (1980)
establishes a Native Hawaiian Study Commission to
study the culture, needs and concerns of Native
Hawaiians

17
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APPMIX F

A RESOLUTION

URGING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO INCLUDE
NATIVE HAWAIIANS IN THE DEFINITION OF NATIVE AMERICAN
AND EXTEND TO NATIVE HAWAIIANS ELIGIBILITY IN ALL
PROGRAMS AFFECTED BY SUCH DEFINITION WITHOUT PREJUDICE

WHEREAS, the Congress of the United States has

recognized the unique attributes of indigenous American

peoples as constitutionally and morally deserving of

national attention and legislation; and

WHEREAS, the Congressional willingness to extend this

recognition to native Hawaiians is now imperfectly and

unfairly extended; and

WHEREAS, the Hawaiian people Are the indigenous

inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands; and

WHEREAS, at the time the Kingdom of Hawaii and its

government was illegally overthrown in 1893, it was fully

recognized as a member of the international community of

nations; and

WHEREAS, native Hawaiians were citizens of an organized

self-governing nation whose status as an independent

sovereign was formally recognized by other nations; and

WHEREAS, as early as 1926, a treaty was negotiated,

although never ratified, between the United States and the

Hawaiian Kingdom; and

WHEREAS, in 1842 American President John Tyler

officially recognized Hawaii as a sovereign nation and

declared a policy of respecting Hawaiian independence; and

WHEREAS, in recognition of this independence, Congress

appropriated monies for the appointment of a minister from

the United States to Hawaii; and

WHEREAS, the federal government has long recognized

native Hawaiians as a distinct indigenous group and has

dealt with them in a manner similar to other native American

groups; and

176
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WHEREAS, native Hawaiians meet many of the criteria

which entitle an indigenous group of federal protection and

services; and

WHEREAS, the Congress of the United States explicitly

acknowledged its responsibility and ability to enact

legislation to benefit native Hawaiians with the enactment

of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1920, which placed

over 200,000 acres of land in trust to rehabilitate native

Hawaiians; and

WHEREAS, in the 1959 Admission Act, the Congress of the

United States extended the scope of the federal government's

recognition of native Hawaiians by requiring the State of

Hawaii - by compact - to adopt the Hawaiian Homes Commission

Act as part of the State Constitution; and

WHEREAS, the State Admission Act further recognized

native Hawaiians in Section 5(f) by designating "the

betterment of conditions of Native Hawaiians" as one of the

five trust purpoties for which proceeds and income from the

ceded lands trust could be expended; and

WHEREAS, the State Admission Act singles out native

Hawaiians from the general public as specific beneficiaries

of the ceded land trust, in recognition of the federal

government's recognition of the status of native Hawaiians;

and

WHEREAS, in 1974 the Congress enacted legislation

making Hawaiians eligible for participation in the programs

of the Administration for Native Americans; and

WHEHEAS, in 197A the Congress amended the Comprehensive

Emotiyment and Training Act to include Hawaiians in the

Indian Manpower Program administered by the Director of

Indian and Native American Programs of the U. S. Department

of Laiter; and

WHEREAS, in the same year the Congress adopted the

American Indian Religious Yreedom Act and included native

Hawaitanli in its guarantees of religious tolerance; and

17/
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WHEREAS, despite their inclusion in these

abovementionod programs, native Hawaiians era presently

ineligible to participate in the large majority of federal

programs established for the benefit of ether native

American peoples; And

WHEREAS, through amendments to the Hawaii State

Constitution in 1978, ratified by the people of the State of

Hawaii, an Office of Hawaiian Affairs was established to

serve as the principal public agency in the State

responsible for all Hawaiians, and to receive a pro rata

share of the ceded lands and trust revenues; and

WHEREAS, the Office of Hawaiians Affairs ie governed by

si nine-member Board of Trustees who are elected by the

Hawaiian people: and

WHEREAS, native Hawaiians share all of the attributes

and needs common to other indigenous peoples and are

entitled to any and all benefits extended to other Native

Americana;

NOW THEREFORE DE IT RESOLVED that the Board of

Trustees of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs urges the

Congress of the United States to include Native Hawaiians in

the definition of Native American and extend to Native

Hawaiians eligibility in all programa affected by such

definition without prejudice.

Roc ne C. Frei as,TrUst-ee'

eph G. Kealcha, Jr.,
irman

fV/'

Thames X. 'Item ukukui,
Trustee

WA'yi-ri"-- F.T liu-iVes177rriinteTil

Adopted! MioPellfite#6/9f3
Date

Witter L. sfiTZTJr., Trustee

1 7 ti
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Aprootx

OHA 83-15

A RESOLUTION

URGING CONGRESS TO ESTABLISH A SINGLE DEFINITION OF
NATIVE HAWAIIAN WITHOUT REFERENCE TO A BLOOD QUANTUM,
AND TO PROVIDE APPROPRIATE PROTECTIONS TO GUARANTEE
THE RIGHTSAND PRIVILEGES OF CURRENT HAWAIIAN HOMES
BENEFICIARIES

WHEREAS, ..he U.S. Congress has established two

definitions of a Native Hawaiian, one setting a blood

quantum of 50% or more for purposes of the Hawaiian Hmes

Act ut 1920, and the other only requiring an individual to

be a descendant of those Inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands

prior to 1778; rnd

WHEREAS, it is a vitaA concern to the N:..tive Hawaiian

community that A single definition be adopted which

encourages and enhances the dignity and values of a single,

untried people; and

WHEREAS, the blood quantum definition itn the words of

(35n ;tats 1,eqislat ve Report) has "proved to he a factor

in cilv citng the Hawaiian community, mothers and fathers from

tiA. COUIN!. from USins, and friends from

trienti and

WHY rhe th,lted i1tats CongtvSs uotauant to tat:

flAw,s,1100 11,!,71c,; C,r1.1.10/1 Act, dot inert o notive Howo3icti

1, Ar.' des,-ehdw,t of hot less than one-halt of the blood of

rr, Fac9 the' Howel],w ;:cvsou.!; to 17713;

an .t

WH11,1W;, C' rCys e/4stona1 / cstis reflect tl'at 1» 120

HAwm,7's gnt to L'onctress, Jonah Kuhl!:: whc is mcFt

.,T3cter171 AN th, "h;,ther of tho ilaw.tita Home!

ALI", csdvtatvd n_ 1..Old qL:stItt:rn

It Qor were, r,galred, that the deLhiticr. FA Flatly('

ai(or. Flt.cold be Lased un onP-thirty se,-/qd hlood quari412m

,!ow.171

1

1.?A. w 110,1v,

c.tner 4)1t FOW611.-lh

t r, rf nst 1%3* 5,1%, 1 1311

i,1",1:01i by refern,:e In the Admin.ri,r! ALi ,A On 1,1,1,

4'I'-'t, m- T.11 i,-N#1,,r, f,/ tr,m

7
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Senator IN111"TY. 'I'iittnk von very much, Mr. kealoha.
It Is your contention that the history of the Native Hawaiian has

qualified him tobe legally recognized as a native ,kmerican
Mr. KEALAutA. Yes.
Senator IstiurE. What is the Office of Hawaiian Affairs doing to

improve the edu:ational condition of 1 1awaiian children ? 1)0 you have
any program involved in education ?

Mr. KKAIA111.1. At the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, of course, we ad
vocate the Hawaiian studies program in the Department of Education
and advocate other I III waiian educational projects such as at the 'Cid
N'eT'Sit y Of Hawaii system.

Specifically., we have funded one position through 011A that is a
kupuna coordinator whose function is a liaison het weal t he community.
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs. and who works with the leadership at
the Depart nient of Educatu>ii in the 1 lawaiian studies program.

Ve have also funded a pilot project. and we are through one,half
.year. It is the Italan Likolaulani 0 Hawaii. which is basically a pre-

percent notice- speaking language. where youngster, r, W10%-c
parents are working can leave their children in an s-hour environment
where Hawaiian is spoken totally. This is it pilot project out at
li'a Unimak.

Senator I N; t"1"F 11w,, OITA been called in to participate in the
establishment of the .Hawaiian studies program. as required by the
constitutions?

Mr. Itir,,vi,oinv. Tieing on the first board of the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs. we did not formulate curriculum in conjunction with the )e-

partment of Education, Is that what ,vou are getting at ?
Se11:1'',I' I ti(a.yy. Yes.
Mr. Nu: OITA did teat avt any iril art.
Senat(wINvvYE. Art' you satisfied W it II 1 he present I lawaiiien stud

ics program
eIr. 1:-.KAIAoiA. Since its i11(Tpti()11 and -ince, of course. the mandate

under the constitutional amendment in 197s, I can speak specifieally
for liarli. In fact. lfaui. with special pride'. has }wen the only district
that has tilled all the kupuna positions throughout t he. district, which
myludes Lanai, Molokai, and Maui. and it has liven very sucres.4u1.

nowcver. I have also participated in sonic of the workshops that
these kupunas receive intermittent ly throughout the year. and through
that. I have' learned that in some of the districts there is a need to ftrl
fill in different schools more kupunns. and also the question of salaries.
iw,+rausil these kupunas do not have. as we Hawaiians would sal', the
palapala. the degrees to teach school. but Toth'''. you know. they are'
elders. as 1Vakida said. in the hingui4,re and understand that cul-
ture very well.

'Jess than I week ago, I think. there has 14'411 au :1101)1'03)1'i:it ion of
from the "irate. ondrc Haw:oi Senator

Solomon's connnittel,. which I think will help boot some of tl,e al,
prehension that the pl'iWI'11111 ha,-; not been quite, w,i.frvet it could

I W011111 that in Illy opinion, and in the opinion of th,
mojurity nf the board members. the kupinot program i-

Senator I Not-Yr. Do von support the recommendation,: of the Loi,,
in which Myron Thompson was involved /

Mr. iirmniiv.

IS,

to
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Senator I of t re(1)11111)i'll(litt 101S I.
1f r, K Yes. n fact, Trustee (iard Kealoha, who is also here.

s% ill present testimony to that effect tomorrow. I understand.
Senator IN111-11:. I Omni; You V('IV II111C11. Mr. Keti1011a.

K )1i A. Pain k Von.
i:+4'11 llt4)1' Ni )1-1.1-:. I 118 VI' hen' the prepared statements Of Senator

S1 'ark NT. 1111H1T111.011 1111(1 N4'1111(''.1111t V11 C114111 I reftl'1, W.1111011T

1/11.1111111/11, 11101 '4i tit S NV.1 I 1K, Iliad(' part of the reeord at this
point.

!The statement follows j

P14: !"1 %If 1 ;*+)ilcK MAI'SI"NAGA, A 1 S SF.", ItYti PRIM 71111 S1%11.
OF HAWAII

111 11;:1] rr.1,111, 1 is ),11 1,, ltulnk sou mai the inetiiht'r.4 of the Seleet Cominittt4,
Art:iirs f< 1 tilting hearings the subject of the educational needs

in .11:11%:111;l11,4 1 deeplv. appreciate this committee's iiiten.1 iii this issue.
Ivtiiiti is of profound itat.h)rtance to many the pislile t,f lay State.

Ir Chail man. as )iii arc itvare. in M1111(11 if 11(\i, pursuant It, 7! (Uiltrf
11111i1;11(1, 11 0,111111.t11.11S1Ve. repu-1 vvii- submitted to Eilliciithui Seereilii

Ferrel Pell ixaiiiiniug the edueati,aial ta-eik of native Hawaiians This re{,,r1,
Ii!,' mit vduciit tonal asses.-mint project, i1,umetilt-t1 that native

rani, at the tIntt,.111 ./f most measures of fdIncitti,nal achiesement
;Ind liar 11h1,11). 011111111,,1,111 11(141$ as :1 ,,f their culture and spend

pr,,ce.- I 1,1%va Han chi loll 11151 laimpereii III I tIcir by nuttier
harrier.- %liteti all contribute to Their los%

academic :whit-seme n! it sitiiiitaal similar to that vtiteti ittlwrig Indian

perform:ince is not the ()illy problem fileing tlaise of 11115511 ian
iTh4111, %%in, Se 11.1 141-C(^11,1 of Tlie occult) tile

,,f s,tctiil and vinioniic ladders rltitiie to 'oiler ii.',roups in the Stale
The r r1114 1i111"fig 11/4%%1Iliali ntil111,7, is 11\itf that f<,r the State 11:-1,
1.1 is per4.ent of hiss living helot v poverty level ttr the State art'

percent If the youth in e.,rreetiAituil tiles are 1 lavviiiiiins tind
V, percent f,rrvi11(rtint !tic (1.11111ruli
;.1,) ;11'4 ictimized by chthl abuse am! neglected, and are ah.setzt

tiunilwrs.
The reporf re eianiirtheri,41%e multi alznev aiiproiseh Iu 11t1(1rt5

III(' 011,1,:111,,11:11 1Ia1i %I. Iii children %%itli at final voal
the niitie %%alma popiiiatho, Criticld fin thh; end

, mluNiu11 iii !hi slit1111111,I1 of
1?), r 1:11:11c11Jit.,11 of current law permit.

e:,'<ihli-hillent progiams f,,r native liaknium.,
611 -I -1,1,11:tr 111 +ndli,11 under the .14.1 for

Tiler'. I- n 1,111 hich th<,,mitiodate andr 111155 )111.1111.: 11-111'il pr,,g11111;.--
..,111,1 11,-1, Itring;* s111.11111, j1111 1'1111 III',

hi a i'fir"r1 t" nk tirgativ all ural stere,,tv 'yes and !wild community pride
< htial t., arailemic achievement. 1:

'If the relationshiii het svr-en ittrlr ultural
!rail, and the 11.:1 r/!: rielir that teaching teliniques tnleil tit the

`41'11itrL: 11, 11,,1 1% nrk V,c11 for 1:1111te 11111%11111111:4111(1t111N
nl fire, in ffi,1, 1111 itIip(411111(111 in 11110' 1111111.1,11141(1 of 111/1s1 (4.111111111t011111 Mr.+

i- itml it i- true f,r nitti% 4' 171 iV/Ijini/!, as well TA't me say,
,..v.%,! ,,111.1 1,.1 1:11011'4 ais:iy imwey from Indian inurt:1111,.

1 1.1.!; ;! i plI "1/r1:0(' illvrt.;1<t. alittwrizitt Mil levels SO 117 T11',1(1e for the
halite 1.1%%a Haas c,,nipromisita: Indian education 1)rograli

Vlr 1.11,1irman I b4 hese Ilmt Native Hawaiians have much its et au wit!'
1m, ricai, and other native Americans Like the Indian. t/i tuithe

pr,,fThimilv affected lid the arrival in this '..elititr <if the IVestern
\VIwil I %%;14 JJ li v growing up on the Hawaiian island Kauai ni%It MI' null 111,1 tin p11111,N4. 11r1, Vfr?) l-ur 4;h t,l1f.

\4111,17 L111'.1i11114 "I'mkr,,tamling of dcsol hulutiti values c.,tuctli
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only through suffering,- it is a phrase which freepieNtly comes to tidal trot only

when I think of My father. hut also when I recall the suffering of the icatve
Hawaiian in ids own land When the Hawaiian Islands were unified into one
kingdom by King hame.hancella I 111 IS7:1, tA)j,1111111011 stand lit approximately

400.00. History tells us that the early Ilawaiiiin was a vigorous, hard working.
prespietive and family-oriented pu-soli. His place in the social structure was wail

defined by tradition and custom and his relationships with his fancily and neigh

hors were bared on cooperation and sharing.
NVith the coining of the western Europeans, the situation elninged rapidly.

Not only did they bring A variety Of new diseases W11/C11 CHI/11/1'11 111t Hawaiian

population, the} brought the concepts of free enterprise, competition and private
iiwilcrship. all of which NVCCV 111/e11 to the Hatvttilttts culture. Even today, it is

often said iroitoig Hawaiians that the American 111/Ss/01111TiCS IP) /11T/Vil in
cam ti tt- good anal ended np doing very for lien1"1"S ii; ilia

suiddle ,,f the Illth Century. the ilawailan bud seen his ancestral lands pass front

his hands into the hands of the ileweennet. In Isie:!, his govertituccil and the lands
of the crown Mcrc also 131,C11 (TOM MM. The government of Queen 1.111mikalani

was overthrown b)- a small band of assisted by the American
Ntinister and it iletaehnient of .Icir)nes front the I.S...S Bestial, which

was Pti.ving tt t lilt to the Islands. The failure of the 1,S. Government to Tvstori,

the uninarclo or at least to compensate the Hawaiians for their losses, still

stands as it tilt on the pages of American history. Five years later. when the

liepblie of Hawaii %Nits annexed to the United States, our goVcrilment again

failed to correct the injustice. There, followed a 1(Ing period of neglect during
vvicicti native Hawaiians stink Into a state, of bitterness and apathy from which
they are now beginning to emerge.

To dlite, ihere has been a clear. hut it, yet insufficient. recog-tiition HP federal

responsibility for the. plight of Native Hawaiians, stemming front the role of

the United States GA)vertinient In the overthrow of the Hawaiiiin :slimareby.

Itetsegnit ion of federal responsildlity is demonstrated in several pieces of legisla-

tion beginning with the' 1920 Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, which placed ap

proximately 200,000 acres under the jurisdiction if it Commission ft/r the rehab-

ilitation of persons of Hawaiian ancestry. In 1074. native Hawaiians tvere first

defined as tiathe Americans in the e'ommuntty Services Act. Shim then, there

have been several other legislative measures which recognize the needs and rights

of liatiVe UAW/111A as,
It ootithihps to he said, howt.Ver, that Hawaiians are strangers in their own

land They are striving to meet the social told ecolionlic crisis which confronts
them in an ilftwtive 111:41 comprehensive loaner. High educational achievement is
considered It top priority in order to allow native Hawaiians to attain their goal

of selfsutfieiency I believe that inclusion of in:tive Hawaiians under the Indian

k:ducation Act will he a most l'A11411/1e and appropriate action.
Again, let rat' thank the members of this Committee for their intcrest in this

matter, and for the opportunity to express my views.

I'linCARX1, STA ry MEN r tai CECH. 1, A U.S. lREeitY.st, .lit IvF. FAHM THE S AT},

of /1AVAll

Mr. Chairman a iii members of the Committee I regret that I cannot he here
person to present testimony till the need to pr.rVitic ft-410TM iissitatxt. Ins

PriiVe 14111':ttir %tai rrplN.rtunitit. for native Hawaiian children. 1 ant nevertheless
pleased to Jain this distinguished group of experts involving my strung support
of their efforts.

The Native Hawaiian Education A.ssessinent Project, undertaken at the request
f the sewity ,Npprupdttilrj., ciintinittee, has completed the first comprehensive

study which the educational attainment of Hawaiian children The
report provilMelk solid slit tistieal prfifile t ht. eitu,tiorial ileficieneft*i/f native

Hawaiian children
Four years ago our Hawaii Congressional delegation endeavored to promote

legislation to create special education programs for native Hawaiian children
similar to those creates! for Native. American Indian children. Co. -ress said it
wanted more documentation of the need for sitch programs before, it responded

We now have that infortliath,n This I'V1114.'11l is ',At eomprehensIve and conclusive

that Congress and the federal gol ernment cannot iu good coin4clence turn ilow

or ignore' W11111 has been documented in this report.

1S4
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Tbo KtImhamohn SThools i3Ishop Estate the itilder In this lfl'ort reNsognize
nil asisl children, has made revolunientlations 1n conjunction with

tile Native liti%vaiiiin Education ,lissessinetit Project that are constructive and
that %void,' he responsive to the needs of the children. Furthermore, the Kann.-
luinielia School, klTertli to share with the federal government
Oi . hurtiri britn.zing children Up to par with their noti
III N f:statt has alrtbady contributed a siihstantial amount
o its resources to defining the problems and solutions, and is prepared to con-
tinue its It' dcychipmelit, funding, 211,(1
11,11 If education;i1 program- The 1:khop Estate Kainolutineha Schools is tel he

commended for this. and certainly the federal governilient and Congress
anuoi !urn ,1,,++n this offer.

clinirimin and nietihcrs of the eommitt,v, 1 hop,. that viii Will seriously
oensidr the report of 11w Native lliovailan .1.4sossment projeet and %%All support
ic;.:ishito,r, that %NW help to tiring %%Alija?' children into the mainstream oflft (10anly, ctillt ati,)11 it tilt^ 110)St important tool tVt' haVe Po, ltu-
pr,'ihg one s prospe,t,-. for It full and enri,.lied life, 1Ve must use this tool now
in the tilo,t effectie %say possihl 1,, help a group of people f,therwls can-
1;,,t 4\ H.et the suhstantial 1,1irriers that prevent lit Ilie%enictir if a

gild 1,r.,ilictiv 'Inc tor themselves and their families.
1'h:1111, ,1; :tg:1111 and the rot,in,illec fc r y,1111- !Wu!!! iH1 1,, !his

,,f "11, II) 11,v Stale /Intl it' t11e people of 11aNva11ill N 11l .;t fliiitiI1110,1.
\\ :11 1)`,) :2,11i.. the' 1),:ir111g v.,s

0


